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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
In recent years, population and economic growth 
have impinged with mounting pressure on natural water 
supplies. Water shortages occur in the humid east as well 
as in the arid west because natural supplies are already in 
use or are too expensive to develop. These shortages are 
aggrevated and dramatized by periodic droughts, such as 
the one occurring in the northeastern United States during 
the mid-1960's which resulted in drastic curtailment of 
supplies in some of the large northeastern cities. The 
problem is not only drought but basic firm supply. 
Development of natural surface water supplies 
becomes increasingly expensive. Indeed, the difficulty of 
mounting cost is not the only problem. Reservoir sites are 
more difficult to obtain; more and more frequently they 
contain resources of increasing historic, scientific, or 
aesthetic value. As a result, there is a growing uneasiness, 
if not outright opposition, about aesthetic and ecological 
consequences of large-scale water development. Neverthe-
less, critical needs for fresh water continue to climb 
rapidly. Desalting water from the seas or from brackish 
supplies, using expected new sources of inexpensive 
energy, holds the promise for helping to meet these needs. 
Desalting technology is developing at a rapid pace. Both 
distillation and membrane desalting plants of greater 
capacities are being built to meet a wide variety of water 
requirements. The technology to build large capacity 
plants of 50 MGD and over is now in hand. But if the 
promise is to be realized, a basis must be found for 
comparing, in common terms, the effectiveness of desalt-
ing plants with alternatives of constructing reservoirs, 
making large-scale transfers, or pumping from ground-
water. 
Two considerations have prompted this study. First, 
existing water systems are usually based on natural 
supplies which are highly variable over a period of time. If 
a desalting plant is utilized to supplement the supply of an 
existing water system, it is quite clear that it should not 
be operated during the periods when natural water yields 
with an incremental cost of essentially zero are adequate 
to meet demands. For this type of operation the desalting 
plant will perform a peaking function; i.e., it will fill in 
the shortages of nature rather than run continuously. 
The second consideration relates to the purpose of 
the municipal water system or the water district in making 
an additional investment in a supplemental supply service. 
Usually the water utility must be able to provide a certain 
rate of flow on demand. The capacity of the water 
system from the point of view of the utility owner, is the 
rate of flow the system can deliver rather than the total 
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quantity of water. Like an electrical utility, what is 
purchased by additional investment is the capability to 
produce more megawatts of electrical flow and not total 
kilowatt hours. 1 What the water utility buys then, is an 
assured new (firm) yield rate. In comparing desalting with 
other alternatives, the relevant parameter to compare is 
the unit annual cost of additional firm yield. 
The concept of firm yield has many interesting 
ramifications. If there is no storage on a stream, the only 
yield that can be assured at all times is the minimum flow 
of the stream. But even this yield can be described on a 
probabilistic basis. For example, in one year out of ten on 
a particular stream, flow may drop below 100 MGD; 
below 75 MGD one year in 50, and below 70 MGD one 
year in 100. To define the firm yield, then, there is an 
associated probability level which must be specified, 
because the greater the reliability required, the less the 
firm yield. 
A logical first step in firming-up the yield of a 
natural supply is to store waters in reservoirs during 
periods of high flow and release them during periods of 
low flow. The increase in firm yield can be calculated by 
making a reservoir operations study. Such a study involves 
accounting for the probable inflows and outflows day by 
day or month by month; i.e., solve the equation of 
continuity. When a draft on the system is reached such 
that the reservoirs just avoid running dry, the draft is the 
new firm yield. The level of reliability depends on the 
sequence of years examined. In other words the firm yield 
depends on the particular sequence of hydrological events 
used in the reservoir analysis. Ordinarily, historical hydro-
graphic records are quite short. Records exceeding 50 
years are more the exception than the rule. Furthermore, 
future events will almost certainly be different and in a 
different sequence than those of the past. However, by 
using computers and modern operational hydrology, 2 
hypothetical sequences of hydrological events of any 
length desired, which have the same probabilities of 
occurrence as those of the past, can be generated. Using 
such series the analyst may extend records and perform 
1 The view of the utility management may be different from 
that of individual customers who pay for gallons or kilowatt 
hours. Even so, larger electrical consumers usually pay a demand 
charge; i.e., a charge which permits the kilowatt hours to be drawn 
at a certain rate. For the utility, though, the time dimension 
implied in a rate of flow cannot be ignored. 
20 . peratIonal hydrology refers to the theory of synthetic 
generation of sequences of hydrologic events. 
the reservoir operations analysis for any specified period. 
This procedure permits estimation of firm yield reliability 
to any significance level desired; i.e., to the degree to 
which the record of the past is a fair sample of the future. 
Adding a desalting plant to a surface supply system, 
including reservoirs, adds a further complication to the 
problem of firm yield analysis. Such a plant usually does 
not add a firm yield equal to plant capacity because 
future events determine the optimum time to turn the 
plant on and off. Since these times cannot be known in 
advance, there is always some spillage of water. The 
operator must make a judgment about turning the plant 
on soon enough that the reservoir does not run dry in the 
future and turning it off early enough that the water is 
not wasted over the spillway. If the costs of firm yield 
added by desalting plants are to be compared with those 
from other sources, then means must be found to predict 
the amount a desalting plant will add to the firm yield of 
a water system and at what cost. The research reported 
herein deals with these topics and describes a computer 
program (hereafter called the Operating Rule Program) 
which can be used to plan optimal combinations of 
desalting plant sizes with conventional water supply 
systems. 
Past studies of the use of desalting plants as a means 
for supplementing natural supplies usually have assumed 
base load plant operation for the desalting plant. Two 
notable exceptions to the base load assumption are as 
follows. 
A preliminary study of conjunctive operation of a 
200 MGD plant fot New York City was made as part of a 
study by the Northwest Desalting team in 1965 and 
reported by the Office of Saline Water (1966). The study 
showed that the desalting plant would be operated only 
70 percent of the time while supplying the required firm 
yield during a drought period. This load factor falls within 
the range of load factors reported in the case studies of 
this report. 
Mawer and Burley (1968) reported that "a desalina-
tion plant can be operated in conjunction with a 
conventional reservoir to give increased yields at costs as 
low as 50 percent of the equivalent base-load desalination 
cost." Their claim is supported by the present study. 
In this study a digital computer program is develop-
ed for applying modern operational hydrology to deter-
mine the firm yield that will be added by a desalting plant 
and the associated cost of the firm yield. The principal 
problem concerns the plant operating rule; i.e., when to 
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tum the plant on and off. Improper decisions either waste 
desalted water or fail to utilize the plant to prevent 
shortages. Since all possible decisions cannot be studied 
efficiently, the computer program screens the possible 
operating rules and eliminates those that cannot produce 
the required water or those that inefficiently produce too 
much. The remaining rules are then utilized in a cost 
subroutine that determines the cost of producing the 
added firm yield. The near optimum rule can then be 
selected. 
The program is visualized as a planning tool. Its 
purpose is to provide information on the probable value 
of a desalting plant as a possible alternative for adding 
yield to a water system. This alternative may then be 
compared with other alternatives in common terms. While 
the program will certainly provide guidance for actual 
operation once a plant is installed, this is not its primary 
purpose. A skilled operator should do even better because 
he will have more information at any given time. The 
writers believe, however, that the program closely predicts 
the best that can be expected under real-life conditions. 
Demonstration of the computer program using real 
planning situations is important and this has been done 
for three case studies. 
The specific objectives of the research are stated 
briefly as follows: 
1. To develop a digital computer program that can 
conveniently determine the optimum operating rule for 
conjunctive operation of a desalting plant in order to help 
assess alternatives and to aid in decision making concern-
ing plant design. 
2. To apply the Operating Rule Program to three 
real-life situations where a desalting plant can be operated 
in conjunction with a reservoir and water system. 
3. To assess the impact of conjunctive operation on 
the performance characteristics and the design of a 
desalting plant used in intermittent service and to identify 
the unique features of such plants. 
Using generated hydrologic sequences as an input, 
the central problem which the computer program must 
solve is the determination of the correct operating rule 
considering other inputs of demand and cost. Once the 
correct operating rule is determined, the unit cost of new 
firm yield is known. Furthermore, a repeated series of 
computations, each with a different plant size, leads to a 
choice of a near optimum plant capacity. Similarly, the 
best reservoir size can be investigated. 
SUMMARY 
The Operating Rule Program receives central focus 
in this report. It is written in Fortran IV computer 
language and consists of about 1,700 statements. One of 
the unique features of the program is its general format 
and easy applicability to a wide variety of conditions. 
In general the Operating Rule Program goes through 
the following steps to find the optimum rule: The 
historical hydrologic data for the reservoir and the water 
system are first analyzed. Long hypothetical streamflow 
sequences are then generated having the same statistical 
characteristics as the known hydrologic record. Using the 
generated hydro graphs along with the given reservoir 
characteristics and an assumed desalting plant capacity, 
the operation of the desalting plant is simulated by the 
computer program to test the ability of the various 
proposed operating rules to meet the needed water 
demand. Decisions as to when to turn the plant on and 
when to turn it off are determined by the operating rule. 
Parameters affecting the operating rule are the reservoir 
storage contents and the season of the year. All rules that 
can produce the needed additional firm water yield are 
feasible operating rules. Each feasible rule is evaluated by 
simulating operation of the system over an arbitrary 
period of time equal to some multiple of the economic 
life of the desalting plant and by determining the unit cost 
of the added firm yield. Several such simulation computa-
tions are conducted with different hydrologic sequences 
to determine the mean cost for each rule. The operating 
rule that produces the water at least mean annual cost is 
the relevant one, and the associated added firm yield and 
its unit cost are the desired outputs. 
To demonstrate the usefulness of the Operating 
Rule Program, three real water systems were studied after 
adapting the data to the format required by the computer. 
These systems are the Cachuma Project near Santa 
Barbara, California; the Deer Creek Project near Salt Lake 
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City, Utah; and the New York City water supply system. 
Each system used in the applications has features different 
from the others. The Cachuma project involves a single 
stream and reservoir in an arid environment. The Salt 
Lake City system illustrates a way of analyzing part of a 
system consisting of several streams and reservoirs in a 
semi-arid area in which the water supply originates in 
nearby high mountains. The New York City system 
example analyzes a large complex system by lumping all 
storage and watershed inflows into one composite reser-
voir and one inflow. This system is located in an area of 
relatively high rainfall (approximately 40 inches per year). 
Sensitivity of the optimum operating rule and the 
associated costs to changes in various input parameters are 
described and the influence of intermittent conjunctive 
operation on the plant design and plant operating features 
is discussed. Finally, additional useful research opportuni-
ties are pointed out. 
The analyses of each of the systems were based on 
minimum input data but were sufficient to demonstrate 
the operability and applicability of the computer pro-
gram. The results shown should be considered only 
illustrative of the range of values to be expected under the 
assumptions made. Principal results of the application of 
the program are summarized in Table 1 for the three 
systems analyzed. 
The computer program developed under this con-
tract is potentially a practical tool useful to water 
resources planners in helping to assess the role of desalting 
plants operating in conjunction with existing water supply 
systems. The program, as applied to specific cases, will 
provide data not only on the optimum operating rule for 
the desalting plant, but also will provide useful engineer-
ing information relative to design requirements of a 
desalting plant operated in a conjunctive mode to increase 
firm yield of a system. 
Table 1. Summary of results of the application studies. 
Name of 
application 
project 
Cachuma 
Salt Lake-Deer Cr. 
N. Y. City system 
N. Y. City system 
Probability 
level 
defining 
fIrm 
yield 
% 
95 
99 
99 
95 
Assumptions. for the computations: 
Demand 
MGD 
80.0 
220.0 
1970.0 
1970.0 
Five simulation periods of 30 years each 
Five firm yield periods of 75 years each 
MSF, single purpose desalting plant 
30 years plant life 
Firm 
yield 
without 
desalting 
MGD 
24.2 
176.8 
1759.6 
1856.2 
Interest rate 4 5/8% (Fixed charge rate = 7.23%) 
Fuel cost = 35c/MBTU 
aA verage levelized annual cost for the five simulation periods. 
Optimum 
plant 
size 
MGD 
4 
75 
65 
250 
150 
Optimum 
operating 
rule 
(reservoir 
fraction 
full) 
ON 
0.36 
.46 
.77 
.80 
OFF 
0.40 
.80 
.70 
.57 
Average 
plant 
load 
factor 
% 
65 
59 
51 
57 
Desalted 
water 
use/ production 
ratio 
(efficiency) 
0.82 
.75 
.24 
.30 
Minimum 
costa 
in $/yr. 
perMGD 
of added 
firm yield 
197,500 
183,400 
145,200 
164,200 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATING RULE PROGRAM 
General Approach 
The methodology described herein combines simula-
tion and operational hydrology through the use of a 
digital computer to find the least-cost alternative for 
meeting an increased water demand with a desalting plant 
operated with an existing water system. According to 
Hufschmidt and Fiering (1966), simulation, with the 
advance in computer technology, has become a valid 
planning tool in the water resources area. Operational 
hydrology services the simulation by providing sequences 
of "equally likely" streamflows. 
Before a natural phenomenon can be simulated it is 
necessary to describe the various components of the 
system by mathematical models which have the response 
of the natural components. Upon adequate modeling of 
the system, the response to a number of inputs and 
constraints can be determined in rapid succession by 
having a computer carry out the computation required by 
the 'mathematical models. By examining the various 
responses, the one which best meets the objective can be 
selected. The problem does not lend itself easily to an 
elegant analytical formulation, and to minimize study 
time in developing a practical means of determining the 
optimum operating rule, a computerized simulation ap-
proach was utilized. 
General Description of the Simulation Model 
Given a reservoir, a desalting plant, a postulated 
demand, and a sequence of likely future streamflows, the 
basic equation to be solved by the model is the equation 
of continuity; i.e., H + (C) (J) - D - M = t:, S in which H is 
the streamflow into the reservoir, C is the capacity of the 
desalting plant, J is either 1.0 or zero depending on 
whether or not the desalting plant is operating, D. S is the 
change in reservoir storage, D is the demand, and M is 
other mandatory releases. This equation is solved month 
by month for a prestated demand over a time sequence. A 
separate solution of the continuity equation is made for 
each month; these solutions are tied together in time by 
the carryover storage S, which is carried forward from 
month to month. The 100 percent firm yield is defined as 
the demand D which can be met at all times without 
running short of water but also just emptying the 
reservoir. If the reservoir is emptied; i.e., S equals zero, in 
5 percent of the years for a particular demand D, then the 
firm yield with 95 percent reliability equals that demand 
D. The period of examination can be made as long as 
necessary to obtain the level of reliability desired for any 
specified demand. 
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The computer must search through time to find that 
demand which is associated with the prescribed level of 
certainty; trial levels of demand are proposed and the 
computer calculates their probabilities. Based on these 
probabilities the search rapidly closes on the desired value 
of demand. 
Intermittent operation of the desalting plant greatly 
expands the problem. If the plant is off at the beginning 
of any month, the decision has to be made whether or not 
to tum it on; if the plant is on, then the program must 
decide whether or not to tum it off. Assuming that on the 
average just one turn-on and one subsequent tum-off 
decision has to be made each year, the total number of 
monthly decision combinations in a 150-year ~eriod of 
operational hydrology would be about 4 x 10 1 . Clearly 
some means for screening out most of these combinations 
is necessary. 
An operator would not likely start the plant if the 
reservoir were full or nearly so, nor would he tum the 
plant off if the reservoir were nearly empty. Thus, 
reservoir storage is a good index for making an initial 
screening of tum-off and turn-on decisions. With the 
desalting plant off, the operator can decide that J remains 
zero if the reservoir contains more than A; and, with the 
desalting plant on, J remains 1.0 if the reservoir contains 
less than B. For a prechosen value of desalting plant 
capacity, C, several values of B are selected and the 
computer program finds the corresponding values of A 
which are just able to produce the required yield. 
Infeasible operating rules (rules that cannot produce the 
desired demand) and inefficient rules (rules that produce 
too much water) quickly can be screened out. Fig. 1 
illustrates the process in graphical terms. The family of 
constant cost lines (if they were known) would show 
operating points (A,B) which could produce the required 
yield (or more) at the annual cost represented by the line. 
The set of points (A,B), with B preselected and A 
determined by the program to produce exactly the 
required yield, defines a feasible operating rule curve. 
Points below this curve cannot produce enough' water 
while points above the curve produce more than is 
necessary and are thus inefficient. Once the less promising 
or infeasible rules are screened out, the computer program 
calculates the cost of producing the required yield based 
on unit cost data for capital and operating costs. The 
estimate of the minimum value of the cost function can 
then be refined by interpolating along the feasible 
operating rule curve. Graphically, the objective is to find 
the point of intersection of the feasible rule curve with 
the smallest value of cost at point X in Fig. 1. This triple 
l.ne water surface area is given in the input data as a 
function of the reservoir storage and treated as the average 
for the month. 
Desalting plant 
The capacity of the desalting plant is a fixed value 
for any given computation. However, by performing a 
series of computations, each with a different plant 
capacity in the range of feasible sizes, a best size plant can 
be determined. 
The simulation does not depend directly on the 
kind of desalting process. The program does require that a 
plant capacity in MGD be specified and that the desalting 
plant cost data be supplied. The cost data consist of (a) 
fixed annual costs, (b) operational and maintenance costs, 
and (c) estimated turn-on and turn-off costs including 
• mothballing. In the development and application of the 
Operating Rule Program, costs of brine disposal and 
distribution works are neglected, since they were not 
available. If this assumption is untenable in an application, 
then these costs must be determined and included in the 
cost data. For the subsequent application studies, cost 
data were furnished by the Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, under contract with the 
Office of Saline Water. 
In the event that the desalting plant is called upon 
to operate continuously for more than eleven months, a 
conditional turn-off is effected. If the twelfth month is 
not designated as a dry month, the plant is turned off for 
maintenance. Otherwise, the plant is continued in opera-
tion until. a non-dry month is encountered. Other details 
of the simulated plant operation will be described in the 
section on the logic of the computer program. 
Firm Yield 
While firm yield is not a component of the model in 
the same sense as the parts discussed above, it is defined 
here because of its significance in developing the Opera-
ting Rule Program and in the system simulation. 
Definition of firm yield 
The firm water yield of a system must satisfy 
certain requirements and constraints as to water availabil-
ity. The constraints may derive from economic, social, 
political, or other considerations. Such factors as frequen-
cy, magnitude, and duration of shortages each could serve 
to constrain or define the yield. A frequency constraint is 
used in the model presented herein. For example, a firm 
yield associated with a 95 percent probability implies that 
the system has water available to completely satisfy 
demands 95 years out of 100; i.e., 5 percent rate of 
failure. The level of frequency constraint on the firm yield 
is selected by the program user according to his willing-
ness or aversion to accept the consequences of shortages. 
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The general model would probably be improved if 
the magnitude of shortages were included as a constraint 
on the firm yield. This feature should be investigated in 
later studies. The Operating Rule Program includes an 
option for listing the amounts of all annual shortages so 
that the user can judge the severity of the shortages and 
base his decisions on this information if desired when 
using the present program. 
Cost of firm yield 
If a desalting plant is to be used as a peaking plant 
to increase the firm or reliable yield which may be drawn 
conjunctively from a natural reservoir system, then the 
relevant product is not the volume of water produced in a 
given time by the desalting plant; rather it is the increase 
in capability to maintain sustained flow. This will be 
greater than or less than the capacity of the desalting 
plant depending on the definition of firm yield as will be 
apparent later. The relevant cost is not the cost of a unit 
volume of water produced by the desalting plant (normal-
ly expressed in cents per thousand gallons), but the cost 
over a given period of time to assure a ·unit increase in 
flow. N ormall y, costs are expressed in terms of annual 
cost in dollars of capital and operating expenses. With 
flow in MGD units the unit costs of safe yield would be 
expressed in dollars per annum per million gallons per day 
($/year/MGD). A cost of $200,000/year/MGD means that 
$200,000 per year will pay for all of the fixed costs of 
capital and operating expenses to assure an increased firm 
yield of 1 million gallons per day. 1 
Logic of Program 
In this section the overall methodology embodied in 
the Operating Rule Program will be discussed along with 
the role played by each of the component parts of the 
program. A macro flow chart of the logic employed in the 
Operating Rule Program is presented in Fig. 2, and will 
serve as the basis of discussion. Each block has been 
assigned a number which will reference that block as the 
logic of the computer program is explained. The program 
is written in Fortran IV computer language and consists of 
about 1700 statements. 
1 This unit may be reduced to $/1000 gallons of additional 
fIrm yield by dividing by the number of days in a year and by 
1,000. (In the example, $200,000/year/MGD becomes $0.5479/K 
gal.) The time units have now disappeared and only a cost per unit 
volume is given. But there is an important difference between a 
simple volume cost of desalted water in $/K gal. and a cost of fum 
yield in the same units. Purchased also is the assurance that the 
flow will be there on demand; i.e., present when needed without 
any constraints. Firm vield implies a time flow; the unit is really 
$/unit time/lOOO gallons/unit time. 
percent required for maintenance), then the cost of 
supplying the needed water with base load operation is 
$226,200/year/MGD of added firm yield. If the optimal 
75 MGD plant is run 90 percent of the time, the added 
firm yield would cost $259,300/year/MGD. The economic 
advantage of conjunctive operation is readily seen. 
The Salt Lake-Deer Creek Application 
Purpose 
The purpose of this application study is to find the 
lowest cost conjunctive operation desalting alternative to 
increase the firm yield of the Deer Creek Project to 220 
MGD with reservoir size held constant. The cost of 
supplying the increased firm yield, the optimum size 
plant, and the associated optimum operating rule are to be 
determined 
System description 
Five streams presently supply about 70 percent of 
Salt Lake City's more than 22 billion gallons yearly water 
requirement-City Creek, Parley's Creek, Big Cottonwood 
Creek, Little Cottonwood Creek, and Emigration Springs. 
An additional 12 percent of the water requirement is 
obtained from 100 flowing wells located in the Murray 
Artesian Basin area, about 7 miles southeast of the city 
and from several large pumped wells located along the 
north and east bench area of the city. Most of these 
pumps are ope!ated from a remotely controlled telemeter-
ing center where flow records are automatically recorded. 
Some of the larger pumped wells are equipped with 
automatic variable speed pumps which keep the quantity 
of water pumped equal to the varying demand. 
The remaining 18 percent of the city's annual water 
requirement is supplied by the Deer Creek Project which 
was completed by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in 
1952. Deer Creek Reservoir, located about 40 miles 
southeast of Salt Lake City in Provo Canyon, adds water 
to the city distribution system through a 69-inch diameter 
concrete pipeline. 
The percentages mentioned above may vary consid-
erably from year to year depending upon the amount of 
water available in the streams. For example, the amount 
of water supplied from the five streams has been as little 
as 55 percent or as high as 90 percent, with corresponding 
adjustments in the amounts supplied from wells and from 
the Deer Creek system. The amounts supplied from the 
Deer Creek system have varied from about 5 percent to 28 
percent. This percentage may be expected to increase 
continually as the city grows since the capacity of the 
Deer Creek system has not been reached yet. Treatment 
facilities for this water are located near Salt Lake City in 
the mouth of Little Cottonwood Canyon. The Deer Creek 
Project also meets some agricultural water requirements in 
Utah Valley. 
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The Salt Lake-Deer Creek application model simu-
lates the operation of the Deer Creek system in conjunc-
tion with a desalting plant. The model includes both 
demands for municipal and industrial water and for 
agricultural water. The municipal and industrial water 
flows through the Deer Creek-Salt Lake Aqueduct to the 
Salt Lake City metropolitan area. The agricultural de-
mands are represented by all other releases from the 
reservoir, some of which are releases during non -irrigation 
and flood seasons, to downstream storage. 
While Salt Lake City is in a semi-arid area with an 
average annual precipitation of about 16 inches, the high 
mountains nearby, from which the streams flows, receive 
up to 60 inches of annual precipitation at high elevation. 
Input data and results 
Basic data available for the model were taken from 
.many sources and consist of records of storage levels on 
Deer Creek Reservoir, records of flows in the Salt Lake 
Aqueduct, records of streamflow, and records of releases 
from storage for agricultural demands. N 6 direct reservoir 
inflow data are available as much of the reservoir inflows 
consists of flows from several small ungaged streams. A 
partial record of evaporation at the reservoir is also 
available. A U.S. Bureau of Reclamation area-capacity 
curve is available for the reservoir and appears as Table 8. 
Evaporation data for the reservoir were estimated 
by correlating basic climatological data with the partial 
record of evaporation which is available. The evaporation 
potential is given in Table 9. 
Water requirements in the model for municipal and 
industrial use and for agricultural use were based upon the 
records of past deliveries for these uses. 
The reservoir inflow record in Table 10 was estima-
ted by adjusting total outflow records for storage changes 
and evaporation losses. 
The Deer Creek project with its 49.78 BG storage 
represents most of the storage available in the Salt Lake 
City water system. Except for small regulating and 
equalizing reservoirs, the only other storage is the small 
Mountain Dell Reservoir. In general, Salt Lake City uses 
all the water possible from other sources, as limited by 
physical and legal requirements, and then supplies the 
balance of its needs with Deer Creek project water. 
The Salt Lake-Deer Creek application model as-
sumes that a desalting plant could be built northwest of 
the city to reclaim the brackish water, sewage effluent, 
and Jordon River return flow before these waters enter 
the Great Salt Lake. The desalted water would be pumped 
into existing regulating and equalizing reservoirs for 
mixing before use. Desalted water production would thus 
hold the water upstream in the Deer Creek Reservoir. 
Line 7 shows the summary of computations for a 
two season characterization (NSN=2) with a resulting cost 
of $197,900/year/MGD of added firm yield. Thus, the 
two season option performs almost as well as the three 
season option and is somewhat simpler. 
Line 8 shows the results of a one season characteri-
zation (all months the same, NSN=l) with a resulting cost 
of $200,100/year/MGD. This option yields higher costs 
than the three season characterization of lines 2 or 6. 
Operating costs 
The cost data for the desalting plant must be 
supplied by the USer of the Operating Rule Program. As 
noted before, for these application studies, cost data were 
furnished by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory under its 
contract with OSW, and were based on a MSF plant with 
4 5/8 percent interest rate, 30 year plant life, fIxed charge 
rate of 7.23 percent 1 and fuel at 35¢ per million BTU. 
The results of the application studies depend a great 
deal on the cost input data used in the program. To 
illustrate, as shown in line 13, the costs increase to 
$221,700/year/MGD if the fixed charge rate remains at 
7.23 percent, but the operating costs are increased 25 
percent. 
Reservoir size 
Line 9 shows how reservoir size can change the cost. 
With the reservoir increased by 10 BG to 76.79 BG, the 
natural system can produce additional water by itself so 
the desalting plant is decreased. This means a 
different rule (ON at .31, OFF at .30) is and the 
unit cost of producing enough water to meet the same 
demand as before using the 75 MGD plant is slightly 
increased to $197,800/year/MGD. Since the required 
amount of desalted water production is smaller however 
the total cost of supplying the demand decr:ases fro~ 
$10.88 million to $10.50 million per year when the 
reservoir is enlarged. Of course, the larger reservoir would 
cost more and tlus should be taken into account in 
comparing the alternatives. In this case it must be 
determined if $380,000 per year would pay for the 
enlargement of the reservoir. 
Replacement life 
In all applications up to this point, the replacement 
life of the desalting plant has been assumed to be 30 
years. If the usefu1 life were longer, then the capital 
investment would be spread over a longer period of time 
and even if annual operating costs remained the same, the 
cost of water would decrease. This effect is shown in line 
1 The fIxed charge includes depreciation and other costs of 
capital as well as interest. 
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12 and the cost decreases to $ 183,700/year/MGD with a 
replacement life of 50 years. 
DeJ:nand coefficients 
Some important input data are the demand coeffI-
cients which show the pattern of annual demand; i.e., 
what portion of the annual demand is needed each month 
of the year. Lines 10 and 11 show what happens if 
demand is assumed to be constant each month instead of 
distributed more in hot dry months as in all the other 
computations. The constant demand is more easily met by 
the system than a demand pattern with large needs 
occurring during low natural flows. The operating rule for 
a 75 MGD plant changes to ON at .26 ,and OFF at .25 
with the cost being $192,300/year/MGD. The 65 MGD 
plant can now meet the smaller demand (the natural 
system produces more water) with a rule of ON at .61 and 
OFF at .70 with the cost being $201,000/year/MGD. 
Note that the smaller plant, however, produces the water 
at a higher cost and runs at a higher load factor. 
Definition of firm yield 
In all the cases described to this point the firm yield 
was defined at 95 percent probability. That is, the 
demand was to be met 95 years out of 100. Lines 4 and 5 
illustrate the effects of changing the probability associated 
with firm yield. If firm yield is defIned at 90 percent as in 
line 5, then the natural system can, of course, meet a 
part of the demand. Thus, the optimum operating 
rule changes to ON at .30 and OFF at .30 while the 
additional firm yield that is needed decreases to 51.83 
BG. Tills smaller production from the same plant yields a 
annual unit cost of $207,400/year/MGD of add.i-
tional firm yield. A smaller plant would be able to meet 
the smaller desalting demand more econonlically and this 
option should be investigated. 
The data in line 4 are for a 99 percent firm yield 
specification. Now the natural system is less capable of 
meeting the water requirements and the desalting plant 
must produce more. The larger production costs of the 
desalted water are now spread over an even bigger increase 
in firm yield thus giving a smaller ullit cost of 
$ 195,100/year/MGD. To properly understand the cost 
variation as the defInition of fIrm yield is changed, one 
should look at average annual costs of meeting the 
demand rather than at the unitized costs per MGD. The 
average annual costs for 90,95, and 99 percent fIrm yields 
are $10,760,000, $11 ,029,000 and $11 ,517,000 respec-
tively. Thus, the more relaxed the definition of firm yield, 
the lower the total cost, while the highest unitized cost 
occurs with the 90 percent defInition. 
Lines 14 and 15 illustrate the wasteful nature of 
base load operation of the desalting plant. Assunling the 
smallest possible (65 MGD) plant is designed for base load 
operation and is operated 90 percent of the time (10 
produce more water than is needed, since the extra water 
is spilled and lost. Such rules can meet the demand but 
only at a higher cost. Thus the few rules left for final 
consideration are those that are the best among the many 
rules in the original set. Each of these few rules can 
efficiently produce the needed firm yield and often, as in 
this case, the differences among these better rules is slight. 
The costs given above are the average of five 
separate simulation runs of 30 years each using different 
equally likely synthetic hydro graphs of streamflow. The 
minimum cost for the best rule was the average of the 
following costs from simulation runs: $202,700, 
$181,700, $199,100, $200,700, and $203,300/year/MGD 
of added firm yield. This large range in costs for the 
optimum rule for the different equally likely streamflow 
sequences gives an indication of the variability of the 
hydrologic record. 
A larger number of time periods would need to be 
used in the computation if a better estimate of the mean 
cost were needed, however for illustrating the operation 
of the program, the five periods of 30 years each were 
thought to be sufficient. In a real life application, the 
additional computer expense would probably be justified 
to secure a more precise value of the desalting costs, 
depending on the variability of streamflows involved. 
F or the 85 MGD plant, the optimum rule was ON at 
.22 and OFF at .20. The cost of water was $201 ,400/year-
/MGD of added firm yield. For the 65 MGD plant, the 
optimum rule Was ON at .80 and OFF at .95 and the cost 
was $214,600/year/MGD of added firm yield. Thus, the 
75 MGD plant with optimum rule ON at .36 and OFF at 
.40 and a cost of $197,500 per year per MGD of added 
firm yield is the best of these three plants. 
The average plant load factor was defined earlier as 
the average percent of time that the desalting plant runs in 
the years that it is turned on. Years with no desalted 
water production are not counted in the computation. 
This average plant load factor might be called a design 
load factor because it represents a mean probable service 
condition for the plant. The plant design is optimized for 
this operating point and the data used in cost computa-
tions are selected accordingly from the appropriate 
column in Fig. 8. In years that the plant operates only a 
short time, an economic penalty is paid because the plant 
is not operating at its optimum (design) load factor. The 
same is true when the plant runs more time in a year than 
its design load factor. In the Cachuma application load 
factors varied from 56 percent through 83 percent with 
the optimum 75 MGD plant running at 65 percent load 
factor. 
To measure the efficiency of desalted water use in 
the system, a desalted water use/production ratio has been 
computed and is shown for each computation reported in 
Table 7. This measure of efficiency shows that portion of 
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the desalted water production which is actually used in 
the system. Thus the ratio is the total desalted water 
production less any desalted water spills divided by total 
desalted water production. Since any desalted water 
overproduction is viewed as going over the spillway first 
when the reservoir is full, this definition of efficiency is 
quite severe with respect to the desalting plant operating 
rule. However, one should keep in mind that a perfect 
operating rule would spill no desalted water and the 
use/production ratio would be 1.0. In the Cachuma 
application for the optimum rule with the 75 MGD plant, 
the efficiency was 0.82. Thus most of the desalted water 
was actually used in the system. In other applications the 
efficiencies will be much lower. 
Sensitivity Analysis for Cachuma Application 
To help understand the Operating Rule Program and 
its use in planning for conjunctive operation of desalting 
plants, an effort was made to test the sensitivity of the 
computational results to changes in various input param-
eters. This series of computer applications was made on 
the Cachuma project data and comprises a "sensitivity 
analysis." Table 7 summarizes the results of this work. 
Each line of the table summarizes a whole series of 
computations by the Operating Rule Program. Line 2 
represents the "basic" program results and all other lines 
should be compared with it. To minimize chance varia-
tions in the analysis, all runs were made with the same 
streamflow sequences. Sensitivity to the several input 
parameters is discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Seasonal turn-on and tum-off increments 
In the Operating Rule Program, there is provision to 
modify the operating rule each month according to 
whether the month usually has a low, average, or high 
streamflow as explained earlier. If a month is low, then no 
change is made in the rule. If the month is average, the 
turn-on level is decreased by the smaller increment given 
in the input and the turn-off level is also decreased by the 
same amount. If a month is high, then the turn-on and 
turn-off levels are decreased by the larger factor given in 
the input. 
Line 6 of Table 7 shows the cost associated with 
changing the seasonal tum-on and turn-off increments as 
compared to line 2. Note that the increments of line 6 
(0.05 and 0.10) are more efficient than in line 2 (0.25 and 
0.05) and lead to the lower cost of $ 196,800/year/MGD. 
One could make still other changes in the increments to 
see if an even more efficient rule can be found. 
Seasonal characterization 
The program has three options for specifying the 
seasonal characterization of the monthly inflows. These 
are with three seasons (low average, and high), two 
seasons (low and high), or one season with all months the 
same. 
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Figure 8. Cost data, Cachuma application.a 
COST OATA FOR DESALTING PLANT 
OP[R. l. 1=". 1\ N NU Al COST IN $/YR. FOR THE,PLANT THAT IS 
tIN PERCfNT) 
40. SD. 
o. 3200 O. 32000. 
10. 12. 16 on O. 11 68000. 
20. 2284 00 O. 2184000. 
3n. 3351 no o. 31 9900 n. 
50. 5486000. 52. 30 00 Q. 
10. 7£1?1 no o. 12 ~l OQ fl. 
90. 9G '93 00 o. 9229 00 o. 
100. 10718 no o. 102 2g00 o. 
4NNUAL FIXED CHG. 51 38000. 5357 00 o. 
AT 1.23 PERCENT 
E~TIMATED TURN-ON COST= 64000. 
ESTIMATED TURN-OFF COST= 64000. 
INTEREST RATE= .0500 
a75 MGD, MFS, single purpose plant. 
See Appendix C for additional cost details. 
60 • 70. 
3200 o. 32 000. 
1141000. 1113000. 
21 31 000. 2018000. 
3120000. 3040 000. 
50 3EOO o. 4965 000. 
7Cl 75000. (;8 91 000. 
899100 O. 875300 O. 
9961000. 969300 O. 
5524 00 O. S6 90 000. 
USED IN ANALYSIS 
OPTIMIZED AT THE GIVEN LOAD FACTOR (IN PERCE NT) 
80. 
3200 O. 
109200 O. 
201100 o. 
2984 00 O. 
481500 o. 
6767 000. 
859400 O. 
952400 O. 
583300 o. 
Table 7. Summary of cost computations, Cachurna application. 
Optimum Average Number 
Average 
Probability Firm yield Required rule Desalted levelized cost 
Line level Demand without increase Plant (reservoir plant water of in $/yr 
No. defining MGD in fraction 
load use/production feasible per MGD desalting size 
firm yield firm yield I full) factor ratio rules of added MGD MGD 
% MGD ON OFF % (efficiency) tried fum yie,ld 
1 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 65 0.80 0.95 81 0.72 2 214,600 
2 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 75 .36 .40 65 0.82 4 197,500 
3 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 85 .22 .20 56 0.87 3 201,400 
4 99 80.0 20.97 59.03 75 .44 .60 67 0.79 4 195,100 
5 90 80.0 28.17 51.83 75 .30 .30 63 0.85 4 207,400 
6 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 75 .39 .40 64 0.83 3 196,800 
7 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 75 .37 .40 64 0.82 3 197,900 
8 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 75 .47 .30 62 0.82 3 200,100 
9 95 80.0 26.96 53.04 75 .31 .30 63 0.84 3 197,800 
10 95 80.0 25.56 54.44 75 .26 .25 64 0.78 2 192,300 
11 95 80.0 25.56 54.44 65 .61 .70 72 0.79 4 201,000 
12 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 75 .36 .40 65 0.83 4 183,700 
13 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 75 .36 .40 65 0.82 4 221,700 
14 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 75 Base Load 90 259,300 
15 95 80.0 24.16 55.84 65 Base Load 90 226,200 
Standard conditions unless otherwise noted Line S~ecial conditions 
Useful plant life = 30 years 
5 ,simulation periods of 30 years each 6 Seasonal increments = 0.05 and 0.10 
5 firm yield periods of 75 years each 7 Two season assignment. Increment = 0.05. (NSN = 2) 
Seasonal increments of 0.025 and 0.050 8 One season assignment (NSN = 1) 
Reservoir capacity = 66.79 BG 9 Reservoir size = 76.79 BG 
No special release req uirements 10,11 Uniform demand coefficients 
Demand coefficients (starting in October) are 12 Useful life = 50 years 
1.23,0.76,0.40,0.36,0.28,0.59,0.76 13 Operating costs increased by 25% 
1.07,1.32,1.86,1.89,1.50 14 Base Load Operation (90% of time) 
Fixed charge rate = 7.23% 15 Base Load Operation (90% of time) 
Interest rate = 5.0% 
the projected demand with any operating rule. Therefore, 
it was dropped from any further study. 
The economic data for the cost computations are 
shown in the page of printout in Fig. 8 for the 75 MGD 
plant. Table 7 summarizes the cost computations for the 
Cachuma Project applications. This table also shows the 
sensitivity of the cost of the added firm yield to changes 
in the values of certain input parameters. The sensitivity 
analysis is discussed later. 
Basic results 
From the many possible operating rules for the 75 
MGD plant, with firm yield defined at 95 percent 
probability, the program found four feasible rules for 
detailed simulation and cost comparison. These rules were 
ON at .32 and OFF at .60, ON at .32 and OFF at .50, ON 
at .36 and OFF at 040, and ON at .50 and OFF at .30. 
Uniform annual water costs determined for these rules are 
respectively $199,600, $199,300, $197,500 and 
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$199,600/year/MGD of added firm yield. Thus the third 
rule has a slight advantage over the others for this plant, 
but each of these four rules perform almost as well as the 
others. Details of the optimum rule computation are 
shown in line 2 of Table 7. 
To assist in visualizing how the system operates, 
Figs. 9 and 10 show a typical inflow hydrograph and the 
reservoir contents with and without the desalting plant 
operating. Shown on Fig. 10 are the plant turn-on and 
turn-off contents and the dead storage. Whenever the 
reservoir contents drop below the ON level, the desalting 
plant is operating and whenever contents are above the 
OFF level, the plant is shut down. The demand that can 
be satisfied in each case is given in Fig. 1 0. The conditions 
of the computation are the same as for line 2, Table 7. 
Prior to the final simulation and cost computation, 
the program first eliminates from further consideration all 
rules that cannot produce enough water to satisfy the 
demand. Then the program eliminates those rules which 
N 
N 
Figure 7. Input data, Cachuma application. 
CACHUMA APPLICATION WITH A 75 M.G.D. DESALTING PLANT 
NO.OF PERIODS IN ~rMUlATION= 5 
NO.OF PERIODS IN FIRM YIELO= 5 
NO. 0 F Y r A R SIN f A C H PER I 00 = 3 0 
NO.OF YEARS IN EACH PERIOD= 75 
NPRC:: 40 
CMAX= 66.7~9 B.G. 
CMIN= 10.600 BeG .. 
OSCAP= 75.00 MeG eO. 
FORCE= 1 
KIO= 1 
KPC= 2 
KIP= 2 
KREAO= 1 
IFlOW= 3 
ISTOR= 1 
IYEAR= 1 
K H<= 1 
THERE ARE 1 DEMAND lEVEl5 IN THIS RUN A5 FOLLOWS 
80eO 
OEMB= 11$300 M G®D@ 
R ~®G@n 
= ... O?5 A 
'" 
G)EASON 
= ~ 050 WET SEASON OFr 
OCT NOV DE C J 
A MEl'll 1 2 J 3 
DEMAND COErrICrE 1 .. ? 3 .. 76 .. 40 ... 36 
RELEASE COEf'FICI T5 .. 00 eO 0 .. 00 .. 00 
TURN-ON FRACTIONS .. 50 .40 .. 30 
TURN-OFF FRACTIONS .. 60 .. 50 .. 4 0 .. 3D 
START= .6r) 
STEP= .05 
PCF= .95 
0;;:' 5 
INC .. = (j 
FE 8 MA R APR '( 
3 2 ? 1 
.. ? 8 .. 59 .. 16 1 .. 01 
.. 00 .. 00 .. 0 Q .. 00 
JUNE JUL Y AUG SEPT 
1 1 1 1 
1 .. 32 1 .. 86 1 .. 89 1 .. 5 0 
,,00 .. 00 .. 00 .. 00 
The reservoir capacity data appear in Table 5. Monthly 
evaporation potential for Cachuma Reservoir is given in 
Table 6. Other typical input data are shown in the page of 
printout in Fig. 7, including the demand rate, monthly 
season assignments and increments, demand coefficients, 
release coefficients, and the length and number of periods 
of flows used in the computations. 
Table 5. Elevation-capacity data. 
CACHUMA RESERVOIR 
Water surface 
elev. in feet 
560. 
565. 
570. 
575. 
580. 
585. 
590. 
595. 
·600. 
605. 
610. 
615. 
620. 
625. 
630. 
635. 
640. 
645. 
650. 
655. 
660. 
665. 
670. 
675. 
680. 
685. 
690. 
695. 
700. 
705. 
710. 
715. 
720. 
725. 
730. 
735. 
740. 
750. 
755. 
760. 
Capacity in Res. 
in ac-ft 
O. 
1. 
12. 
78. 
276. 
708. 
1419. 
2263. 
3114. 
4156. 
5364. 
6719. 
8229. 
9965. 
11945. 
14251. 
17023. 
20275. 
23985. 
28095. 
32514. 
37305. 
42628. 
48513. 
54874. 
61738. 
69129. 
77040. 
85530. 
94580. 
104163. 
114385. 
125292. 
136861. 
149099. 
162004. 
175569. 
204874. 
220694. 
237200. 
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Table 6. Monthly evaporation potential, Cachuma 
Reservoir. 
Month Evaporation (Inches) 
Oct. 5.39 
Nov. 3.79 
Dec. 2.92 
Jan. 2.69 
Feb. 2.91 
Mar. 4.38 
April 5.67 
May 6.97 
June 8.54 
July 9.66 
Aug. 8.70 
Sept. 7.04 
The first information needed from the Operating 
Rule Program is the amount of firm yield that the system 
can supply without the help of the desalting plant. This 
yield is given in Table 7 along with other results from the 
Cachuma application. Knowing both the demand that 
must be met and the firm yield without desalting, the firm 
yield to be added by the desalting plant can be deter-
mined by subtraction. The sizes of desalting plants to be 
studied can then be chosen. 
Of the many sizes of plants that could have been 
selected, 60, 65, 75, and 85 MGD plants were analyzed. 
One would expect that several plant sizes could meet the 
demand for water. Too small a plant would, however, run 
almost continuously and would spill water frequently due 
to its high tum-off fraction and thus would be less 
efficient than a larger plant. On the other hand, too large 
a plant would sit idle much of the time with a consequent 
drop in efficiency. 
In selecting the plant sizes to be studied, the 
judgment and experience of the operator are important. 
The first computation should be made with a plant that is 
expected to be in the middle of the range of plant sizes. 
Based on experience with cases studied using the program, 
the best size is usually a plant with a capacity about 1.30 
times as large as the required increase in firm yield. From 
the information supplied by the first computation, the 
decision is made as to the next plant size (somewhat 
smaller or larger) whose operation is to be simulated. Thus 
the process continues with the operator deciding at each 
stage the next plant size to be analy~ed, until the optimal 
plant size is determined as that plant which supplies the 
needed increase in firm yield at the lowest cost when 
operating with the optimum operating rule. 
The firm yield analysis, made by the computer 
program showed that the 60 MGD plant could not meet 
Table 4. Inflow to Cachuma in ac-ft. 
YEAR OC T NOV DE C JAN FE B MAR APR MAY JUNE J UL Y AUG SEPT 
1905 800 20 a 200 3000 794 00 89S0 0 13800 5300 1500 200 100 100 
1906 100 a 0 600 1000 117 90 a 152 rJO h 900 2300 60 a 100 100 
1907 100 a 2100 1 7460 a 469 00 23510 a 22700 7000 3400 70 a zoo 100 
1908 I50n a 100 17 SOO 59500 21700 noD 4500 2300 1 100 100 1.0 0 
1909 0 a 200 600na 180200 10030 a 53100 19600 6700 2700 600 0 
1910 a a 2100 28900 44 00 910 a 5400 2000 600 10 a 100 100 
1'311 100 a 0 33300 33400 211 100 22200 9400 4300 1700 600 200 
1912 600 30 a 500 6no 4 00 910 a 63 00 2800 ROO 20 0 0 a 
1913 0 0 0 300 8900 730 a 2200 1 300 600 100 100 0 
1914 a 800 30[1 143900 1732 no 30000 9400 5100 ?3DO 900 200 100 
1915 100 a 80['1 2700 476 00 1730 a 7700 14100 :?600 900 200 100 
1 cHh liDO 20 a AO('1 92 ODD 27200 15 SO 0 5700 3000 11 00 600 liDO 100 
1917 600 200 7600 10700 25800 13100 4100 2400 800 100 0 0 
1918 100 0 100 0 312 00 108 100 16500 5500 2000 400 200 400 
191q 0 3700 1800 11500 3R 00 5300 D 2500 0 0 0 1700 
1920 200 0 300 200 1600 9800 4500 1 SOD 600 200 )00 10 a 
1921 0 0 0 SOO 1000 1400 400 900 200 100 lOa 0 
1922 0 0 12400 12000 46700 ZO 70 0 SIf.OO 4300 1500 400 fJ a 
1973 0 a 2300 700 1500 1200 900 '100 200 100 100 0 
1924 0 0 0 n 0 so 0 200 100 100 0 0 0 
1 q25 0 0 0 0 0 400 1000 400 100 0 0 0 
1926 0 0 100 0 5700 70 a 5 so 00 1900 600 100 0 0 
1927 0 3100 lS00 1300 52500 14900 5500 sao 4 00 100 100 100 
1928 0 0 2(10 100 33 00 260 a 600 400 100 a 0 0 
1929 0 0 100 0 5 00 1000 600 100 a 0 0 a 
1930 0 n 0 0 0 2 3D 0 200 300 100 a 0 0 
1931 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 100 100 0 a 0 
1932 a 0 4100 1800 48900 460 a 2.1 00 1 100 200 a 0 0 
193~ 0 0 0 4600 24 00 1400 500 400 100 0 0 a 
1934 0 0 0 5200 6200 ?60 0 <JOO 200 100 a 0 0 
1 CJJS 500 0 0 960n 3300 800 a 15300 3400 7 00 a 100 0 
19~6 n a 0 0 18300 4500 4000 ROO 200 0 0 a 
19J7 O. 0 3000 3400 58300 57300 19200 5800 2200 200 ZOP 100 
1938 0 0 300 200 53800 117 70 0 18200 7000 3400 1500 300 100 
1939 0 a 60n 1200 3100 6900 2100 1200 200 0 0 500 
1940 .0 0 0 800 2300 3l:J0 1500 800 200 0 0 0 
1q41 a 0 3000 74800 93600 182 SO 0 116100 21 700 7900 3700 1800 1000 
1947 700 SOD 31DO 3900 29 00 370 a 7600 3700 1200 100 100 0 
1943 0 0 0 r;3700 2SO 00 64 00 0 13400 4800 2100 500 100 10 Q 
lq44 loa 0 300 aoo 36300 35800 71 00 4000 1500 400 100 I DO 
1945 0 1100 400 500 16000 10300 50 no 2000 600 200 0 0 
194(; 0 0 4400 1400 2000 13600 9600 1800 500 100 100 0 
1947 0 150 a 2900 2400 1200 900 200 300 0 0 0 0 
1948 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 
1949 0 a a 0 0 200 200 200 0 a a 0 
1950 0 0 0 0 1000 100 300 200 D 0 0 0 
1951 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 
195;> 0 0 1100 !H400 8700 64900 16700 6100 2400 1000 600 a 
1951 100 500 2400 5100 1700 1100 900 1000 200 0 0 0 
1954 0 a (1 3000 17 00 74::1 0 5100 1200 300 0 0 0 
lq55 0 0 0 600 800 1000 soo 2100 300 200 100 100 
1 QSh 100 0 3700 1190 a 2300 1600 2500 3600 500 200 100 100 
19')7 0 0 0 600 1500 1 SCI 0 1000 1 300 ZOO 100 100 100 
1958 0 0 IliaD 150 0 3% on 56000 128900 12100 1+300 1200 200 200 
1959 0 10 a 100 9[10 11000 24::1 0 11 00 500 200 300 100 200 
1960 100 0 a 0 1700 50 [l 3 00 300 1 DO 100 100 a 
1961 0 0 100 0 :') 00 0 0 a 0 a a 0 
1962 a 0 0 100 100200 181:::J 0 5300 2.600 600 IOO 100 0 
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APPLICATION OF THE OPERATING RULE PROGRAM 
TO SELECTED SYSTEMS 
As specified in the contract, the Operating Rule 
Program has been applied to three "natural water-reservoir 
systems" to determine the minimum cost of additional 
firm yield for selected desalting plants of various sizes and 
the operating rule associated with minimum cost. The 
program also furnishes the information needed to choose 
the optimum size of plant for each system. 
The three systems selected (in consultation with the 
Office of Saline Water) were the Cachuma project in 
California, the New York City Water System, and the 
Deer Creek Reservoir of the Salt Lake City water system. 
These applications are designed to demonstrate the 
methodology and effectiveness of the Operating Rule 
Program by using real environments. In applying the 
Operating Rule Program to the three selected cases for 
study purposes, the single purpose, multi-stage flash 
distillation (MSF) process plant was used. Basic engineer-
ing and cost data for plants used in the study are given in 
detail. in Appendix C. These data were developed by the 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory under its contract with 
OSW. Plant capacities ranging from 25 to 100 MGD, plant 
load factors from 10 percent to 90 percent, a fuel cost of 
35¢/MBTU, interest rate of 4-5/8 percent and a 30-year 
plant life were considered. For plant sizes larger than 100 
MGD, ORNL furnished the set of arithmetic multipliers 
given in Appendix C. The 100 MGD plant was considered 
as the base and the multipliers were used to compute the 
cost tables for the larger plant sizes up to 300 MGD. 
Water costs derived herein are for the incremental 
supply of safe yield produced by the desalting plants 
during their period of conjunctive operation. The costs 
shown are discounted over the 30-year selected study 
period (plant lifetime) and levelized to show a uniform 
annual safe yield cost for the period. Only the costs that 
occur within the plant boundary were considered. 
While the MSF process was utilized in the study, 
other processes such as the membrane processes could 
have been considered equally as well. As in the MSF 
process case, relevant input data would have to be derived 
and fed into the program. 
The cost, inputs and results shown in these applica-
tions are only illustrative of the application of the 
Operating Rule Program and proof of its operability. 
Much more detailed study would be required to determine 
the cost input factors to be used in actual feasibility 
studies involving conjunctive operation. Results obtained 
for the cases selected, therefore, are not necessarily 
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comparable to those which might be obtained from a 
more detailed feasibility study for the same site. Contract 
time and funds did not permit detailed investigation of 
input parameters. The main effort in the application has 
been to demonstrate the method and the computer 
program in a realistic way. Less emphasis and effort has 
gone into determining and verifying the input data. 
Cachuma Project Application 
Purpose 
The purpose of this application study is to find the 
lowest cost conjunctive operation desalting alternative to 
increase the firm yield of the Cachuma Project to 80 MGD 
with reservoir size held constant. The cost of supplying 
the increased firm yield, the optimum size plant, and the 
associated optimum operating rule are to be determined. 
System description 
The Cachuma dam and reservoir are located north-
east of Santa Barbara, California. The 66.8 billion gallon 
reservoir has a dead storage of 10.6 BG, thus leaving a 
usable storage content of 56.2 BG. The Santa Ynez River 
is the only major inflow to the reservoir. This highly 
variable stream has a mean yearly inflow of 77.3 MGD 
based on 59 years of record. Other features of the project 
include the Tecolote tunnel, the South Coast conduit with 
its four regulating reservoirs and distribution systems to 
serve the south coast area including the city of Santa 
Barbara. 
Because of the highly irregular flows of the Santa 
Y nez River, this site was selected for investigation of the 
use of desalting as a supplemental source to augment the 
natural flow of the river as regulated by the reservoir. In 
such a system the desalting plant would be located on the 
coast and its production would be fed into the system 
near Santa Barbara-probably into one or more of the 
regulating reservoirs. During times when desalted water is 
needed it would be blended with natural waters. The flow 
through Tecolote tunnel would be reduced by the amount 
of desalted water production and the desalted water 
would thus be "stored" by exchange in the Cachuma 
Reservoir. 
Input data 
The flow of the Santa Ynez River tributary to the 
Cachuma Dam constitutes the hydrologic input data for 
this application and is given in Table 4. The data were 
taken from a report of the Bureau of Reclamation (1968). 

A total uniform yearly cost for a period of 
simulation is given by 
Tu = Do + Df ......... (19) 
in which T u is the uniform annual cost in dollars and 
Uris the annual fixed charge. The cost of additional firm 
yield, Cu , is then computed as: 
C 
u 
T 
u 
bY 
in $/yr. per MGD of additional firm yield 
or c 
u 
T x 10- 5 
u 
in $/1000 gal. of additional firm yield 
(20a) 
..... (20b) 
in which (I:::. Y) is the increase in firm yield (MGD) and the 
constants convert the cost to the desired units. 
Block II-Determination of least cost rule 
From the values of Cu obtained in block 10, an 
average cost of each rule is computed as 
C. 
l 
for i 
N 
N ICe) .. j=1 u l,] 
1 ,2, ••• , N f. . . . . (21) 
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CU· . I,J 
N 
Nr 
is the average unit cost of the i th - feasible 
rule, . 
is the unit cost of the i th rule for period j, 
is the number of periods (NPER), and 
is the number of feasible rules. 
The preferred rule from the feasible set of operating 
rules is readily identified as the one with the minimum 
cost; i.e., Cu1in!The optimum operating rule and the 
associated cost are printed out and the computation is 
terminated. 
Optimum plant size and reservoir size 
Since the plant size and reservoir size are each fixed 
for a given computation, the program does not automat-
ically determine the optimum plant size and optimum 
reservoir size. These can be determined manually by 
running the program for several combinations. The pro-
gram could be modified to include a gradient procedure 
on the cost function with the plant size and reservoir size 
as decision variables. Such a change in the program was 
considered but deferred because of the large increase in 
the computer time that would be required for most 
applications. Further work on this program modification 
is suggested as part of future investigations. A skilled 
operator can probably save money (compared with 
automatic operation) by judicious selection of successive 
runs for determining optimum plant size. The reservoir 
size is usually constrained by the existing physical 
conditions to a single value. . 
1 Some other criteria might have been used; such as, the rule 
which would provide the greatest new safe yield at marginal value 
of water or marginal cost of water from an alternative source. 
A sequence of streamflow is routed through the 
system and for each year the following parameters are 
recorded and printed out as in Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 19 
(the names printed in capitals identify column names in 
the figures): 
rlJle. 
(a) The number of times the desalting plant is 
turned on, TIMES ON. 
(b) The number of times the desalting plant is 
turned off, TIMES OFF. 
(c) The number of months the desalting plant 
operates, MONTHS ON. 
(d) The amount of desalted water produced, 
DSPRO. 
( e) The total amount of desalted water that is 
spilled, DSSP, regardless of whether it was 
produced in the year in question or in earlier 
years. The first water over the spillway is 
assumed to be desalted water if extra water 
has been produced since the last spill. 
(f) The total amount of water that is spilled, 
including both desalted water and natural 
wa ter, SPILL. 
(g) The total amount of shortages, SHORT. 
Simulation is performed l\WER periods for each 
Block 10-Cost analysis 
Based on the performance of the system, as record-
ed in block 9, the cost of producing the additional firm 
yield is determined for each feasible operating rule. 
6Y = Dt - Yo .(16) 
where, in units ofMGD, 
6Y is the additional firm yield 
12t is the projected target demand rate, and 
Yo is the firm yield rate without desalting (deter-
mined in block 6). 
The performance parameters from block 9 as well as 
a cost table like that shown in Fig. 8 are required in the 
cost analysis. The items of the cost tables are: 
(a) Discount interest rates (fraction), 
(b) Estimated tum -on and turn -off costs (dollars), 
( c) Ann ual fixed charges ( dollars/ year), and 
(d) Operation and maintenance costs (dollars/ 
year). 
Each column of the table represents the costs for a 
desalting plant, of specified capacity, that is optimized at 
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the indicated design load factor. The rows are the yearly 
operating and maintenance costs for the indicated opera-
tional load factors. In analyzing the cost of an operating 
rule, the column of cost data is used whose load factor 
most nearly corresponds to the load factor associated with 
the rule, L f . For example, all three rules shown in Table 
2 would be analyzed using the data in column five (load 
factor = .70) in Fig. 8. 
In order to assign a cost to 6 Y it is necessary to 
obtain an equivalent uniform annual cost for the plant 
performance of the simulated operation. The fixed 
charges, Df , enter the computation as uniform annual 
payments and include: 
(a) Interest on initial capital, 
(b) Amortization of initial capital, 
(c) Interim replacements, and 
(d) Taxes and insurance. 
Operation and maintenance costs vary from year to 
year and, therefore, must be converted to a uniform 
annual series. The present value of all operation and 
maintenance costs is determined and then converted to a 
uniform annual payment by using a capital recovery 
factor. The present value is obtained as follows: 
v p 
in which 
V p is the present value of the operation and 
maintenance costs, 
(Cl)j is the operation and maintenance cost in year, 
j, 
)j is the turn-on and turn-off cost in year,j, 
I is the discount interest rate, and 
N is the number of years in the economic 
period. 
C 1 is obtained by interpolating in the appropriate 
column of the cost data table. The number of months the 
plant operates each year is converted to a load factor and 
a linear interpolation is performed to obtain the associa-
ted cost. C 2 is a summation of the number of times the 
plant is turned on and turned off each year multiplied by 
the cost of each event. 
The uniform equivalent annual cost for operation 
and maintenance, Do, is determined by 
I(1+I)N 
V 
P [(1+I)N - 1.0J 
.... (18) 
in which V p' 1, and N are the same as in Eq. (17). 
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A linear interpolation was selected because it was 
not subject to erratic results as frequently as interpola-
tions based on higher degree polynomials. 
Fig. 6 shows a set of feasible operating rule curves 
for three different target demand rates. Since all points 
plotted are feasible rules, the curves can help suggest other 
feasible rules that might be investigated in further stages 
of the analysis to more closely define the optimum rule . 
Block 8-Generation of streamflow for simulation 
Subprogram GNFLO is called to generate stream-
flow for the second phase of simulation. The number of 
periods is specified by the parameter NPER and the 
number of years per period by NYP. The number of years 
per period is taken as some multiple of the useful life of 
the desalting plant. In the applications that follow 5 
periods of 30 years each were used . 
Block 9 -Simulation with feasible rules 
Simulation of the system is performed for each rule 
in the set of feasible operating rules. The purpose of this 
phase of simulation is to record those parameters of 
system performance required in the economic or cost 
analysis. 
Firm yield specification equal to 100 percent. There 
are many demand rates that can be satisfied 100 percent 
of the time as can be seen in Fig. 4. The procedure used in 
this case is to alter the demand rate by adjusting fin Eq. 
(5) until the largest demand rate is reached that will still 
satisfy 
99.0. S F t S 100.0 ...... (12) 
The iteration is terminated when the change (f.. f) in 
f to get from F t > 100.0 in the k th iteration to 
Ft < 100.0 in the kth + 1 iteration is less than 1.0 
percent. Because of the nature of this iteration, much 
more computational effort is required to locate the 
desired firm yield value than in the preceding case. 
A firm yield for operation without desalting and for 
each operating rule in the set of rules is determined as 
outlined above. If the number of periods specified 
(NPFY) is greater than one, the whole procedure is 
repeated, until simulation has been performed for NPFY 
periods. The results from the different periods are 
averaged and a set of firm yield values for each operating 
rule is obtained as follows: 
1 Y =-
n N p 
Np 
~ (Yn ) i 
i=O 
for n = 0,1,2, ••• , N
r 
... (13) 
in which 
\Tn is the average firm yield for rule, n, 
(Yn)i is the firm yield for rule n and period, i, 
Np is the number of periods, 
Nr is the number of operating rules, and 
Yo is the firm yield of the system without 
desalted supplement. 
Average operating load factors are obtained for each 
operating rule as 
L 
r N 
P 
for r = 
in whi.£b. 
~ ~ (Lr)i 
i=1 
1,2, ••• , N . . . . . (14) 
r 
L is the average load factor for rule, r, 
(Lr) i is the load factor for rule r period, i. 
The number of periods and the number of years per 
period selected for the simulation are specified by the 
user. Confidence in the results varies directly with the 
number of periods used; however, there is a practical 
upper limit set by the amount of computational effort 
involved compared to the amount of new information 
generated. The version of the computer program docu-
mented herein allows a maximum of 20 periods and a 
maximum of 100 years per period. The length of period 
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chosen is influenced by the useful life of the system and 
should be at least as long as the years of simulation.in the 
cost analysis of block 10. In the subsequent application 
studies, five periods of 75 years per period are used. 
Block 7 -Determination of feasible operating rules 
The decision space is defined as the set of operating 
rules that are formulated in block 3. The set may not 
contain the overall optimum rule unless care is exercised 
in specifying the turn -on and turn -off fractions. By an 
examination of the computer output, it can be deter-
mined whether the overall optimum rule was located or 
not. One limitation on the feasible rules is the specified 
target demand rate. Obviously, the rules having firm yields 
less than the target demand need not be considered. Those 
rules producing more yield than required can be removed 
from consideration because of their lower efficiency. Thus 
many of the operating rules of the decision space are 
removed from further consideration and only those rules 
furnishing yields very close to the target demand are 
retained for further examination. 
A set of feasible operating rules is obtained by 
performing an interpolation of the firm yield array. The 
array involves three variables because each entry has a 
value for the firm yield, a turn-on level, and a turn-off 
level. The interpolation is performed by entering with the 
target demand rate as the argument and interpolating to 
obtain a turn-on fraction for each turn-off specified in the 
input. The interpolation procedure is illustrated graphical-
ly in Fig. 5. Three turn-off fractions are used with a target 
demand rate of 280 MGD. A linear interpolation is used 
to obtain the feasible set of rules shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Feasible operating rules. 
Turn-on Turn-off Load factor 
.59 .80 .61 
.62 .60 .62 
.68 .40 .64 
An average plant load factor for each feasible rule is 
determined by averaging the load factors associated with 
the two rules involved in the interpolation. Thus, if the 
r th and the r th + 1 rule enter into the linear interpola-
tion, 
....... (15) 
in which 
Lf is the load factor for the feasible rule, ' 
Lr is the load factor associated with the r th rule, 
Lr+ 1 is the load factor associated with the r th + 1 
rule. 
in which 
Lr 
N 
is the average plant load factor for rule r, r = 
1,2, ..... ,N n 
is the number of months the plant operated in 
year, j, 0 ~ OJ ~ 12, as counted by the 
program, 
is the number of years in the period (NYFy), 
and 
is the number of years that the plant operated 
in the simulation as counted by the program 
and 
is the number of operating rules in the set. 
Thus, th(( plant load factor defined above reflects 
the fraction of time that the plant runs in those years that 
the plant is turned on. Years in which the plant does not 
operate are not included. The plant load factor influences 
the design of the desalting plant since it reflects the yearly 
wear and tear on the operating plant. A gross load factor 
should also be defined which would include all years (N) 
in the denominat<;)f of Eq. (9) rather than just those years 
when the plant runs (Nop ). 
The frequency of satisfying the demand is deter-
mined as follows: 
1 
F
t 
= (1.0 - N 
N 
1.: Kj ) (100) j=1 .(10) 
in which 
Ft = frequency of satisfying the demand (on a 
yearly basis), 
= 1 if one or more shortages occurred in year, 
j, and 
= 0 if no shortage occurred. 
The nature of the firm yield criteria necessitates two 
different iterative procedures for (a) firm yield specffica-
tions less than 100 percent and (b) firm yield specifica-
tions equal to 100 percent. 
Firm yield specifications less than 100 percent. The 
value of F t calculated by Eq. (10) is compared with the 
specified reliability of firm yield, F Y' in Eq. (11). 
(Fy - L) ~ F t ~ (Fy + L) .... (11) 
The value of L was chosen as 1.0 percent. If Eq. (11) is 
satisfied, then the average demand rate as computed from 
Eq. (5) is the firm yield for the given period. If Eq. (11) is 
not satisfied, f is adjusted in Eq. (5) and the simulation 
repeated with the different demand rate. The process is 
repeated until two nearby values of F t are obtained 
(designated by I and I ~ such that F t I < (F y - 1.0) and 
(F y + 1.0) < Ft"< 100. Once this condition is achieved, 
a linear interpolation is performed to obtain the value of 
firm yield for the given period. The method is demonstra-
ted graphically in Fig. 4. 
6- Turn-On =.90; Turn-Off =.60 
0- Turn -On =.70; Turn-Off =.60 
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Figure 4. Procedure for determining firm yield. 
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Table 8. Elevation-capacity data. 
Water surface 
elev. in feet 
5290. 
5295. 
5300. 
5305. 
5310. 
5315. 
5320. 
5325. 
5330. 
5335. 
5340. 
5345. 
5350. 
5355. 
5360. 
5365. 
5370. 
5375. 
5385. 
5410. 
5415. 
5417. 
Capacity of res. 
in ac-ft 
O. 
1000. 
2000. 
3000. 
4542. 
6532. 
8999. 
11983. 
15429. 
19266. 
23495. 
28128. 
33244. 
38911. 
45172. 
51949. 
59102. 
66663. 
83177. 
1121 
123087. 
1 
147396. 
152750. 
Desalted water would 
be stored indirectly in Deer Creek Reservoir by reducing 
the need for deliveries from that If necessalY, 
desalted water could be for 
storage at 
Thus, in this Salt Lake-Deer Creek application of 
the Operating Rule only the operation of part of 
the Salt Lake water has been studied while 
assuming that the city will continue to draw an it can 
from its other sources with future water deficits to be 
supplied by a desalting plant. 
The demand used in the 
demand on the 
29 
Table 9, Monthly evaporation potential, Deer Creek 
Reservoir. 
Month Evaporation (Inches) 
Oct. 3.18 
Nov. 1.17 
Dec. .57 
Jan. .49 
Feb. .81 
Mar. 2.12 
April 3.99 
May 6.39 
June 8.18 
July 10.33 
Aug. 9.06 
Sept. 5.89 
present irrigation rights and present plus future municipal 
and industrial needs. 
The approach used in this application illustrates one 
way of analyzing a complex system; that is, by separating 
out the major storage reservoir for operation with the 
desalting plant. 
Fig. 11 shows a typical page of general input used in 
l'nr'''Inlltl~'r computations for Deer Creek. Fig. 12 shows 
the cost data used in the computations for the 65 MGD 
11 summarizes results of the series of 
sizes of plants, 50, 65, and 75 MGD, were 
for the Deer Creek application of the program. 
The 65 MGD plant was the most economical of the three 
and the necessary added firm yield at a uniform 
annual cost of $183,400/year/MGD while operating with 
a rule of ON at .46 and OFF at .80. The average plant 
load factor was 59 percent and the desalted water 
use/production ratio was 0.75. Thus the Deer Creek plant 
op(~ra'(ea at a slightly smaller load factor and efficiency 
the Cachuma plant. 
Line 1 of Table 11 is of particular interest because it 
shows a rule of ON at .98 and OFF at .98. This rule gives 
approximately the smallest possible conjunctively opera-
ted While the plant of line 1 shows a distinct 
advantage over the base load operations of lines 4 and 5, it 
still is a more costly rule and plant size than the optimal 
plant of line 2. This is because the plant of line 1 wastes 
more desalted water over the spillway as shown by its 
lower efficiency of 0.55. 
No further sensitivity analysis runs were made for 
the Deer Creek study since the plant size and other results 
were similar in range to the Cachuma study. 
Table 10. Computed inflows to Deer Creek Reservoir in ac-ft. 
YEAR OC T NOV Of C JA N Ff B ~AP APR "1AY JUNE J UL v AUG SF. f) T 
1921 151 18 t ]58 158 137 31 n 340 EiR S 1014 208 181 169 
192? 1480 1120 2320 l~la 1600 22'" f1 3 sa (1 '3260 597n 1 ~6n 201 0 15&0 
1921 1400 1960 2(160 1710 1490 1 ::pr 455 n 9Q';0 :, 45 n 2.31Q 1 840 1570 
1924 1860 1720 1770 152 n 1650 167n 1900 26~0 1 170 850 8()O 69 Cl 
1925 a20 1230 1 150 114 n 1230 1 170 1 ?E. 0 260 Q 2.070 1 390 1 1 ~ '1 1 Z8 0 
lQ'6 1320 136 [1 1380 1 Eln 1120 2000 3000 37,)r 1£:30 99(1 1 D60 820 
1927 1070 132. 0 1480 11 7 n 1 ?60 220 IJ 3600 5 7J 0 4130 1 '300 1 410 1 290 
1928 1430 227f1 lQ30 117 r. 1470 2600 ? 32 0 6850 ? aq[1 1 5b (1 1 IS/) 410 
1929 1160 1490 1470 1 :pr 1700 22:1 0 ? 47 I) 444 i1 428G 11;30 1570 l~lC 
1930 1410 1580 1770 1550 1570 1 780 21]0 2360 ?420 1 2.70 1 240 1 14 0 
1931 1660 1510 1510 ]40n 1230 1 3? 0 850 123 Q 750 510 411 a 4ZC 
19~?' 540 85 a 970 9~0 1 ?'50 1 8q (l 2440 4830 4190 ] 8:? r 1 280 1000 
1933 910 1110 1200 1320 1020 1140 1 58 n 201r) 4120 1 21 n ~s '1 G2CJ 
1934 710 880 870 1070 1040 1 O~'" ~2 0 5')0 46 fJ 35 n 310 37 C 
1935 370 620 810 1010 q50 1020 Q30 24:JO 4110 1 19 r: 890 70 C 
1 q36 710 950 860 1080 1100 1630 3qJ 0 660 Q 3110 1550 1170 SO 0 
1937 <390 1360 122n 1 21'"1 12'6 (l 19.3 (] 2680 S 8r [1 28[; 0 1 f, 1 r 1 300 370 
1938 1150 1360 145'1 1260 1200 230 !1 3000 4 <3?0 3530 1 79 C 127 C 107 C 
1939 1210 1490 1430 12F; 0 1130 '21 q 0 2100 291 (1 1 ~rJ 0 CJ5 n elCl 120 
1940 1050 qaO g20 1 2? 0 1250 1 3D r. 1030 2 7!J n 135 n 830 c;~n G ~ 0 
1941 130 930 Q10 110[1 III 0 1590 1 159 345] 2821 1 581 1 393 J 140 
1942 <376 1095 1532 1 531 124 1 1 46 t; 2754 3254 3474 181 S 1 398 :l'3 B 
1943 834 SS6 In83 1395 16::1 4 2113 3638 3803 3737 204 {; 1 (~5 7 1 h6 1 
1944 1024 1121 1 355 1421 1115 1260 148 a 41)70 50~n 2790 2017 1 (·[10 
194'5 974 990 g48 1 36 {; 1350 2 U~ q 1620 4600 ~ 72 fl 2'464 2' 23 n lOO C 
1946 1239 134Q 11;31 ] 61 5 1330 16.35 1 720 3087 2 ~9:> 2 7~ 4 2?4 ? 1 p 17 
1941 1090 1 4n 3 2879 2.105 1534 1985 ~ 72 3 3878 2858 265 n ??43 1 79 [1 
1948 1180 1295 1487 1430 1365 4C;~ 1 35 (1 3 32 ~ 2 Q2 3 ? 4?O 2150 1(,10 
1949 8tl 1141 1110 111 1 1405 1 711 1 2095 3712 504 b 2997 2370 1 S 1 7 
1950 136(1 1460 1330 1£=.7fl 14C!O 1 770 ZOIC 4081 58~(l 28':"(1 ? 3g0 ::'D3 D 
1951 1310 III A 1117 1 74 ~ 1 {;O n 184 (1 ?237 3915 47;?O 3 PI 2 27,7 " ? 298 
195? 1597 1644 1810 1716 16'37 1 7F, 7 5()7C '37::JO C,1F,4 ~120 ., 37 S 258 Cl 
1953 2139 1670 1865 1730 13& 0 1 ~CJ n 1 71 Cl 2585 751 ') 1 33 C 1 He 101 0 
1954 1115 151;0 1 Ii <:16 ! 659 15') 7 1628 241G 45,( 0 1 ~:) 0 lIS 1 87 q '2,L7 
1955 927 1403 1 ~ ~ 1 1 399 ] 2J 7 1 7.4 n 281 1 Gall 4580 1 32.0 ttl ., 'JSl 
1956 J165 IS£; 0 2410 211~ 1£;71 215 q 3548 94Cj P 5625 1 370 1 11 c; ~q [j 
1957 975 142 J 1 c·79 162Fi 1618 1 73"'5 1 907 {) 3 r c:, 7450 310C 4&5 1 ?(] C 
1958 1581 1820 IFiOO 1 314 145 '3 134 3 3 Ob 2 9S] 0 4 s? r: 1 2.1 ,_ 1 O? ~ 9'4 2 
1959 1070 143~ 1486 142,1 141 1 1 7? 4 1854 38~9 466 ::? )21~ 70,0 gO <: 
1<360 156<) 1514 l:n 1 1268 liP, 3 1 92 g 24e 7 4937 3 u 15 378 582 G:;'7 
1961 878 1285 1 253 1150 1030 1 3 'J 0 870 ? (,,18 1 22. E 4'1 0 4 c)7 ~)] 0 
1962 1290 15'54 1526 ! 4,2 21~9 8 1882 1=470 iJ '3Q 7 IDEO 0 19;:' [j 1 18D 920 
19E.3 1130 1(133 1 117 1241 1995 1 325 21 a 0 5606 G 2.1 7 145D g'30 J r"~C 
1<)64 1018 1313 J575 } 21 C; 91 8 1 21 3 2180 ?1C;C: gU12 145 ~ 1 ) 1 r; 8'36 
1 <)65 91<3 1452 1990 1 Fi r] r; 1484 1 42.0 3 14 [1 g 70 (i J 0380 576 7 2338 ] fjS 4 
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Figure 11. Input data, Salt Lake-Deer Creek application. 
OEER CREEK APPLICATION WITH A 65 M.G.D. DESALTING PLANT 
NO.OF PERIODS IN SIMUlATION= 5 
~lO.OF PERIODS IN FIRM '(IfL/)= 5 
NO. or '(EARS IN EACH PERIOD= 30 
NOeOr YEARS IN EACH PERIOO= 15 
NPRC= 27 
CMAX= ~9.180 B.G. 
CMIN= .q18 B.G. 
OSCAP= 65.00 M.G.Oe 
FORCE= 1 
1<10= 1 
KPC= 2 
KIP= 2 
I<REAO= 1 
IFLOW= 3 
ISTOR= 1 
IYEAR= 1 
KI9<= 1 
THERE ARE 1 DE~ANO LEVfL~ IN THI~ RUN ~S FOLLOWS 
220.0 
OEMB= 217.000 M.G.O. 
RBAR= .000 M.G.D. 
THIS IS A ~ SEASON RUN 
AVE. SEASON ON INr= .02~ 
WET SEASON ON INC.= .OSO 
MONTHLY SEASON ASSIGNMENT 
DEMAND COEFFICIENTS 
RELEASE COEFFICIENTS 
TURN-ON FRACTIONS .50 
TURN-OFF FRACTIONS .80 
START= .75 
STEP= .05 
PCF= .99 
OCT 
1 
.()4 
.00 
.40 
AVE. SEASON OFF INC= .025 
WET ~EASON OFF INC.= .050 
NOV OEC JAN FEB MAR 
2 2 2 2 2 
.58 .62 .16 1 .09 1.39 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
APR MAY 
3 3 
1 .8 3 1 .66 
.00 .00 
~UNE JUl Y AUG SEPT 
3 2 2 1 
1.23 .89 .66 .65 
.00 .00 .00 .00 
Figure 12. Cost data, Salt Lake-Deer Creek application.a 
c 0 ~ T nAT A F 0 q D F SAL T IN G P l ANT USED IN ANALYSIS 
OPERe L. F. A NNU AL <:05T IN 'b I YR. J="aq T H f PLAN T THAT IS OPTIMIZED AT THE GIVEN LOAD fACTOR tIN PERCENT) 
(TN PERCENT) 
50. 50. 7]. 80. qo. 
o. 31 50 o. . 31 5.D0. 31 500. 31 50 o • 31 50 O. 
1 n. 1036 UO o. 100400 D. 971noo. 959 Oaf). 946000. 
2n. 1 q 26 ou o. 1870000. 18 14 noD. 1786 oro. 1758000. 
30. 2 81 ~ 00 n. ?732000. ?f· S"3 on o. 2610000. 7567000. 
sn. 459200 n. 44 h4 O~ rf. 4::' 36 on o. 4258000. 41 19 nn o. 
7n. e 3 71 ']0 c. (201) Q(l Q. h04S000. 5928000. 5811000. 
w 
N go. ~ 1 n 1 no n. 18750:1 n. 7551000. 7517 on o. 7383 00 O. 
1 rJO • a:3 96 O.J (1. 87 '(0 00 n. 8484000. 8327000. 8193000. 
ANNUAL FI XFD (HrJ • 4720 no rJ. 485000 o. SCl 0000 T). ')1 3000 T). 5260000. 
AT 7.73 DER(fNT 
E~TI~ATED TURN-ON (OST= 55000. 
FSTIMATEO TtJRN-OFr C05T= 55000. 
INTEREST RATE= .0500 
a65 MGD, MFS, single purpose plant. 
See Appendix C for additional cost details. 
Table 11. Summary of cost computations, Salt Lake-Deer Creek application. 
Probability Firm yield Required 
Line level Demand without increase Plant 
No. defining MGD desalting in size 
fum yield MGD fum yield MGD 
% MGD 
1 99 220 176.8 43.2 50 
2 99 220 176.8 43.2 65 
3 99 220 176.8 43.2 75 
4 99 220 176.8 43.2 65 
5 99 220 176.8 43.2 50 
For other conditions of the computations see Figs. 11 and 12. 
Useful plant life = 30 years 
New York City Application 
Purpose 
The purpose of this application study is to find the 
lowest cost conjunctive operation desalting alternative to 
increase the firm yield of the New York system to 1970 
MGD with reservoir size held constant. The cost of 
supplying the increased firm yield, the optimum plant 
size, and the associated optimum operating rule are to be 
determined. 
New York City was selected for study as an example 
of how the program might be used for analysis of a very 
large metropolitan system in a humid area. The hydrologic 
data was crudely adapted from studies made for other 
purposes. The cost data were extrapolated from studies 
made for smaller plants. The study is intended only as an 
example, and without further refinement the numbers 
generated do not necessarily have relevance to the 
application of desalting to meet the future needs of the 
city. 
System description 
In the New York City application, a different 
approach was used from that applied in the Salt Lake-
Deer Creek study. Here the entire system was lumped 
together and operated as a whole. This means that all the 
storage of the system was added together and considered 
as one storage reservoir with average characteristics similar 
to the east branch of the Ashokan Reservoir. All of the 
watershed runoffs tributary to the system were also added 
together to give one composite record of natural inflow to 
the system. The desalting plant or plants could be located 
in the most economical location for production, distribu-
tion, and availability of a salt water supply. The assump-
tion is made that the system has sufficient controls so all 
Optimum Average 
rule Average Desalted Number levelized cost 
(reservoir plant water of in $/yr 
fraction load use/production feasible perMGD 
full) factor ratio rules of added 
ON OFF % (efficiency) tried firm yield 
0.98 0.98 68 0.55 1 197,400 
.46 .80 59 0.75 4 183,400 
.48 .60 48 0.77 5 193,300 
Base Load 90 294,900 
Base Load 90 230,60() 
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reservoirs can be made to fluctuate up and down together 
and that desalted water production is backed up propor-
tionately into all reservoirs. 
The following description of the New York City 
system is taken from OSW Research and Development 
Progress Report No. 207 (1966) pages 3-9 through 3-11. 
The major facilities constituting the supply system are 
shown in Fig. 13 which was furnished by the Board of 
Water Supply of the City of New York. 
New York City draws practically its entire water 
supply from three surface water sources, which are the 
Croton, Catskill and Delaware Systems. In addition to 
New York City, these sources supply, wholly or 
partially, areas of Elmsford, Mount Vernon, New Castle, 
New Rochelle, North Tarrytown, Ossining, Peekskill, 
Pleasantville, Scarsdale, Tarrytown, White Plains and 
Yonkers. The total system serves a population of 
approximately 8.5 million people. Current normal use, 
with an ample supply, would probably approach 1.3 
BGD .... 
System descriptions and percentages of supply are 
as follows: 
Catskill-Forty-three percent of the 1961 supply 
was from this source. Schoharie Creek is impounded in 
Schoharie Reservoir, and the water is carried by 
Shandaken Tunnel to Esopus Creek, which is impound-
ed in Ashokan Reservoir. The mixed water is conveyed 
to Kensico Reservoir by the Catskill" Aqueduct. A small 
amount of water is supplied to consumers directly from 
the aqueduct before it reaches Kensico Reservoir. 
Delaware-This source furnished thirty-six percent 
of the 1961 supply. East Branch Delaware River is 
impounded in Pepacton Reservoir, and the Neversink 
River is impounded in Neversink Reservoir. The water 
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of these two reservoirs is carried to Rondout Creek 
which is impounded in Rondout Reservoir. Water from 
Rondout Reservoir is transported by the Delaware 
Aqueduct to the West Branch (Croton) Reservoir and 
then into Kensico Reservoir. 
Croton-Eighteen percent of the 1961 supply 
came from this source. Waters from Rondout Reservoir, 
Boyd Corners Reservoirs, and other related tributary 
sources mix in West Branch (Croton) Reservoir. Part of 
the mixed water is carried to the Rye Lake area of 
Kensico Reservoir. Some water from Middle Branch and 
Cross River Reservoirs is carried to Kensico Reservoir. 
The New Croton Reservoir is formed by waters of the 
Croton River Basin and the Delaware Aqueduct. Water 
from the New Croton Reservoir serves areas in Manhat-
tan and the Bronx as well as other communities. 
Kensico Reservoir receives water from the Bronx River 
Basin, which mingles with water from the Catskill, 
Delaware, and Croton Rivers. From Kensico, these 
mixed waters flow through the Catskill and Delaware 
Aqueducts to Hillview Reservoir, supplying several 
communities enroute. Water from Hillview is delivered 
to the five New York boroughs and some adjacent 
communities. 
The Cannonsville Reservoir was added to the above 
system in 1966. The total storage in all the impounding 
and storage reservoirs and not counting distribution 
reservoirs and standpipes comes to a little over 603 billion 
gallons. 
Input data 
Watershed runoff records for the entire lumped 
system are given on page 11-5 of OSW Report 207 (1966) 
and are shown as Table 12. Note that 1965 is the last year 
given. The mid-1960 drought continued into 1968. If the 
three additional dry years had been available, the stream-
flow simulator would have reflected this condition by 
generating more severe droughts in the synthetic hydro-
graphs. This, in turn, would have required more desalted 
water production. 
Table 12. Inflow to New York system in billion gallons. 
YEAR JAN fEB MAR APR MA Y JUN( JUlv AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC 
1929 57 46 229 248 130 33 <3 14 7 48 59 BO 
1930 94 64 142 84 38 ;:;8 1 0 6 1 Z 1 1 1 1 7 
1931 17 31 4 201 138 ~R 88 I 9 1 7 2 1 1 46 
1 q32 121 96 64 186 61 4 14 1 2 a 115 165 45 
1933 5<3 43 135 213 58 1 q 6 136 104 40 42- 57 
1934 90 26 124 142 102 24 1 9 1 1 72 56 78 11 2 
1935 106 44 148 106 80 27 9q 1 4 12 1 9 14 59 
193'1 70 29 Lf09 152 36 23 6 12 1 4 21 60 110 
1937 174 91 11 16 :? 130 54 36 48 65 107 94 86 
193R 100 80 82 80 £=,7 5 :3 120 86 162 33 b3 150 
1939 62 121 141 154 35 22 7 1 0 31 51 4 1 
1940 36 35 110 335 137 [;0 26 1 1 23 12 55 95 
1941 68 57 59 DR 38 22 22 1 7 1 1 25 65 
1942 51 48 180 lOS 91 44 1 9 29 54 83 99 128 
1943 80 98 110 128 182 7f, 1 1 1 3 0 36 102 27 
1944 25 35 125 148 6R 25 9 1 2 27 19 38 86 
1945 78 64 278 qg 157 8S 117 46 5<) 76 100 90 
19~h 110 58 40 38 126 97 25 20 1 7 24 28 30 
19"'7 9R 50 32 180 no 72 45 21 1 4 13 90 IJO 
1948 23 69 283 15 ? 118 74 27 1 3 1 1 1 48 12 a 
194q 166 105 95 85 92 1 4 7 1 2 12 9 28 86 
1950 106 62 132 180 80 50 35 33 22 1 3 120 167 
1951 111 14 J 161 182 56 34 52 1 8 14 46 48 134 
195? 130 90 140 20 S 105 78 53 21 25 12 55 146 
1953 12<3 10 :3 202 140 118 1 <3 7 6 14 8 38 115 
1954 5') 112 110 95 133 ;:> 8 1 6 25 22 137 11 3 
1955 54 64 164 110 40 34 1 157 1 9 293 160 38 
1956 45 57 132 292 96 40 25 7 23 27 54 109 
1957 69 5 1 80 141 81 1 I) 7 6 1 7 32 175 
19t;g 80 46 1 78 251 223 37 20 8 16 46 97 54 
1959 84 60 92 168 40 1 8 6 6 G 102 142 14- 8 
1960 94 108 81 203 84 56 34 23 123 34 43 45 
1961 23 128 153 189 115 58 1 {; 21 9 6 20 29 
19f2 89 30 122 193 51 1 8 {; 6 1 20 G 1 72 
1963 26 24 174 103 40 36 1 8 1 7 6 (; 58 55 
1964 119 61 1.91 14 :3 47 21 1 0 0 2 10 31 
1965 37 101. 49 131) 60 22 6 1 1 1 5 8 20 40 
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The New York City system is required to make 
certain mandatory releases on some streams for pollution 
control and to fulfill certain court decrees. These releases 
fluctuate wjdely from year to year making estimation of 
the mean releases difficult. Examination of certain pub-
lished data indicate that the required mean releases lie 
between 150 and 300 MGD depending on climatic 
conditions. For most of the computations described 
below, 150 MGD mandatory releases were assumed. The 
assumed composite reservoir capacity data are shown in 
Table 13. Evaporation potential for the New York 
application is given in Table 14. Other typical input 
conditions for the series of computations are summarized 
in Fig. 14 while Fig. 15 shows the cost data for the 250 
MGD plant. 
Results 
The results of the New York City system studies are 
summarized in Table 15. Two groups of computations 
were made, one with firm yield defined at 99 percent 
probability and the other at 95 percent. The results are 
discussed in the same order. 
Table 13. Elevation-capacity data. 
NEW YORK CITY WATER SYSTEM 
Reference Total cap. 
elev. of all res. 
in feet in billion of gal. 
440. O. 
460. 3. 
480. 12. 
500. 20. 
505. 22. 
510. 26. 
515. 36. 
520. 49. 
525. 66. 
530. 85. 
535. 109. 
540. 135. 
545. 163. 
550. 193. 
555. 225. 
560. 260. 
565. 298. 
570. 337. 
575. 379. 
580. 424. 
585. 471. 
590. 520. 
595. 571. 
600. 624 
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Table 14. Monthly evaporation potential, New York 
Reservoir. 
Month Evaporation (Inches) 
Jan. 1.0 
Feb. 2.0 
Mar. 2.0 
April 3.0 
May 4.0 
June 5.0 
July 5.0 
Aug. 4.0 
Sept. 3.0 
Oct. 2.0 
Nov. 1.0 
Dec. 1.0 
Finn yield at 99 percent 
Preliminary information from the firm yield part of 
the program indicated the firm yield without desalting is 
1759.6 MGD. This means that with a demand of 1970.0 
MGD, the required increase in firm yield is 210.4 MGD. 
Past experience with the program has shown desalting 
plant capacity 1.30 times the firm yield increase is 
advisable for initial computer analysis. Thus the first size 
studied was 275 MGD. Then other plant capacities were 
assumed and a series of computations made until plant 
sizes of 210, 225, 250, 275, and 300 had been studied. 
The optimum plant size based on the selected inputs was 
found to be 250 MGD operating with a rule of ON at .77 
and OFF at .70, and with a cost of $ 145,200/year/MGD 
of added firm yield as shown in line 3 of Table 15. 
The optimal 250 MGD plant operates at a load 
factor of 51 percent. The efficiency (.24) is surprisingly 
low. This value means that only 24 percent of the desalted 
water production actually is used. The rest escapes over 
the spillway and is lost. The reader will recall that the 
desalted water use/production ratio (efficiency) for Cach-
uma and Deer Creek applications were .82 and .75 re-
spectively. Why should the New York City system ap-
parently waste so much desalted water production? 
In the first place one should keep in mind that in 
spite of the apparent wastefulness of the operating rule, 
the necessary increase in firm yield has been added to the 
system by the desalting plant. The water supply has been 
available when needed to prevent shortages. The critical 
low flow periods have been filled in with desalted. water. 
The so called efficiency is low because in the New York 
system, the desalting plant only furnishes about 10.7 
percent of the demand. The natural inflow of the system 
is so large compared to the desalted water production that 
Figure 14. Input data, New York City application. 
N£W fORt( APPLICATION ------ 250 M.G.D. ,I15F DESALTING PLANT 
NO.OF PERIODS IN SIMULATION::: 5 
NO.OF PERIODS IN FrRM YIElD= 5 
NPRC= 24 
CMAX=623.~14 R.G. 
CMIN::: 20.0na B.G. 
DSCAP=250.00 ~.G.D. 
FORCE::: 1 
KIO::: 1 
KPC= 2 
KIP::: 2 
KREAD= 1 
IFLOW= 4 
ISTOR= 2 
IYEAR= *1 
K IK= 1 
NO. OF YEARS IN fACH PERIOD::: 30 
NO.OF YEARS IN EfCH PERIOD= 7~ 
THERE ARE 1 OEMA-NO LEVELS IN THIS RUN AS FOLLOWS 
~ 1970.0 
OEMB:::21S0.000 ~.G.O. 
RBAR= lSn.OOO M.G.D. 
THIS IS A 3 SEASON QUN 
AVE. SEASON ON INC::: .050 
WET SEASON ON INC.= .100 
JAN 
MONTHLY SEASON ASSIGNMENT l 
DEMAND COfFFICIENTS .92 
RELEASE COEFFICIENTS .30 
TURN-ON FRACTIONS 
TURN-OFF FRACTION~ 
START= .75 
STEP:: .nS 
PCF=l.OO 
.80 .70 
.70 
AVE. SEASON OFF 
WET SEASON OFr 
FfS MAR APR 
2 3 3 
.90 .92 .95 
.30 .30 • I) 0 
IN C::: .050 
INC .. ::: .. 10 Q 
MA Y JUNE JULY AUG 
2 1 1 1 
1 .00 L.06 1 .0 8 1 .10 
· .. 60 1 .00 1 .50 2 .. 50 
SEPT OCT NOV DE C 
1 ? 2 
1 .10 1.05 1 .00 .92 
2.50 1.80 .40 .30 
Figure 15. Cost data, New YOlk Cityapplication.a 
COST DATA FOR DESALTI~G PLANT USED IN ANALYS IS 
OPERe L. F. A NNU AL CnST IN '/YR. FOR THE PLANT THAT IS OPTIMIZED AT THE GIVEN LOAD F~CTOR eIN PERCENT) 
(IN PERCEP-JT) 
40. 50. 6J. 10. 80. 
n. 1 15 no o. 1 1500 o. 1 15000. 115000. 1 15000. 
In. ~6 41; no o. 34960"0. 3370000. 3245 000. 3225 00 o. 
20. ')870000. 6'3 f)? 00 fl. 636000 o. 6157000. 60 84 00 O. 
10. laO qs no o. 9628 O:J o. 9347000. 9067 Don. 8940000. 
5n. 1 6'3 42 no o. 1 575700 O. 1 53 23 000. 1 4886 000. 1461100 o. 
1£1. ?29~r-oon. 218870J(1. 21293('100. 20100000. 20367000. 
w 90. 2CJ 2 fE) 00 o. 27846000. 27096000. ?63410(10. 25901000. 00 
100. 32439000. 31013000.30040000. 292220no. 28667000. 
ANNUAL FIXED CHG. 15244 00 o. 15907800. 16440000. 1 E,CJ12000. 17358000. 
AT 7.'13 °ERrfNT 
ESTIMATED TURN-ON (05T= ?ooonn. 
ESTIMATED TURN-rFF C05T= ?ooono. 
INTEREST qATE= .0500 
a 250 MGD, MFS, single purpose plant. 
See Appendix C for additional cost details. 
Table 15. Summary of cost computations, New York City application. 
Optimum Average 
Probability Firm yield Required rule Average Desalted Number levelized cost 
Line level Demand without increase Plant (reservoir plant water of in $/yr 
No. defining MGD desalting in size fraction load use/production feasible perMGD 
firm yield MGD firm yield MGD full) factor ratio rules of added 
% MGD ON OFF % (efficiency) tried firm yield 
1 99 1970.0 1759.6 210.4 210 99 99 78 0.18 161,600 
2 99 1970.0 1759.6 210.4 225 90 90 68 0.19 2 160,700 
3 99 1970.0 1759.6 210.4 250 77 70 51 0.24 5 145,200 
4 99 1970.0 1759.6 210.4 275 74 70 48 0.24 5 156,100 
5 99 1970.0 1759.6 210.4 300 72 70 46 0.24 4 163,400 
6 99 1970.0 1759.6 210.4 250 Base Load 90 207,800 
7 99 1970.0 1759.6 210.4 210 Base Load 90 175,500 
8 95 1970.0 1856.2 113.8 110 98 98 81 0.20 1 165,600 
9 95 1970.0 1856.2 113.8 125 82 85 68 0.22 3 169,600 
10 95 1970.0 1856.2 113.8 150 60 80 57 0.30 4 164,200 
lla 95 1970.0 1856.2 113.8 150 80 80 65 0.23 191,400 
12 95 1970.0 1856.2 113.8 175 58 60 48 0.32 6 166,500 
13 95 1970.0 1856.2 113.8 200 50 50 44 0.34 4 169,400 
14 95 1970.0 1856.2 113.8 150 Base Load 90 242,400 
15 95 1970.0 1856.2 113.8 110 Base Load 90 174,700 
16 100 1970.0 1720.0 250.0 Mandatory releases = 150 MGD 
17 100 1970.0 1558.0 412.0 Mandatory releases = 296.5 MGD 
For other conditions of the computation, see Figs. 14 and 15 and below. 
'Useful plant life = 30 years 
Reservoir capacity = 603.57 BG 
aComputation done off optimum to show the effect of using a bad operating rule. 
the rise and fall of the reservoir contents depend mostly 
on the natural inflow and not much on the desalting 
plant. When wet weather comes with high flows, the 
reservoirs fill quickly and desalted water production from 
preceding months may be wasted along with natural spills. 
On the other hand, in a system such as Cachuma, 
where desalted water furnishes 69.8 percent of the 
demand, the reservoir contents depend more on the 
desalting plant than on the natural flows except in cases 
of unusual floods. Thus the operating rule controls the 
reservoir storage to a greater extent and the operating rule 
is able to minimize waste of desalted water production by 
shutting the plant off ahead of spillage. 
Line 1 of Table 15 shows the smallest plant size 
(210 MGD) that can meet the demand. The operating rule 
is ON at .99 and OFF at .99 and the associated cost is 
$161,600/year/MGD. Lines 6 and 7 show base load 
operation costs to be $207,800/year/MGD for the 250 
MGD plant and $175,500/year/MGD for the 210 MGD 
plant. 
Firm yield at 95 percent 
Lines 8 through 14 show results of computations 
with firm yield defined at 95 percent. Plant sizes from 
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110 to 200 MGD were studied. Since more shortages are 
tolerated under this definition, the natural system can 
supply more of the demand and the desalting plant only 
has to produce an increase of 113.8 MGD. Note that a 
110 MGD plant is able to supply the 113.8 MGD increase 
in firm yield. This apparent paradox is possible because 
some shortages are allowed. The optimal size plant is 150 
MGD operating with a rule of ON at .60 and OFF at .80 
with a cost of $ 164,200/year/MGD of added firm yield as 
shown in line 10. 
The optimal size plant operates at a design load 
factor of 57 percent. The efficiency is .30 which is 
somewhat better than the 99 percent firm yield case 
discussed earlier. 
Line 11 shows the consequence of operating with a 
poor rule. The computer program was constrained to run 
with the non-optimal rule of ON at .80 and OFF at .80. 
The associated cost increased to $191,400/year/MGD. 
Line 14 shows the base load operation of a 150 MGD 
plant to cost $242,400/year/MGD, while a 110 MGD base 
load plant shown in line 15 would produce the added firm 
yield for $ 174,700/year/MGD. 
If the firm yield is defined at 100 percent probabil-
ity as line 16 of Table 15, then the yield without desalting 
drops to 1720 MGD. If, in addition, mandatory releases 
are assumed to be 296.5 MGD as in line 17, then firm 
yield without desalting decreases to 1558 MGD. If the 
additional drought years had been used as part of the 
hydrologic input, the results would indicate a still lower 
firm yield without desalting. This points up the urgent 
need for additional supplies in the New York City system 
for drought insurance in the future as the demand 
increases beyond the present value. 
General Comments on the Applications 
Uncertainty in input data 
In the previous paragraphs the effect of arbitrarily 
changing various input parameters has been discussed. One 
question remains unanswered, however, concerning the 
input data. How much does error or uncertainty in the 
input affect the operation and economics of the desalting 
plant? The question has been partially answered since the 
sensitivity of the optimum operating rule and the cost of 
added firm yield to changes in input have been shown. 
But suppose the historical hydrologic record is either very 
short or not known with much accuracy. This uncertainty 
about the hydrology would be reflected by a correspond-
ing uncertainty in the results. If dry spells were not as 
severe in the record as might eventually occur, then the 
synthetic streamflow sequences would not contain the 
resulting severe droughts and the program would not, of 
course, simulate operation of the plant under those severe 
conditions. In this respect, the results are subjected to 
some limitatio'ns as any other hydrological design problem 
under the same circumstances. If no record of inflow to 
the reservoir exists, a record estimated from the records of 
nearby streams would serve better than none at all; these 
might be quite good if the area is hydrologically homo-
geneous with strong correlation between the flows of 
different streams. 
Another important question concerns the adequacy 
of the streamflow generator in reconstructing equally-
likely hydrographs. This question is discussed in a separate 
report which is included as Appendix B "Evaluation of 
the Adequacy of Streamflow Operational Hydrology" by 
Roland W. Jeppson and Calvin G. Clyde. 
Effect of conjunctive operation on the desalting plant 
design and operation 
The optional intermediate printout that is available 
in the Operating Rule Program is of considerable help in 
assessing the unique operating features of the desalting 
plant and in seeing how these features might affect the 
design of the desalting plant. Figs. 16, 17, 18, and 19 
show typical pages of simulation printout from each of 
the three applications. The reader should examine the 
column entitled "Months ON" for each application. All 
the plants operate intermittently, but the New York City 
plant is the most intermittent of the three since it 
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operates some months in every year (frequently started up 
twice in a year) but operates 11 or more months only 2 
years in 30 or 4 years in 30 depending on the definition of 
firm yield. The Cachuma plant also is turned on almost 
every year (only 3 years in 30 show no operation at all on 
the average) but the plant runs longer (remains on 11 or 
more months in 9 of 30 years on the average) than the 
New York plant and often operates several years (as many 
as 5) without being shut down except for maintenance. 
The Salt Lake plant operates differently than the other 
two in that it remains completely idle an average of 12 
years in 30. When the plant is finally turned on, it often 
runs the whole year (5 out of 30). The plant is very rarely 
started up twice in a year. 
The three situations are quite different regarding the 
design and operation of the plant. At Salt Lake City the 
plant should probably be mothballed after each operation 
since there is a good chance it will not be turned on again 
for several years. Mothballing would cost more per event 
but would lead to a savings in plant. upkeep and the useful 
life would be extended. The New York City plant, 
however, should be kept warm and in a semi-ready state 
since it will be used some every year and will probably be 
restarted soon after shutdown. The Cachuma plant need 
not be mothballed after a run since it will likely be started 
again soon, but the plant does need to be designed to run 
long periods of time with little maintenance, because the 
plant is frequently needed continuously for several years 
at a time. Possibly the pattern of turn-on and turn-off at 
Cachuma or Salt Lake is even such that at certain times of 
the year the plant should be mothballed while at other 
times maintained in a partly ready state. In any case, the 
optional intermediate printout of the program illustrated 
by Figs. 16, 17, 18, and 19 gives a great deal of 
information that assists in the plant design. 
Examination of the computer program simulation 
printouts shows that the pattern of plant operation 
changes with the operating rule and with the plant size. 
The larger plants tend toward more intermittent opera-
tion. Similarly, rules with higher turn-on and turn-off level 
cause a more intermittent operation. Analysis of the 
simulation printout also gives information concerning the 
yearly energy needs of the desalting plant and the 
probable timing of the energy demands. 
By analyzing the computer printouts it is possible to 
predict the probable pattern of desalting plant operation 
over an extended period of time which, in turn, would 
identify such things. as the average plant factor, likely 
monthly plant operation, the usual shutdown periods and 
the frequency of occurrence of shutdowns throughout the 
period of study. Desalting plant production for each 
period can also be determined. This information in turn 
provides the plant designer information relative'to such 
plant features as the need for use of low cost materials, 
the necessity of frequent startups and shutdowns, need 
for extensive mothballing or requirement for base load 
operation for long periods of time. Trade-off studies of 
Figure 16. Simulation printout, Cachuma application, 75 MGD plant.a 
RUL E NO.= "l PEPIOD NO.= 3 
Y[ AI? TI~ES ON TIMES OFF MONTHS ON OS PR.O DSSP SP ILL SHORT. 
1 0 0 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 
7 1 0 "3 6.90 .00 .00 .00 
3 0 0 ] 2 27.37 .00 .00 .00 
4 1 1 1 1 25.12 .00 .00 .00 
5 1 2 4 9.07 6.12 6.12 .00 
6 1 n 3 6.90 .00 .00 .00 
7 0 0 12 27.37 .00 .00 -.00 
'" 
1 2 5 11 .40 23.81 23.81 .00 
q 1 0 1 2.25 .00 .00 .00 
10 1 1 1 1 25.05 .00 .00 .00 
1 1 0 0 1 2 27.37 .00 .00 .00 
12 1 1 1 1 25.12 .00 .00 .00 
13 2 2 9 20.55 .00 .00 .00 
14 0 1 4 9.22 27.28 . 772.71 .00 
15 0 0 0 .00 .00 22.72 .00 
16 1 0 1 2.25· .00 .00 .00 
,J:o. 17 1 1 7 15.90 .00 .00 .00 
-
] q 1 1 S 18.37 .00 .00 .00 
lq 1 1 1 1 25.J 2 .00 .00 .00 
20 1 1 1 1 25.12 .00 .00 .00 
21 1 1 ] 1 25.12 .00 .00 .18 
22 1 1 1 1 25.12 .00 .00 3.87 
2"'i 1 1 1 1 25.12 .00 .00 3.06 
2_ 0 1 6 13.65 13.79 13.79 .00 
25 0 0 0 .00 8.08 5".82 .00 
26 1 0 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 
27 0 1 3 6.90 .00 .00 .. 00 
2A 2 1 5 11 ... 7 .00 .00 .on 
2q 1 1 6 13.57 .00 .00 .00 
30 1 1 8 18.22 .00 .00 .00 
OEMANO= 80.00 fFFICIENCY= • A 2 
INCREASE IN YIELO= 55.84 M.G.D. ANNUAL (OST=11116284.4 "YEAR COS T OF FYI NC = 19 90 1" • " Y £ A R '" • 6. 0 • 
aFor other conditions of the computation see line 2, Table 7. 
Figure 17. Simulation printout, Salt Lake-Deer Creek application, 65 MGD plant. a 
RlIL E NO.-= 1 PERTn[) NO.= 4 
YE AP TIME') ON TIMES OFF MONTHS ON OSPRO OSSP SP ILL SHORT. 
0 5 9.<)4 
.el 0 .00 .00 
.., 0 1 6 11 .R '3 .00 .00 .00 
~ 1 1 4 7.93 .00 .00 .00 
4 0 0 r. .0(' 3.47 3.47 .0 n 
5 0 () 0 • n 11 .0 n .0 a .00 
6 0 0 0 .flO 20.74 30.q 8 .0 ('l 
7 1 n 2 3.~f, .00 2 .0 1 .00 
~ n 1 q 17 .74 .00 .00 .00 
q 1 (} 5 11 .89 .0 n .00 .00 
10 1 1 7 13 .91 .00 .00 .00 
1 1 0 1 7- 13. 7 ~ .00 .00 .00 
17 0 0 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 
1 ~ 1 0 5 9.94 .00 .00 .0 n 
14 1 1 1 1 21 .77 .00 .00 .00 
IS 1 1 1 1 21.77 .00 .!) 0 .00 
If) 1 1 1 1 21 .77 .00 .00 .69 
17 0 1 (; 11 .f: 3 32.09 32.09 .0 n 
.J::o. l~ n 0 0 .or 2.03 5.47 .00 N 
1 q 0 0 0 .00 .0 Q 5.51 .00 
?O C 0 0 .00 .no 9.4 c:; 
.00 
71 0 a 0 .or .00 12.75 .00 
?? 0 0 0 .nr .00 .73 .n 0 
?l: 0 4 7. C3 3 .00 .00 .00 
24 1 1 1 21 .71 • [10 
.00 .00 
?~ 1 1 1 21 .71 .00 .00 .00 
?f; () 7 13.78 .00 .0 ~ .00 
?7 a 0 c 
• (1 (1 .00 .00 .00 
?A 0 0 0 .on 9.79 9.7q 
.00 
:;>q 0 f1 r .00 .54 .54 .00 
~o 1 (} 0 • C (l .f) 1 .61 .no 
OEMAND= "''''0.0 n fFFlrIFNry= .72 
INCREASE I~ Y I EL 0 = 4~.15 M.G.C. ANNI! AL C05T= ~n2Sn8t.l $1 YE A R CO 5T OF FYINC=185981. $/YEAR/M.G.O. 
aFor other conditions of the computation see line 2, Table 11. 
Ik-
Figure 18. Simulation printout, New York City application, 250 MGD plant.a 
Rl''- ( NO. = 1 PEPIn'") "10.= 1 
Vf AR lIvES O"J T I ~-1f S OFF tAONTHS ON OSPRO OSSP SPILL SHORT. 
1 1 1 ? 15.25 .00 '166.05 .00 
? 1 fl 5 18.25 .00 .00 .00 
~ 1 '2 1 0 76 • f1 0 .00 .00 .00 
~ 3 2 1 22.25 J 25.69 125.6 g .00 
Ij 1 1 7 53.00 .00 .00 .00 
F 1 2 4 30.75 101.56 135.54 .00 
7 1 1 ~ 22.15 7.15 206.35 ·.00 
A 1 0 4 33 • SO 22.15 179.10 .00 
q 1 1 1 0 16.00 .00 .00 .00 ) n 1 ., 10 15.75 .00 .00 .00 L 
1 1 1 1 ~ 72.15 1 82.25 25'4.'47 .00 
1 ? 1 0 4 3D .50 22.15 150.73 .00 
1 ~ 2 2 8 FJ.75 .00 .00 .00 
14 1 1 0 16.00 .00 .00 .00 
) 5 ? ? 6 '15 .75 .00 .00 .00 
16 1 7 ~3 .0 IT '49.39 '49.39 .00 
17 II 1 1 7.75 1.12 7.12 .00 
~ 1 q (j 5 38.25 .00 .00 .00 w 1~ 1 1 1 83.75 .00 .00 .00 
..,,, ? 1 1 83.75 .00 .00 .00 
? 1 0 4 30.50 1 '46 .44 282.25 .00 
?") 1 .9 68.50 .30 .0 0 .00 
:'1 n 1 3 22.50 121.50 132.96 .00 
?4 1 1 1 1.~(1 .00 30'4.15 .no 
?t; 1 a 5 38.25 1.50 31c).18 .00 
?!=- 1 Z !, 73.00 46.00 go .08 .00 
'21 1 Q 4 30.50 15.25 44.89 .00 
~~ 1 2 4 30.75 32.98 32.98 .00 
?Q 1 0 5 38.?'5 .00 .00 .00 
1n 7. 2 1 n 16.25 • [J 0 .00 .00 
Of~AN():: lQ70.0n '""FFICIENCV:: .3 2 
INCREASE I~I YIEl~):- 2 1 r. • 44 !'1. G • D • AN N U AL r 0 S T :: 31 30 20 <)) • 2 $/ YEA R CO ST OF FYI NC:: 148746. S/YEAR/fit.G.O. 
aFor other conditions of the computation see line 3, Table 15. 
Figure 19. Simulation printout, New York City application, 150 MGD plant.a 
RUL E NO.= 2 PERIon NO.= 1 
VE AR TIMES ON TIMES OFF MONTHS ON OSPRO 05SP SPILL SHORT. 
1 1 1 3 13.50 13.50 261l.03 .00 
7 1 0 3 13.80 .00 .00 .00 
J 1 1 1 1 50.25 .00 .00 .00 
4 a 1 3 13.50 68.83 68.83 .00 
5 2 1 5 22.95 .00 .00 .00 
f; a 1 4 18.00 49.67 86.3 O· .00 
7 0 0 0 .00 .00 198.26 .00 
8 1 a 3 13.80 .00 157.15 1.00 
9 1 1 7 31.80 .00 .00 .00 
10 n 1 10 45.60 .00 .00 .00 
1 1 1 a 2 9.15 91.20 167.1l5 .00 
12 1 1 4 18."5 13.80 11l1.80 .00 
1 ~ 1 1 7 31.80 .00 .00 .00 
14 1 1 1 1 50.25 .00 .00 .00 
It; 1 1 8 36.30 .00 .00 .00 
16 1 1 6 27.30' .00 .00 .00 
17 n 1 4 18.00 .00 .00 .00 
~ 18 1 a 4 18.30 .00 .00 .00 ~ 
11 1 1 1 1 50.25 .00 .00 '13.72 
20 1 1 1 1 50.25 .00 .00 .00 
21 1 1 3 13.80 78.64 216.93 .00 
72 1 1 9 40.95 .00 .00 .00 
23 a 1 3 13.50 63.60 75.71 .00 
24 a a a .00 .00 303.8" .00 
2S 1 a 3 13.80 .00 307._ 9 .00 
26 a 1 3 13.50 27.30 71.53 .00 
7.1 1 0 3 13.80 .00 29.5 " .00 
7J\ 0 1 3 13.50 21.88 21.88 .00 
?9 1 0 4 18.30 .00 .00 .00 
30 1 1 1 1 50.25 .00 .00 .00 
OEMANO= 1910.00 fFfICIENCV= .4 1 
INCREASE IN VIElO= 113.7q M.G.O. ANNUAL COST=18982671.2 S/YEAR UNIT COST OF FYINC= ."570 S/K GAL. 
aFor other conditions of the computation see line 10, Table IS. 
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these features could be made to determine the best plant 
design to fit the desalting application under consideration. 
In addition to probable design features that would 
be encountered, the computer printouts would also 
provide an insight into the specific operating features 
likely to be encountered in conjunctive operation. For 
example, frequent startup and shutdown would indicate 
the desirability of operating the 'plant in conjunction with 
a steam power plant which would have an operating crew 
that could be used to operate the desalting plant when 
required. The computer program would be useful also in 
analyzing the problem of coordinating the power and 
water demand cycles of conjunctively operated power and 
desalting plants. 
I t should be noted that on the next to the last lines 
of Figs. 16, 17, 18, and 19 the "efficiency" of the 
desalting plant is listed. Efficiency was defined earlier as 
the ratio of the desalted water production that is utilized 
or consumed by the system to the total desalted water 
production. The water that is not consumed either goes 
over the spillway or is evaporated. Desalted water may be 
retained for years as holdover storage in the reservoir only 
to be lost the next time the reservoir fills and spills. In 
computing the efficiency, the program thus takes the total 
desalted water production, less desalted water spills, 
divided by the desalted water production. EffiCiency so 
defined is one way of measuring the effectiveness of an 
operating rule. A perfect rule would so operate the plant 
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as to waste no water at all. Surprisingly, even rather 
"inefficient" rules can produce substantial safe yield when 
operating a plant conjunctively in a real system, since only 
the low flows must be augmented. Thus, careful examina-
tion of the efficiency, along with other parameters 
tabulated by the program, can give much insight into the 
operation of the system. 
Use of the program with different types of desalting 
plants 
The Operating Ru1e Program as presently constitu-
ted can easily be used to analyze the operations of 
desalting plants of other than the MSF distillation type. 
Since all the economic data is supplied by the user of the 
program in the form of tables such as shown in Figs. 8, 
12, and 15, once the cost data for any type plant is 
expressed in such tabular form, the program can find the 
least cost operating rule and the associated cost. Actually, 
the program can even be used to compute the costs 
associated with producing water from other kinds of 
conventional sources provided the economic data can be 
expressed in the form required. For example, the rule and 
cost for meeting the increased firm yield with water 
pumped from wells could be determined by the program 
if the operating costs and fixed charges for well produc-
tion could be input into the computer. This procedure 
would constitute a "fair" way of assessing alternatives 
involving conventional supplies. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The Operating Rule Program has been developed 
and tested and is ready for use as a tool in planning for 
the conjunctive operation of desalting plants. So full use 
may be made of the program, some suggestions of areas 
for further study and improvement and application of the 
program are made below. 
Operating Rule Program Applications 
The Operating Rule Program should be applied as 
needed (by the Office of Saline Water) as an aid in 
assessing desalting alternatives. Each application study 
would have to include acquisition and preparation of basic 
input data, determination of the optimum plant size and 
operating rule for the system, costs of producing water, 
and parametric and sensitivity studies of the system to 
describe the operating characteristics and configuration of 
the best desalting system. 
Modification of the Program to Apply to 
. "No Storage" Systems 
The current version of the Operating Rule Program 
was prepared to apply only to systems that include 
reservoir storage capacity. Minor alterations are needed to 
use the program for systems with no storage. In such a 
case the operating rule is already known because whenever 
the natural supply is less than demand the desalting plant 
must be turned on. For this case the computer simulation 
method furnishes a "fair" or "standard" way of compar-
ing the costs of meeting the demand. The cost subroutine 
already built into the Operating Rule Program is the basis 
for this "standard" comparison. The program, when 
modified to handle the above case, would simulate 
operation of such a no-storage system under the specified 
demand and would compute the cost of producing the 
added firm yield. 
Stage Construction 
One promising phase of future study is the investiga-
tion of the economic advantage associated with incremen-
tal construction of desalting plants. A plant designed and 
installed with the capacity to meet future demands will be 
~conomically inefficient in the early years of operation. A 
plant built in stages, in accordance with projected growth 
in demand, would defer some capital investment until it is 
needed. Under many conditions the staging of construc-
tion would be a more efficient scheme than an initial full 
size plant. The advantages of staging the construction 
when operating in a stationary (no recession, no inflation) 
economy should be investigated first. The case of a 
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changing economy (inflation and/or growth) should also 
be considered. 
Cost of Drought Insurance 
In the present use of the Operating Rule Program a 
firm yield is defined with an associated probability of 
meeting a given demand level. Changing the frequency of 
meeting a given demand can be thought of as changing the 
degree of protection against shortage or drought. Since a 
change in the frequency of meeting a given demand can 
change the firm yield, the operating rule and even the 
plant size, it will also change the costs. Deriving the costs 
of drought insurance then would involve running the 
Operating Rule Program at various frequencies of meeting 
the given demand level to find the associated costs. Then 
incremental costs of firm yield due to changes in the 
frequency of meeting a given demand could be deter-
mined. These incremental costs could then be viewed as 
the costs of drought insurance. 
The ipcremental costs, as determined above, would 
need to be derived for several demand rates in order to 
indicate the cost of drought insurance as a function of the 
demand rate. The final results could be presented func-
tionally or in tabular form. 
Multiple Reservoir Systems 
A continuing, more detailed study could be made of 
the multiple reservoir problem. The necessary modifica-
tions could be made to the present program to adapt it to 
handle this task. Very likely with multiple reservoirs, safe 
yield, in addition to that for a single reservoir, might be 
gained with a desalting plant by allowing some shifting of 
storage among the reservoirs in the system. 
Power Generation Facilities 
A study could be made of a desalting plant 
operating in conjunction with a reservoir that had with it 
some power generation facilities. The addition of the 
power generation option to the Operating Rule Program 
would be the main task. 
Generalization of Results Obtained from a 
Number of Applications of the Operating 
Rule Program 
After analyzing the results of several applications of 
the Operating Rule Program, a logical further step is to 
formulate general guidelines in the form of multi-coaxial 
graphs, nomograms, etc., which give preliminary estimates 
of the feasibility and economics of conjunctive operation 
of desalting plants. These guidelines could be used to 
ascertain whether a detailed analysis using the Operating 
Rule Program is needed in an application. 
These guidelines could be developed by relating the 
costs per unit of added firm water yield to such factors as: 
(1) fuel costs, (2) start-up and shut-down costs, (3) labor 
costs, (4) reservoir capacity, (5) demand patterns, and (6) 
the parameters which characterize the natural hydrology; 
i.e., the variability and reliability of natural streamflow. 
The latter parameters would consist of means and 
variances within and between months, magnitudes, and 
variability of base flows resulting from groundwater, 
climatic factors, such as means and variances of monthly 
and annual precipitation, means and variance of tempera-
tures, humidity, and the nature of the general precipita-
tion producing storm of the region. These factors, as well 
as others which might improve the relationship, would be 
fitted by multivariate methods. Those factors which 
contribute nothing or little to the significance of the 
correlation could be deleted. Several methods for incor-
porating the data for each variable into the multivariate 
analysis should be examined, and that which gives the 
highest correlation should be used. As a final step, the 
results should be presented in an easily used graphical 
format. 
Training Programs 
To assure the most widespread use of the Operating 
Rule Program by water resources planners, hydrologists 
and systems engineers, a training seminar should be given 
to selected personnel (from OSW and other federal 
agencies and private firms) in the use and makeup of the 
program. 
Application of Mathematical Programming to 
Conjunctive Operation of Desalting Plants 
The use of computer simulation is one way to find 
the optimum operating rule. Another approach using 
mathematical programming might be preferable since a 
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mathematically correct optimum would be determined. In 
applying either linear or dynamic programming to this 
optimization problem, the stream-reservoir-desalting sys-
tem would be described mathematically with equations. 
The model would then be formally optimized on the 
computer to find the best rule for desalting plant 
operation. Sensitivity of the optimum solution to changes 
in various inputs could also be investigated. While linear 
and dynamic programming do furnish a means to system-
atically search for the optimum solution, the application 
would be new and might be difficult. 
Improving the Operating Rule with 
Forecast Information 
In areas where streamflow forecast information is 
available based on snow surveys there is an opportunity to 
increase the efficiency of the operating rule. The com-
puter program would be modified so as to accept the 
forecast data, and then equally likely sequences of 
forecast information would be generated that would have 
the proper correlation with the generated streamflows. 
During the simulation of desalting plant operation, the 
program would then modify the operating rule so as to 
anticipate and compensate for low or high streamflow 
events. In this way the wasting of desalted water over the 
spillway would be reduced and the efficiency of the 
operating rule increased 
Improvement in the Firm Yield Definition 
In defining the firm yield of a system the magnitude 
and duration of shortages should affect the firm yield as 
well as the frequency of shortage. Program modifications 
should be developed and studies undertaken to establish 
the best and most realistic definition of firm yield. 
Gradient Methods for Plant and Reservoir Size 
Further work should be done in making the 
Operating Rule Program more completely automatic in its 
application. It may be possible to introduce plant size and 
reservoir size as variables and then use a gradient (steepest 
ascent) method to find the optimum conditions with 
respect to several variables simultaneously. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATING 
RULE PROGRAM AND ITS APPLICATION 
Input Data Required by the Program 
The following categories serve to identify the input 
requirements of the program. Every variable name that 
appears in the input list is defined and, if applicable, the 
options are explained'. The field position and width is 
, .given for each variable. For those variable names that are 
, arrays, the format specification used for reading the input 
is also given. All integer variables must be right hand 
justified in their respective fields. This information can 
serve as a guide for the preparation of input data. 
'l. A. Run identification card. The first card identifies 
the', pa,rticular job and contains the holerith information 
desired by the program user, punched in columns 1 to 80. 
B. Specification card. This card contains the para-
meters that control the operation of the program. 
Variable 
Name 
NPER 1-5 
Card 
Cols. 
NYP 6-10 
NPFY 11-15 
NYFY 16-20 
NPRC 21-25 
CMAX 26-35 
CMJN 3645 
DSCAP 46-55 
FORCE 56-57 
KIO 59 
Definition 
number of periods in the cost 
simulation 
number of years in a period of 
NPER 
number of periods used in the firm 
yield determination 
number of years in a period of 
NPFY 
number of entries in the elevation-
capacity-surface area table 
contents of the reservoir at the 
maxim.um usable elevation (BG) 
contents of the reservoir at the 
minimum usable elevation (BG) 
capacity of the desalting plant 
(MGD) 
forced operation parameter; it spe-
cifies the minimum months of con-
tinuous operation once the plant is 
turned on 
intermediate output option in 
YIELD 
KPC 61 
KIP 63 
KREAD 65 
IFLOW 67 
ISTOR 69 
IYEAR 71 
KIK 73 
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1 = the intermediate firm yield 
results are printed out 
2 = suppress the printout 
option for plotting reservoir con-
tents in program OPRUL 
1 = the monthly reservoir contents 
are plotted for each period 
2 = no plot 
printout option in GNFLO 
1 = printout statistics of historic 
data and the generated streamflows 
for each periods 
2 = no printout 
firm yield determination option 
1 = input firm yield values from 
punched card 
2 = enter subprogram YIELD to 
determine values of firm yield 
input option for the historic 
streamflow data 
1 = monthly values input in cubic 
feet per second (cfs) 
2 = monthly values input in million 
gallons per day (MGD) 
3 = monthly values input in acre-
feet (A.F.) 
4 = monthly values input in billions 
of gallons (BG) 
inpu t option for the elevation-
capacity curve 
1 = storage contents in hundreds of 
acre-feet (A.F. x 10 -2). 
2 = storage contents in billions of 
gallons (BG) 
option for specifying the year 
1 = water year (October to Septem-
ber) 
2 = calendar year (January to De-
cember) 
intermediate printout option in OP-
RUL 
1 = printout results of simulation 
for each period and each rule 
2 = no intermediate printout 
C. Mean inflow and monthly demand coefficients. 
DEMB mean inflow rate of the historic streamflow in 
million gallons per day (columns 1-10) 
DM 
NDP 
the array (12 values) of monthly demand 
coefficients (12F5 .0) 
D. Projected target demand rate. 
number of projected demand rates used in the 
analysis (columns 1-2 right justified) 
1 ::: NDP::: 6 
TRDEM array of demand rates in MGD (6FI0.0 start-
ing in column 11) 
E. Elevation-capacity table. 
I. Mandatory releases. 
RBAR average release rate in MGD (columns 1-10) 
REL array of monthly release coefficients (1 OF5.0 
starting in column 11) 
If mandatory releases do not enter into the 
analysis, this card is still required in the input 
deck; set RBAR and REL equal to zero 
J. Reservoir losses (evaporation). 
RLOSS array of average monthly evaporation rates 
from the reservoir expressed in inches per 
month (12F5.0) 
K. Surface area table. 
RL is the array of elevations in ascending order SA table of surface areas which correspond to 
each entry in the reservoir elevation table, 
expressed in acres (8FI0.0) CAP capacity of the reservoir at the corresponding I 
elevation 
NON 
The entries are paired on the input cards with 
up to 5 pairs per card (10F8.0) RL(1) , 
CAP(1) , RL(2) , CAP(2), ... , RL(NPRC), 
CAP(NPRC) NPRC pairs must be entered in 
this manner. 
F. Turn-pn fractions. 
number of turn-on fractions (columns 1-5, 
right justified) 
ONLEV array of turn-on fractions that are combined I 
with the turn-off fractions to formulate the 
operating rules (1 OF5 .0) 
G. Turn-off fractions. 
NOF number of turn-off fractions (columns 1-5 
right justified) 
OFLEV array of turn-off fractions used to formulate 
the operating rules (10F5 .0) 
H. Firm yield parameters. 
START estimate of the level of development of the 
system 0.0 ::: START::: 1.0 (columns 1-10) 
STEP 
PCF 
increment by which START is initially adjust-
ed in the iterative procedure to obtain the firm 
yield values (columns 11-20) 
frequency required for meeting the target 
demand rate; i.e., the definition of the firm 
yield expressed as a fraction (columns 21-30) 
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NSN 
MSN 
L. Monthly season assignment. 
seasonal configuration of the mean monthly 
inflows to the system 
1 = level case 
2 = low and high flows 
3 = low, average, and high flows 
array of monthly assignments as determined 
by the flow configuration 
If NSN = 1 all 12 months are designated as 1. 
If NSN = 2, then the low months are desig-
nated as 1 and the high months as 2. If NSN = 
3, then the low months are designated as 1, the 
average months as 2, and the high months as 3 
(1315, right justified). 
M. Increments for modifying the rule. 
(a) ONI2 the increment subtracted from turn-on frac-
tion for the high flow months (columns 1-8) 
OFI2 the increment subtracted from turn-off frac-
tions for the high flow months (columns 9-16) 
(b) ONI2 the increment subtracted from the turn-on 
fractions for the average flow months (col-
umns 1-8) 
OFI2 the increment subtracted from the turn-off 
fractions for the average flow months (col-
umns 9-16) 
ONI3 the increment subtracted from the turn-on 
fractions for the high flow months (columns 
17-24) 
OFI3 the increment subtracted from the turn-off 
fractions for the high flow months (columns 
2S-32) 
M(a) is required if NSN is specified as 2. M(b) 
is required if NSN is specified as 3. If NSN is 
specified as 1, then category M is omitted from 
the input. 
N. Optimized load factors. 
NOLF number of load factors in OF ACT (12, right 
justified) 
OF ACT array of load factors at which the plant is 
optimized (SFS.O, starting in column 6) 
O. Operational load factors. 
NOFF number of load factors in FACT (12, right 
justified) 
FACT array of load factors which have associated 
CAPC 
operational cost entries in the cost table 
, (8FS.0, starting in column 6) 
P. A nnual fIX ed charge. 
array of annual fixed charges, one entry for 
each optimized load factor, expressed in dol-
lars per year (SFI0.0) 
Q. Operation and maintenance costs. 
OPCST two-dimensional array of operation and main-
tenance costs for the plant optimized at the 
load factors in OF ACT and operating at the 
factors in FACT. There are NOLF cards 
required with NOFF entries per card (SFI0.0) 
R. Cost data. 
ETONC estimated plant turn-on cost in dollars (col-
umns 1-8) 
ETOFC estimated plant turn-off cost in dollars (col-
umns 9-16) I 
INT 
RATE 
discount interest rate expressed as a fraction 
(columns 17-24) 
fixed charge rate expressed as a percent (col-
umns 2S-32) (FS.O) 
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S. Average values of firm yield. 
AVFY array of average firm yields values, contains 
NR values eight per card (SFIO.O) 
S is omitted from the data deck if the firm 
yield values are to be determined by entering 
YIELD; i.e., KREAD = 2. 
T. Average values of load factors. 
XLF array of average load factors associated with 
the rule that produces the firm yield as entered 
in AVFY. It contains NR values with XLF(1) 
= 0.0; i.e., operation without desalting and 
eight entries per card (SFIO.O) 
T is omitted from the data deck when S is 
omitted. 
U. Input data to the streamflow generator GNFLO. 
lYRA 
1. Identification card. Contains holerith infor-
mation to identify the data being used. Must 
have an A in column 1. 
2. Control parameters. 
earliest year of record at any station 
IMNTH calendar month number of first month of year 
IMSNG indicator, positive value for estimating missing 
correlation coefficients 
ITEST indicator, positive value calls for consistency 
test of correlation matrices 
IRCON indicator, positive value calls for reconstitution 
of missing data 
NST A number of stations at which flows are to be 
generated 
IPCHQ indicator, positive value calls for writing gener-
ated flows on tape 
3. Streamflow data. 
ISTAN station number (columns 1-6, right justified) 
IYR year (columns 11-14) 
QM array of monthly strearnflows (12FS .0, start-
ing in column IS) 
4. Blank card. Repeat 3 for each year of 
streamflow record to be entered then follow 
the last (3) card with a blank card which 
terminates the input. . 
Other Important Variables Used in 
OPRUL and Subprogram YIELD 
ALOSS accumulated losses from dead storage when in 
a drought (BG) 
AVDUR average duration of droughts (months) 
AVUC average unit cost array of the feasible rules 
($/K gal.) 
CMD array of monthly demands on the system (BG) 
DBAR the mean inflow to the system as obtained 
from historical data (MGD) 
DD variable demand rate used in iterating on firm 
yield values (MGD) 
DELP change in the reservoir contents for month 
prior to the current month (BG) 
DELS change in storage for the current month (BG) 
DFLAG drought flag: 1 = no drought; 2 = currently in 
a drought 
DSEFF ratio of desalted production actually used in 
satisfying the demand to the total desalted 
production 
DSPRO total desalted water production for the period 
(BG) 
DSSP desalted water produced in excess of require-
ments that eventually is spilled (BG) 
DSV array of monthly production from desalting 
plant (BG) 
FYINC the increase in the firm yield to be provided by 
the desalting plant (MGD) 
KADD desalting plant operation flag 
1 = desalting plant is off, reservoir contents 
greater than the turn-on contents 
2 = desalting plant is on, reservoir contents less 
than the turn-on contents 
KCON a continuous operation counter KCON = 11 
signals time to shut down for maintenance 
KSTRT flags the computation for obtaining the initial 
reservoir starting contents 
1 = not in the computation 
2 = store year end reservoir contents 
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KSTO array of monthly reservoir contents rounded 
to nearest integer (BG) used if the plot option 
is selected 
NMON an array of the number of months the desalt-
ing plant operated each year 
NOR the number of operating rules in the decision 
set 
NR NOR + 1 
NSIG signal normal or abnormal return from TERP 
NTOF array containing the number of times the plant 
was turned off in each year 
NTON array containing the number of times the plant 
was turned on in each year 
OFCON turn-off fractions converted to storage con-
tents (BG) 
ONCON turn-on fractions converted to storage contents 
(BG) 
PI a performance index, percentage of target 
demand satisfied on a volume basis 
PPCF the firm yield definition expressed as a per-
cent, PCF x 100 
Q array of monthly strearnflows obtained from 
GNFLO(BG) 
RCON array of year end (start of year) reservoir 
contents (BG) 
RLEV reservoir elevation (ft) 
RS array of initial reservoir contents for each 
period (BG) 
RSTOR the current value of reservoir contents (BG) 
RSP the value of RSTOR for the month prior to 
the current month (BG) 
SDSP a running summation of desalted water pro-
duction that may' end up as spill (BG) 
SSHT array of yearly shortages (BG) 
SSPL array of yearly spills (BG) 
UCAP available storage (BG) 
List and Purpose of the Subprograms! Called for in OPRUL 
The main program OPRUL utilizes 12 external 
subprograms during the course of the simulation. A brief 
description of the function of each program is given 
below. 
RAN 
FIND 
QCON 
a function subprogram which generates ran-
dom numbers with a uniform distribution 
between 0.0 and 1.0. The subprogram is valid 
for computers that use 32 bits to represent 
integer numbers. If OPRUL is to be used on a 
computer with a different bit configuration, 
RAN must be modified or a different subpro-
gram used to provide the uniform random 
numbers. 
locates and identifies the minimum cost rule 
from among the set of feasible operating rules 
converts each monthly value of a generated 
streamflow sequence from a rate to a volume 
in billion gallons. If flows are generated in the 
units of billions of gallons, then QCON is not 
entered. 
TERP entered to perform a linear interpolation in the 
elevation-capacity-surface area tables. The ta-
bles must be arranged with the elevation and 
corresponding capacity and water surface are 
in ascending order. The incremen ts should be 
small enough to adequately describe the 
curves. 
CON for a given month and a given flow rate CON 
computes a volume in billions of gallons. It is 
used to convert the demand rates and desalting 
plant rate to volumes on a monthly basis. 
GNFLO generates the streamflow sequences used 
throughout the simulation in OPRUL and 
YIELD. The program, as mentioned previous-
ly, was obtained from the Hydrologic Engi-
neering Center, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Sacramento, California. In the event that a 
better streamflow generation model is develop-
ed, it can readily be substituted for GNFLO. 
CROUT used in GNFLO to solve equations simulta-
neously for the regression coefficients. This 
subprogram was obtained with GNFLO from 
the HEC, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
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PLOT 
RULE 
COST 
produces a plot, on the printer, of monthly 
reservoir contents when the plot option (KPC 
= 1) is specified. The ordinate is reservoir 
contents expressed as a percent of the total 
capacity and the abscissa is month and year. 
Ten years are plotted on a page. The plot 
option is not available in subroutine yield. A 
very general logic flow is depicted on page 56. 
formulates the set of operating rules to be used 
in the firm yield analysis. The general logic 
involved is shown by means of the flow 
diagram on page 57. 
determines the total annual cost for a given 
feasible rule and period of simulation. The 
subprogram is not limited to anyone type of 
desalting process or even to anyone source of 
supplemental water. The only requirement is 
that the costs can be presented in the format 
as described in the input requirements. A 
general flow diagram for COST is shown on 
page 58. 
TERP3 interpolates in the three-dimensional array of 
average firm yield values to determine the set 
of feasible operating rules. The argument is the 
projected target demand rate (TRDEM). Each 
turn-off fraction, in turn, is held constant and 
the interpolation performed to obtain a turn-
on fraction. The number of interpolations 
attempted is always the same as the number of 
turn-off fractions specified by NOF. The 
general logic flow diagram of TERP3 is shown 
on page 59. 
YIELD simulates system operation, using a given 
streamflow sequence, to find the yield of the 
system that satisfies the firm yield definition. 
A calculated guess is made for the demand rate 
that the system can satisfy the required num-
ber of years. Simulation is repeated by adjust-
ing the demand rate until the firm yield 
definition is met exactly or is bracketed. If 
the firm yield value is bracketed, a linear 
interpolation is performed to obtain the de-
sired firm yield value. A firm yield of the 
system without desalting is determined along 
with the firm yield of each operating rule in 
the decision space. A very general flow dia-
gram is shown on page 60. 
Increment by 
10 years 
SUBPROGRAM PLOT FLOW DIAGRAM 
Convert monthly reservoir content 
into percent of total capacity 
Rank values of monthly reservoir 
content into descending order 
Print the ordinate, in 
10 percent increlllents 
Plot values of monthly 
reservoir content (for 10 years) 
Return 
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SUBPROGRAM RULE FLOW DIAGRAM 
Combine the turn-on and off 
reservoir contents to determine 
the number of the rules 
Formulate the rules for 
three season case 
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Formulate the rules for 
two season case 
Increment n 
SUBPROGRAM COST FLOW DIAGRAM 
Select the appropriate cost colunm 
in the table of plant cost data 
Obtain the O. M. R. cost and turn-
on and off costs for year n 
Discount the costs for the 
nth year to the present and sum 
-----No 
Apply capital recovery factor to obtain 
illliform annual O. M. R. cost 
, r 
Obtain total annual cost 
(i. e., O. M. R. + annual fixed charge) 
, r 
Return 
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SUBPROGRAM TERP3 FLOW DIAGRAM 
Yes 
Start 
Fix the turn-off fraction 
Interpolate to obtain turn-on 
fraction within .± 2 percent 
Return 
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No 
Print: Target dellland 
is out of range 
SUBPROGRAM YIELD FLOW DIAGRAM 
Generate NYP years of streamflow 
and convert rates to monthly volumes 
Yes Generate the initial 
Iterate to obtain firm yield 
without de salting plant 
Iterate to obtain firm yield 
with desalting plant for 
each operating rule 
No 
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COST DATI FOR DESALTING PLANT USED IN ANALYSIS 
OPERe L. F. ANNUAL COST IN SIYR. FOR THE PLANT THAT IS OPTIMIZED AT THE GIVEN LOAD FACTOR UN PERCENT) 
(IN PERCENT» 
10. 20. 30. 50. 70. 90. 
o. 1000000. 1000000. 1000000. 1000000. 1000000. 1000000. 
10. 12660000. 13000000. 13200000. 111100000. U600000. 15200000. 
20. 15750000. 15550000. 15600000. 16300000. 16750000. 17210000. 
3D. 18650000. 18200000. 18200000. 18550000. 18800000. 19200000. 
50. 2.600000. 23600000. 23150000. 228.0000. 23000000. 23200000. 
70. 30870000. 29960000. 28000000. 27.00000. 27300000. 271100000. 
90. 36600000. 3390000 O. 32800000. 31650000. 311100000. 30350000. 
100. 39.00000. 36300000. 311600000. 33700000. 331100000. 32500000. 
ANNUAL FI XED CHG. 9.00000. 10100000. 10610000. 11580000. 12300000. 129/f0000. 
AT 7.23 PERCENT 
ESTIMATED TURN-ON COST:: HOOOD. 
0-. ESTIMATED TURN-OFF COST=- noooo. 
W INTEREST RATE=- .0500 
AVERAGE FIRM YIELD 
1'335.22 2083.63 2082.02 2077.2' 2058.33 2056.87 20'8.15 20'5.57 20'6.511 2038.13 2017 .D3 2016.01 
2009.'0 
AVERAGE LOAD FACTORS 
.00 7D.65 66.92 61.10 68.lIa 65.01 59.00 67.59 6 ".12 57.16 66.18 62.98 
56.12 
INTERPOLATED TURN-ON FRACTIONS 
.1135 ."33 .513 
INTERPOLATED AVERAGE LOAD FACTORS 
67.90 6Q."2 Sq.l3 
OPERAliON WITHOUT HfE D£SAL TING PLANt 
PERl:ENl DEMAND NO. or 'SHORTAGES FRE~UtNCf P~RfOR"ANCE SHOll T-AGE PLANT 
DEMAND M. G. 0- SHORT AGES 8 .. G. OF -TARGET IWO£X OURA·T H}N TURN ON UOAO 
.85 1<3137 .. 50 16 1043.Z2 16-.67 .g8.0~ 2."{]6 0 .00 
.80 1880.00 6 2-6B .02 ~2 .1JD ~.flJJ 2.11 {) .. 00 
\)PEJU.ltlfG RtlL£ 
S£>t~O""1. G.Jl=lflf2.50 B.6. o r.f'=~"9 3 .. flJJ -B.li. 
SEA ~'N 2. "N~ 12 •. 32 8.€ .. O.Ff'.:-$ 3. Z2 8..:fi. 
>t:ASMI ~ 01'<1:332 .. 1 fI B."'G. O..f~=S33.tlll 8.6. 
P'£RCE~T DE""AND NO. O.F o$HORTA'G£S -FR£·Q1lENt:y 9£RFl)RftAtlt:£ SHl)IHcAGE ~N-r 
.o£lt~:t) M.G. D. SliORT AGES ""8..G. .g~Rti-U ~NDE1C DU R-A II-QN 1'..uRlt -ON ~f..O.AD 
• .g5 -23'38. 1-5 1f1 ~t51.1J '.*5.33 .9Z riB 2 .. "95 72 83.5& 
.85 21it~. 2:5 15 --tOY.-l7 ~.OD 98.113 2 .. 1l7 6.8 7 •• lflf 
.lnl 2020.00 5 .z·l7.n ~J.31 ~S1t .1.8.0 -$. ~~.16 
OPERA lING IUJL..I: 
-S£A~O" -!. 0.N:1t .. 2 .. 50 11.6. OFf' = 53-3 • 04 B.li. 
SEASON z. ON=4 t2.~2 B .. G. O-F~=·:SD-:Z .. 86 .JL.:6. 
S£ A:SQ.tI 3. .0'1=3-82.1"'4 11 .. "6. Off"=_72.68 B.li. 
0-- Pt:lla: NT oEMA NO NO. Of -Slf~TAGES FR£~U£~C" ~[R.FORKAN~£ SHOOT'-'6£ -PLA.NT 
~ DEMAND M. G. O. S lH) RT A'6 ES 8.G. Of UR'6ET INO£X .oURAUON .TURN ON ALOAO 
.'95 23'38.75 l4 1 5152.68 .... S.33 92.15 2 .. '35 13 -32.13 
.. 85 2H6.2S 16 1090.19 18.67 98. JtI 2.00 68 72.07 
.80 2020. 00 5 227.13 13 .. 33 99.59 1 .. 89 6-6 ~5.-o5 
OP.£RHIHG 1WLE 
SEASDN 1. ON= ..... 2.50 B.G. OfF=ltfll.5D B. G. 
SEASON Z. ON=41Z.32 8.G. OFF=/t12.l2 8.G. 
SEASON 3. ON=382.11t B.G. OFF=382 .. 1,. 8.G. 
PERCENT DEMAND NO. Of SHORTAGES fREQUENCY PERfORMANC~ SHORTAGE PL~NT 
DEMAND M. G. D. SHORT AGES B.G. .of TARG£T INDEX DURATION TURN ON ALOAD 
.135 23138.15 41 521t8.07 flS.3'J 92.01 3.00 14 80.1t1t 
.85 21 "6. 2S 16 llllf.19 78.67 98.10 2.00 1it 61.21t 
.eo 2020. 00 5 227.0<3 133.33 99.5'3 1.80 11 513.05 
OPERA lING RULE 
SE.AS.oN 1. ON=321.19 8.G. .oFF=593.lfO 8.G. 
SEA SO ... 2. ON=291.61 B.6. .off=561.22 B.G. 
S[AS.o ... 3 • .oN=261.q3 B.G. Ofi'"= 53 3. QfI S. G. 
PERCENT DE HAND NO. OF SH.oRTAGES FREQU£NCY PERfORHANC~ SHORTA:6£ PLANT 
DEMAND H. G. 0. SHORT AGES B.G. or l-ARG£T INDEX DURATION TURN .oN UOAD 
.90 2712.50 27 2755.10 616 .no 15."51 2.~4 63 81.61t 
.80 2020.00 8 301.71 '89.33 99 ... ..,. 1.-£2 
.. " 68.2" 
OPE·RA liNG -RULE 
SEASON 1. ON=321.79 B.G .. OF.F"=5Jl.04 8~G. 
SEASON z. DN=291.61 8 .. 6. OfF= 502. 86 8.G. 
RULE HO.= 3 PERIOD HO.= 5 
'EAR TIMES ON T I"ES Off "ONTHS ON OSPRO OSSP SPIll SHORT. 
I 2 1 11 58.45 .00 .00 117.'6 
2 I I 7 37.10 .00 .00 .00 
3 1 1 7 37.10 .00 .00 .00 , 1 1 7 37.10 .00 .00 .00 
5 1 1 11 58.62 .00 .00 .00 
6 1 2 6 31.67 .00 .00 .00 
7 1 0 ] 16.10 .00 .00 .00 
8 1 1 11 58.62 .00 .00 68.'" 9 1 1 11 58.62 .00 .00 .00 
10 0 1 ,. 21.00 .00 .00 .00 
11 1 0 It 21.35 .00 .00 .00 
12 1 1 11 58.62 .00 .00 .00 
13 1 1 8 "2.35 .00 .00 .00 
14 0 1 3 15.75 .00 .00 .00 
15 1 1 2 10.67 .00 .00 .00 
16 1 0 2 10.67 131.30 111.30 .00 
17 1 1 7 37.10 .00 .00 .00 
18 1 1 6 31.67 .00 .OD .00 
JCJ D 1 ] 15.75 57.68 57.68 .DD 
2D 0 D D .00 98.95 111.57 .DO 
21 D D 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 
22 1 0 If 21.35 .00 .00 .00 
23 0 1 3 15.75 33.H 33.1" .00 
r:J\ 2,. 1 0 2 10.67 .00 .00 .00 Ul 25 1 1 6 31.85 .00 .00 .00 
26 1 1 8 "2.35 .00 .00 .00 
27 0 1 1 5.,.2 9".26 22".33 .00 
28 1 0 2 10.67 .00 262.32 .00 
29 1 1 5 26.77 .00 .00 .00 
30 0 1 3 15.75 31t .23 H.23 .00 
OE"ANO= 2050.00 [FflCI[NC'= .lf6 
IHCREA.SE IN YIELo= 1111,.78 ".6.0. ANNUAL COST=3"28S,.50.5 s/YEAR UNIT COST Of fYINC= .818,. ~/K GAL. 
AVERAGE COSTS FOR F[lSIBt.E OPERATING RULES 
.768,. .7621 .7670 
"INI"u" COST OF FYINC= .1627 11K GAL. 
INCREASE IN FIR" YEILO= 11,..78 ".G.o. 
TURN ON = .,.3 TURN OFF= .85 
DATA CARDS IGNORED - FIRST IS LISTED BELOW 

0\ 
~ 
C PROG'U" OPRUL USU APRIL 1 'J6 8 TO ..IUU 1')69 
C THIS PROGRAM SiMULATES OPERATION TO AID IN EVALUATING THE OPERATING 
C RULE 
CO""ON 18LOCKA/Glt201.S) 
CO""'ON ISL OCK8/0 Nt ON 1100 a. OFCON C1 00 •• UC AP 
CO""'ON IIIIL OCKC IC AP I 100 .. Ill. ( tOO l ,0" '12 •• RS( 50 10 SA 1100 .. RL os SI12 10 
1 RE II 1 Z J. "''''NI12 t. os V, 1210 SS HT ClOD). CillO (1 Z .. n f ZO. 50». UlF 120. SOl, 
lC"AX.NPRC.OSCAP,FORCE.STARTeSTEp.PCF.NSN.OEMS.CMINoKIP.RBAR. 
3KREAO.ISTOR,IFLOW.IYEAR,NPER 
CO"''''ON IIlILOCKO INTONI 50). 141 OF ISO 1 .N",OII!( '50" FACT (101 .eAPe I 10 I. opes 11 
110.101 .0FACl I 10) .NOL I" ,1II0FF .ETONe.£TOFe. INT ,R ATE 
COMON '.LOCKEI AVfYISOlollLFfSOIoOIllUOhALClOI 
CO","ON IBLOCKF IONI2,lWIZ.ONI3.0FI J 
OIMEIIISION ONLEVCI01,OFLEYCIO •• OSPROC50t.OSSPISOt.SSPLISOI. 
lK",TO(601).0 ... EFFIZ51. UCFYCZS.ZOI.I'INTHCIZJ.AVUCiSOI.TRDEMIIOI. 
ZMOP TC 10hOFOF' TC 1010 OFAC I 10l .FVIIIIC I 10) • ItIHHA' 121 
INTE6£R FOftCE .OFL A6 
DATA "NTH/_HOCT .~MNOV ._HOEC .~HJAN .~HFE8 .~H"AR .~HAPR .~H"AT • 
lIilH.BUIGE.IUt,JULV.IlIHAUG .~&fSO>TI 
DATIl "IHHA/~HJAN .liHFEfB .liHfqj\R .IiIHAPIl 
1.~H'irpT."MOCT .IJjHWOV ... HDEC I 
.,R un &.SOOOI 
5000 f'ORIUV(lHO.IlIOl!.· ...... OPEI'IIITING RULE PROI&fIA" oue","' 
liHO."'511.·OFfICE Of SALINE wATEft'l 
lIHO.3U.'UNITED STUES OfPART"EIIIT OF UHERIOIPII' 
311010. JSII. 'PROJECT IIIA"E .'/ 
lilM _"lX.'OPTI"UM OP£~ATlon Of DESALTING PLANTS ASo, 
51101 _"'3x.·A SUPPLEMENTAL SOURCE Of SAFE YIELD.'I 
5IHO.38x.'CONTRACT NU"8ER. 1"'-01-0001-1711"' 
TIHO."'3Xo o A COMPUTER PftOGRA" DEvELOPED BY'I 
alH .IiI3X.'UTAH WATER RIESEARCH LABORATORY"I 
.1101 .",71.'UTAH STATE UNIV[RSIT,·! 
SIH .51 •• ·..IULY 1'6~'1 
SIHo.J8X."PROJECT STAFF,Oj 
SIH .lilX,'SA" SHI01&.,A 0 ... ., REPRESENTATIVE" 
SIH ,~I •• ·CALVIN 6. CLYDE PROJECT LE.OER" 
SIH .liIX.·OEAN f. PETERSON,JR. AOYISOR'I 
SIM ,"'II.oROLANU W • ..IEPPSON ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR'I 
SIH ."'ll.oJA"ES H. "ILLIGAIII RESE_RCH ENGINEER"' 
SIH ."'I •• ·.,EStEY H. 8LOOD RESEARCH ENGINEER·' 
IIH ,&ll,'ANO PROGRAM"£R'/IHl) 
REiOIS.toDDI 
llJOO FORHAT 180101 
I 
"RlTrC6,lOOO' 
INPUT CONTROL PARAMETERS • 
REAOeS,10021 NPER.N'P.NPf,.NYfY,NPRC,C"A~.C"IN,DSeAP.FORCE.KIO.KPC 
I,KIP.KREAO.IfLOW.ISTOP.IYEAR.KIK 
100Z FOR"AT ISIS. 3F 10.0.'U2' 
WR I T£ I' ,Z DO 6 I NPE Q.lnP ."PFY, NYFY ."PRC. CM A.X. C"IN. DSCA P. FORCE. K 10. KPC 
I.KIP.KREAD.IrLOW.I~TOR,I'EAR,KIK 
ZOOS FORM'leIHO,·NO.OF PERIODS IN SIMUlArYO~:~I3.IOX.'NO. or yEARS IN E 
lACH PERIOO= 'I3./1H ,'NO.or PERIODS IN FTQ" ,IELO=·Il,IOx,·NO.OF , 
2EARS IN rACH PERIOO: 'YJ./IHO,·NPRC=·I3./1H .'CM'I:·f7.3,' 8.G.·1 
31H ,·CMIN:·F7.3,' 8.G.'/IH ,·osCAP:·r6.Z,' M.G.0.'/1H ,·FORCE=·12. 
"1101 ,'KJO:'I2,/IH ,'I(PC=·I2./IH ,'KIP:·12./1H ,·KR£AO='12./1H ,'IF 
SLOI/:·IZ./IH ,'ISTOR:'12,/IH ,'IHIR='lZ./IH ,'I'IK:'121 
INPuT THE Of~'NO OAlA • 
REAOIS.100110£M8.10"(1).I=I.121 
1001 FORMATCFl 0.0,13Fs.OI 
R£AOIs.I010) NDP.ITRDE"I..II.J=I.NOP) 
1010 FORMATIIz.ax.6fI0.0' 
.,RITEI6.1011) NOP,CTROE"eJJ.J=l.HOPI 
1011 FOR"AfIIHO.'THERE ARE'I3,· DE"AND LEYEL ... IN THIS RUlli AS FOLLOWS" 
llH .OFI2. it 
C IIIIPUT RESEIIVOIR DEPTH-CAPACITY DATA e •• 
C READ ALL RESEVOIR DATA IN FRO" THE lOWEST TO THE HIGHEST VALUES. 
REAOIS.10031IRLI..II.CAPIJI.J=loNPRCI 
1003 FORMATflOF8.0t 
IFHSTOR.EG.? GO TO 508 
DO 507 J::: 10 NPRC 
S07 CAPeJ':::CAPCJlo.DOD326 
INPUT OPERATING RULE CRITERA • 
508 READ IS.10()1/1) NON.I ONLEV (..II,J= IoNOHI 
READ C5.1D()I/I , NOF. COfLEVI..IJ.J=I.HOFI 
100'" FOftPlATIIS.1DFS.0) 
READ,' 5010 OS) START.S TEP, PCF 
1005 FORPlATt'FIO.DI 
REaDI5.10011 RBAR.IRELClhl:l.l2:J 
READ 15. 10061 I RLO ... Sf Jlo..l= 1 0111 
RIEADUel003) (SACJI.J=l.HPRCl 
URITftS.llIO. OE"S.RBAR 
1110 FOll"4T'11HO.'OE"B='F8.3,,6 ".G.0.'/1H ,"RBAR:'FB.3 •• ".6.0.'11 
C OROER SEASONS FRO" THE DRIEST TO THE W£TTEST 
IIEIIoDI5,10071 NSH.e "SN( 11.1:10 lZ' 
1006 FOII"A'(13f5.01 
lOOT fORMATCI3IS) 
GO Ton.3.ZIoNSN 
1 REAO(S.lOOSI 0IllI2.0fIZ.OtlU,OfI3 
GO TO .. 
3 REIIO IS,10DSI ONI1.OfIl 
_ WR IT EC 6 • I 01 Zt NS N 
1012 fORMAT(IHO.oTHIS IS A'I2.' SEASON RUN"' 
IF(HSN.EG.ZI WRITEI6.1013. OIllIl.OFIl 
1013 FOR"ATIIH ,·wET SEASON ON II>IC.:oF5.1.10X·WET SEASON OFf IIIIC.="F5.1 
11 
IFCNSN.EG.31 WRITEC6.101_1 0IllIl.Ofll.ONI3.0FI3 
101_ FORMATIIH .-avE. SEASON ON INC=·F5.3.1~I'AVE. SEASON Off INC='FS.3 
1./IH .'VET ... EASON ON INC.="f5.3.'JID"UET SEASON OFf INC.='FS.31 
60 TOUUIo11121 .nEAR 
1111 IIRHE(6.10151 IMNTHI 11.1:::1. 121. 1 M",,, II I. 1=10111 
lOIS FOR"'ATflHO.28X,lZA6/IH ,'NONTHlY ... EASON ASSIGIIIMENY'11I" 
GO TO 111 3 
1112 WRITE(6.} O1S) e"NTHA' It, 1=1.111.'MS .. I II,I=I,ll. 
1113 CONTINUE 
WRITE16.10161 10MCI),I=I.IZI.IRELI..II • ..I=I.111 
1016 FORMATClHO.·OEPIANO COEFfICIENTS 'SX,I2f"6.111HOo·RELEASE COEfFICIEN 
1 TS ·~1.12ff;.2) 
WRITE(6.IOl7t eOHl.EVIJI,..I=I.HONI 
1017 FORMATIlHO. 'TURN-GN FRACTIONS'sllo IOF5.11 
WRITEI 6.1018' eOFLEVIJ),J=1.1II0F I 
1018 FORMAl C lH ,'TURIII-GFF FRACTIOIIIS·". ,I Of5.ZI 
I/RITEI6.101~1 sraRT.STEP.PCf 
1019 FOR"ArCIHo.·SlART=·FIi.l,/IH •• ... TEP:·F'.2./IH .·PCF:'F'.l) 
REAoes.l010' NOLf. eOFACTe..lI.J=I.HOLf, 
READe~.10201 NOFF,eFACTe..lI • ..I:I.NOfF, 
1020 FORMAYII2,3x.8fS.O' 
REaD eS,10211 (CAPC e..l' ,..1=1 ,NOLI" I 
1021 FORMA'I8fl0.0) 
I/RITE(6.ID2ZI 
1021 FORMaTelHl.30x,'COST OATA FOR DESALTING PLANT USED IN ANALYSIS') 
0\ 
00 
IoIRITEllOoll);>31 
101 R I TEl & , ) O? II 1 
1'173 fORHAT C l'iO, 'OPER. l. f. '5X ,-"ANNUAL COST IN 'ltYR. fOR ·THE PLANT TH 
lAT IS OPTIMI?Eo AT THE GIVEN LOAD rACTOR lIN P[RCEII/T1'1 
l:J~q fOPM'TltH ,'lIN PFRCfll/T/') 
loll? IT Elf, , 1 f12 51 lor ,,<" T I J I , J = 1 , NO l f I 
11~5 fORMATIIHO,15XtlOflO.01 
on f,O J=t ,II/Olf 
REKUI5df12ll 10PCSJlI,JloI=I,NOffl 
60 COII/TI",UE 
DO £.1 1=I,lI/orf 
~ 1 W P IT f I & ol 02 6 I fA C T I II " 0 P CST II , J I ,J = 1 ,N 0 l f" I 
) ., ? 6 FOR HIT I 1 H a. zx • F 5 .0, 1 3 x • 10 f ) O. 01 
RfAoISol02) I fTONC.ETOfCdNT,RATF 
10/ R I T f I 6 ,1 02 7 I 1 c-a PC, J I ~ J:: 1, N Ol F I 
1oI'?lTEI&ol02111 RATE 
1'1?7 rORHATll'iO,'ANNUAl fIX[O CHG.'3x,13F10.01 
1:J7S rORHATIIH ,'AT'llhtS.Z.ZlI,'PERCHlT'l 
wRITE16,l02'!' [TOItC,ETOFCdNT 
IO''! rORHlT~ lHO,'rSTIMATfO TURN-ON COST:: 'fS.3 .. /IH ,'[5TIM"TEo TURN-OFf 
1 COST= ·FS.O./IH .... INT['?[ST RAT[:: 'FS.fI' 
III/ITtAlI7E PAP'ME~[RS • 
GO TO 1:5 05,3061 ,I( R£ A [l 
305 NR:NONoN'OF+ 1 
REAol5ol0051 IAyFYILI,l::IoNRI 
PE'OJ<;ol005l IXLFtll.l=I,NRI 
3r& UCAP=CMAX-CHY'" 
IARG : 1'3I1S31 
c::.r.OnOIl~56.1.118/1? 
00 ~nQ 1=10 12 
CALL CONIOSCAP.OS,I,IY[ARI 
OSVltl::oS 
~n'! CONTI"'UE 
If~'Ij(RE '0.EQ.11 GO TO 31;> 
00 <; J=l,NON 
~ ONCONIJI::OIIILfVIJloUCAP'CM!N 
00 f; J::l,NOf 
& orCOII/IJI::OFL(VIJI.UCA~.CMIN 
CALL RUl[ INO'I,NOF,NOR,NSN,KIO' 
CALL YIElOINPFT.~fY,~OP,KIOI 
NR:NOR.\ 
00 1\ J::l,NR 
XI F I J': O. 
II '-VfYIJI:O. 
00 10 J::I ,IIIR 
00 Q f:: 1. '1Pf T 
nfIJI:xtflJI.AVl.F I!,JI 
A VF T 1.1 I:: AVr Y I J ,. F<r I I, J I 
'3 CONTINUf 
XI FIJI::XLfIJIINPH 
& V r T I J ~ : A V FYI J I/-W> r Y 
\'1 CONTIII/UE 
G~ T(1 HO 
312 NX:II/1>FT 
I r 111/ PE P • G T • ~ x, N x: N P r q 
DOl\~J:1,'1X 
313 P~IJI~!allllIAOr;, 
DO H" J: t. "lor, 
'IIY[':'HF T 
314 CAll GNftOIOlJ,C"'<!".!'f"IO_dTEARI 
3 1 n 00 ~ \ 1 J: I, Nfl 
3 1 1 A V LJ C I .j , ; 0 • 
.. '1 T TE «[, • 2 DO'" 
" 
2~nll FORMATllHU,'AVERA~E FIRM VIElor} 
WRITEI6,200SI IAVfYIJhJ::loNR' 
Zn05 rOPMlTllH ,12flO.2' 
WRIT£I6,20071 
2007 FOPMATC1HO.'AVER.aGE LO,\O FACTOR'S" 
WRITfl6.;>OO51 IXLFfJI-,,"::l,NRI 
DO SOO 1(::1oNOI> 
'OO=TRo[MII(I 
FTINC II(I::TRO£I'III( I-AYFYlll 
CALL TERP3INON,NOf.00.ONlEVI 
KP::N5NoNOF 
l=O 
flO 11 J=l,KP,N5N 
l::l·t 
ONCONIJI::ONfLI'UCAP,CMIN 
OFCONfJI::OFLEVll)·UCAP.CMIN 
IF IN5111.EQ.II GO TO 11 
ONCONIJ'II::ONCONIJI-U~AP'ONI2 
OFCONIJ'11::OfCONIJI-UCAP'OfI2 
IF INSIII.EO.21 GO TO U 
ONCONIJ'21~ONCONIJI-UCAPoONI3 
OFCONIJ'21::0FCONIJI-UCAPoOFI3 
II CONTINUE 
NSIG::O 
KM. X ::(foUI +0.5 
KMIN::CIUN+O.5 
3'!1 00 3BO lL::l.12 
oE~::OO.OHILL)·~ELILL).R8AR 
CAll CONIOEH,COiLL,I'E~R) 
3110 CMOILl)::C9 
00 .. 00 NP::l.NP[R 
~H::N'P 
CALL GNFLOINY,I(IP,I~~OW,IYEAPI 
IFIIFLOW.EQ.III GO TO 182 
CALL QCONINYP,IYE'RI 
3~2 00 300 N::I,NOF 
JJ::NSN·(N-ll+~SNII) 
M::l 
IFIONINI.GT.D.OI GO TO 12 
UCFYINP,NI::9Q99. 
GO TO 300 
12 KON::O 
LEV::I 
I(AOO::1 
KCON::O 
RSTOR::RSINPI 
00 13 J::l,NYP 
NTONIJI::'1 
NTOfIJI::1J 
13 CONTINUE 
CAll TERPICAP,RL.NPPC,RSTOR,RlEV,NSIGI 
IF IN<;IG..fO. 1l GO TO 1 J!] 
IF IR5TOR.LT.OI'iCONI JJ." GO TO 17f1 
GO TO 375 
374 KAoO::;> 
-i<ON::1 
'NT ON 111:: 1 
IFIR5TOR.lT.nFCO~IJJII lEY::2 
315 "l<f ::FORCE 
',oSP::O. 
OELS:<;.D 
HH: I 
10 :0 
'\> 
0'1 
\C 
lO =1 
DFlAG:l 
AlOSS:CJ.:J 
00 1<; ll: hNYP 
SSHTIlLl=O. 
OSSP ILll: O. 
OSPPOILll::J. 
N"'ONIlLlcO 
SSPL ILL I: o. 
15 CONTINUE 
00 '1~ J=I.NYP 
00 flO 1:1.12 
JJ:NSN.IN-II.HSN II I 
PSP=R'iTOP 
OELP:')[lC, 
01:01>1 
","': .. >4>1 
CAll T[RPIPl.'iA.NPRC.qLEII.SSA.NSIGI 
IF INSIG.:G.lI GO TO 1 ~l 
(YAP =SSA+Rl OSS I II' C 
Ofl'i=l'll".lI-CMDIII-FViP 
GO TO l11d61 •• UOO 
II> IfIKCr)N.lT.lll GO TO 118. 
IflNSN.GT.l1 GO TO 116 
115 K ADO: 1 
NTOFIJI=NTOfIJI-I 
KF =FOPCE 
I<CON:O 
GO TO 17 
Ill> IFI01SNIII.5T.II GO TO 115 
118DElS=DElS>nSVIII 
KENO=I 
KF:Kf-l 
I<CON=KCON-I 
OSPROIJI:DSPROIJI>OSVIII 
SOSP:SDSP>OSVIII 
"II' ON I ,II = N "'0 N I J I> 1 
KON=I 
17 RSTOR:RSTOR>OELS 
IFIRSTOR.lT.C"AX I GO TO 26 
IFIKAOO.EO.l.ANO.OfLP.lT.O.OI GO TO 219 
GO TO 1 <J 
1l~ I(GCl:? 
GO TO 31 
l~ OElS:qSTOR-C~AX 
IlSTOP:Cl1AX 
I f v: 1 
SSPliJI : C,<;PLIJI • "fl,) 
IF IKON.El'l.OI r,o TO n 
GO TO ( I 1\. ?7 1 • ~ f" 0 
I 1\ I flO (L c,. LT. 'i" <; PIG 0 1 0 2:1 
nc,~DIJI:~~~D(JI'~O~P 
SOSP:1. 
Kf .. O: 7 
GO T Cl 21 
20 O'>SPIJI:"S<'PIJI.r)El~ 
SOSD :<;D'iP <JEl "-
22 GCl T0170.?31.KAor 
2 3 J f (I( f I ;: .... 74 • 7 :' 
['In" ';[P' lQ TUIl" Dff THf DESAL11NG PLANT 
1.4 I( t "'1 1 
NTorCJI:NTCf (Jl+\ 
~F'fO\l(E 
KCON::-r) 
GO TO 10 
~6 KGO=1 
IFIRSTOR.Gl.CHINI GO TO 30 
IFICHIN.LT •• D0051 GO TO 201 
60 TOI20l.20DI. OFLAG 
201 OFUG::2 
OELS=C.nN-RSTOR 
RSTOR=CI1IN 
GO TO 202 
200 LO=LO+l 
IFICHOIII.LT.GIl1dll GO TO 1202 
ALOSS::ALOSS-EVAP 
OELS::-CI10lII-OII1.11 
PS TOR=C,1l N- ALOSS 
IFIRSTOR.GT.O.I GO TO 202 
RSTOR::O. 
GO TO 202 
1202 OELS::-CI1IN-RSTOR 
202 CALL TERPIC&P.RL.NPRC.RS10R.RLEV.NSIGI 
IF INSfG.EG. 11 GO TO 132 
LEV=2 
SSHTIJI=SSHTIJI+OELS 
IFII.EQ.12.ANO.J.EQ.N'fPI GO TO 330 
28 GO TOI38.701.K&00 
"$0 GO TO 1331.3301. OnAG 
BO 10=10-1 
IFII.EQ.l~.&NO.J.EG.NYPI GO TO 8n 
LO=1 
OFLAG=l 
ALOSS=O.O 
331 CALL TERPICAP.RL.NPRf.RSTOR.RLEV.NSIGI 
IFINSIG.EG.11 GO TO 12 
IFIKAOO.EIl.lI GO TO 35 
H IFIOELSI 35.~5.12 
32 IFIOELPI 33.33.31t 
33 IFIRSP.GT.ISCSP-OSIIIII)IGO TO 1311 
SO SP =R SP. OS II II I 
1 ~'I GO TOI 311. 191.KGO 
1'1 IFIRSTOR.GT.SOSDI GO TO 35 
SDSP=RSTOR 
35 IFIOFCONIJJI.LT.ONCONIJJII GO TO "5 
GO TOl31.~II.KAOO 
!7 IF IRSTOQ.GT .ONCONI JJ IIGO TO 70 
ENTER HERE TO TURN ON THE DESALTING PLANT 
38 KAOO::-2 
110 NTONIJI=NTONIJ,-l 
50 TO 70 
III IFIRSTOR.GT.OfCONIJJ IIGO TO 23 
GO TO 10 
'IS IFIRSTOR.LT.ONCO"IJJ lIGO TO 5J 
GO TO 22 
50 IFIR<;TOR.GT.C'FCONIJJ IIGO TO 53 
GO TO 55 
53 IfIOElS.lT.O.O) GO TO 55 
GO TOl70.?31.KAOD 
5 5 G ') T 0 I 3R • 7 0) • K A (10 
70 IFIKPC.Nf.l) GO TO Al 
71 MSTOt~H-ll=RSTOR.n.5 
60 CONTINUE 
Al THIS POINT ~AV[ COMPLETED ONE Y[AR or THE PERIOD 
90 CONTINUE 
AT THIS POINT HAVE JIJS' COMPLETED & PERIOD OF NlP YEARS. 
---l 
Q 
GO TO('n'~2),KPC 
~\ CALL PLOT(KSTO,NVP.KM~X,K~IN) 
'12 1[Ml:£1. 
T(MB:O. 
00 '15 J=I~NYP 
'E~A=TE~A+O~PRO(JI 
I[MB:T[MB~OSSP(JI 
'3<; CONTI..,U€ 
Q';(F r t-NP I = fl£""A- TE "'8 Lf T£MA 
"GG TOI'96. qa h.a( III 
'I b WRIT r I 6 oJ rJO f) IN. N"-
3[1PO "OR/1.ATIIHl.~P·U[[ NO.=·l2.10X'PE·1HOO NO.:'I21 
WR t T [ ! (. d 'Y.III 
>,n\ fORM.TIIRD.' VFAR TYMES ON TI~E5 OfF 
l05PRO DSSP SpILL SHORT.') 
00 J002 J:.1 .NYP 
MONTHS ON 
3'1lL? WP I Tf lb. ~rJO 31 • .ltNTONI J I.NTOF IJ I .N~ONIJ 1 .0SPRll 1.11. oS5PI J 1.5SPL 1.1 /. 
I SSHT I J I 
3(Hll FOR'''TI4117'''FI2.21 
WR!TEC6.~01"1 DD.OS[fFINPI 
~[1[14 fORHATIIHo.'orMINO=·FA.2,lOX'EFFICIENCV='FS.71 
'18 IVELF=ll IN! 
CllL COSTINfP.NP.IVElF.ANCSTI 
UC r YIN P • N I : 1 N r <; T I I I' Y t Nt C K I 0 16 SCI 00 • ) 
GO TOIl 20 03 00 I • I< I K 
170 wRIHC6.200DI FYlNCIIII.ANCS-T.UCFYINP.NI 
700D fORM&TflHn.·INCP£ .. S£ IN YIELn='F8.2.' ~.G.0.·5x·'NNUIL COST='FI0.1 
1.' \/Y£AP";X'lINIT COST or FVINC='f6.~· .. • 'HK GAl.'1 
~ro CONTINUE 
40D CONTINUE 
A'IERIG£ THE UNIT COST OF THE INCREIS[ IN FIRI1 YIELD 
DO 1110 J=IoNOF 
403 00 line; 1=I.NPER 
AVUCIJI:AVUCIJI+UCFYII.JI 
.. ')~ CONTINU[ 
AVUCfJI=IVUCIJI/NPEP 
lI\a CONTINUr 
wRIT[I£..7m'll 
7'1(1'1 fORMITIIHfh'A'IERIr,E COSTS fOP frlSIALE OP[RATI-NG RULES" 
wRITEcr;.7IUOI UVUCIJI.J=l.NOFI 
7'110 rORMl-fIIH .IJF12.Q' 
C FINO THEt.OwrST AV[PA.Gf UNIT C.Q,)l or FTINC 
CAll FIN'JIlVUC.NOFolXI 
-wRIfflf,.Hl~'5' A-VUCIU) 
~(10S r')RMlTnH1.'--UJ[MU'1...£OST OF FTlNf=·r7.Q,' '/K GAL.'I 
WPITfIf.dOO6) fYINCHII 
];1(lb rOP __ IT I\~n. 'I"U>[ASf IN FIPM Y[ Il D:'r 7. 7.' M.G.O.') 
wI! IT-f C f... ~,):J 71 O~I I x 1.0FL.f'l (IX ..... 
30(17 rOI1--IHIHO. ··HIRN 'IN:'Ff,.l'olflx'TliPN orF='Ff,.2! 
OT I C 'K I " • L I r l } 
Cl"lOP T I I( j :tI'II 11 J } 
Cl~ ClP TIM I : ()f t r vcr J J 
sao (0"11 t'hlf 
SlOP 
1lO wRIn Ch.4fJOOJ "<;1011 
.. on() fC)1>MIT-( \HO. 'STAR1:' flO.21 
~OO STOP 
111 WP I T[ If,." '1J.?l RL f V 
400Z fOPIUTllHO.'Rl[V-· FIO.21 
<; HlP 
112 I/RlTECf,.';C01) p,,,TO\l 
-<JUIJ\ f till 1'1 A 1 (lH!l. ·lt~TOIl.:' rlO .2) 
STOP 
[NO 
SUBPOUTINE YJE~OINOP.N¥P~~OR.KIOI 
COHMON IBlO~KA/QCI201~51 
COMMON IBL O{:t( B/ONC ONI 1:l 0 ,. OFCON () no, • ut-AP 
COI1MON IBLI)CI(CICAPf ElOl.RLf 1DtH .OM I 121.R'S(501~'SAt l0l1IoPLOSS't121. 
111E l f 1 l I. HSN t 1 2 I. DS V t 1 21. SSHT (1!l01 .CHO 11 2..J. FY f 23.5 DI ,A Yl F t 29 ,501, 
2CMA J(. NPR{: .05CA P. FI)RCE.'5 TART • .,T( P. PtF .HSON. OEM8. CI"I N.K IP, RB AI? 
3I<R£AO.ISTOR.JFLOw.IYEAR.NPER 
-o1I1EN'5 ION KON t 20 I. lOOt 2UI.D.l EV t 2O!. N!'Iolnfoo I. SlOT 12111.K rREQt20 I. 
UL OAO I 201. T S I 201 .PI 1 2 OI.AVDURI 7. 01 .K OUP125 01 .PCO N 1100 I 
INTEGER FORCE ,OFLAG 
NYPSV=Nl'P 
P!>CF=PCF* 1011. 
IAPG=191!531 
C= .1J1]r)!J43 56.7.4 V 12. 
R'Stll=CMIH·O,~·UCAP 
KSTRT=l 
DO 300 NP=I.NOP 
GENERATE NYP YEARS OF 'STPEAMFlOW AND CONVERT PAT[S TO VOLUME'S 
~YG=N"P 
IFINP,EQ.l.A~0.NYP.LT.7S) NYG=75 
CALL GNFLOINYG.I<IP.lfLOW,IYEARI 
IFtIFLow.EQ.'" GO TO 11 
IFINP.[Q.1.ANO.NYP.LT.7S) NYP=75 
CALL OCONCNYP.!YEARI 
NYP-=NYPSV 
11 JJ=MSlflll 
oBAR=OEMB 
NR=NOlhl 
DO 7.00 N= 10 Nf? 
U=O 
KIO=1 
-KCON=O 
I'IG=O 
-JoIL :0 
,",CI<=O 
IF IN.NE.ll GO TO 17 
SSTARl=STARt-O.20 
GO TO 1 B 
17 SSTAPT:START 
MODIFY THE STARTING {l[~VELOPI1ENT LE-VEl DEPENDING ON ,HE RULE o. 
JJ=NSNoIN"""2.·1 
T£ 51 &=.0. SoUCAP +CMI N 
IFIONCONIJJJ.r.T.TESTII SSTAPT='STAPhO.JS 
IFIONCON1JJI.LT.TEsrAl ~SfA~T=ST&QT-3.~ 
IF IO~CONI JJI.L T. T[q l .... No.OFCONIJ.J'l.L T. T£S TAl <;S TAPT='S T ARr-O.IO 
IFCONCO'llIJJI.LT.0.3·UCAP.CI1INI SST"RT=,)URT-:l.15 
18 11<=0 
SlNC=S TEP 
II<NT =0 
IFIll.EO.OI GO TO 21 
20 SSTART=<;STAPT-SINC 
21 IFfKNT.GT.lll GO TO '103 
M=1 
Il:IY·l 
1(NT:IINTq 
DlEVI11I=5STAPT 
HI aO:OBIRoOU::'·'HJIl 
CONVERT TA! Of!'4ANO P-lT.£S TO VOLUMES 
322 ao 22 1:\.12 
-....I 
0[~:::00·0~(II.PE~IIloR8.R 
~~~~T;~~~OEM·10.I.IYElRI 
n CONT INUE 
ltV:::1 
KAOO:::1 
1I0NIIII::::J 
R'iTOR:::R'iINPI 
CALL TERPICAP.Rl.NPRC.R'iTOR.RLEV.NSIGI 
IFIN'iIG.EO.lI GO TO 901 
IFIN.EO.11 GO TO 33 
IFIRSTOR.GT.ONCONljj'l GO TO ?3 
I<AOO:::? 
I<CON:::1 
I<ONITII:::I 
?3 IFIRSTOP.lT.OFCONljjll lEV:::2 
30 Kf =fOPC[ 
10 =0 
lO:::l 
OFllG:::l 
lLO'iS=O.O 
IOOIIIl=O 
IIOUR II 1:::0 
00 H j=I.NYP 
SSHT (j 1:::0. 
NMO"llj':::O 
H CONTINUE 
00 90 j:::I.NYP 
00 8!l I::: 1 oJ 2 
IFIH.EO.ll GO TO 32 
jJ:::NSN·IN-?I.MSNll1 
Ifll.EO.121 GO TO 32 
JJ=NSN·'N-21·~'iNII·lI 
3? H:::'h) 
CALL TERPIRl.'iA.NPRC.RlEV.SSA.NSJGI 
I F IN sr G. [ 0 • 11 GOT 0 q 02 
EVAP:'iSA.RlOS'i1i lo( 
OEl'i:::QIM.lI-(MOI II -[VAP 
GO TOI3£,.Jo;l.KAOO 
~5 Ifll«(ON.LT.1I1 GO TO 338 
IfINSN.GT.ll [,0 TO 336 
3~5 I(AOO:::1 
1«(0"1::0 
GO TO 36 
3H. IfIMSNIII.5T.11 GO TO 335 
33R O£l'i=nElS.OSYIII 
I(F:I(F-l 
KCON=I«ON-I 
NMONIJI:NMONIJI.I 
~£, P'iTOP:R'iTOR·PflS 
IfIR'iTOR.lT.(MAXI GO TO 50 
40 OflS:::RSTOR-(MAl 
R'iTOP:C"ll 
LEV:::! 
4? GO TOI80.~~I.~ADD 
q~ IfII(FI Qf,.46.80 
II 6 I< ADO = 1 
KF =fO'lCE 
IIC ON: '1 
GO TO 80 
SO IfIRSTOR.GT.CMINI ~O TO 50 
I r (C" r N. l 1 •• (l 0') 5 I GO '10 54 
GO TO(54.S31.rlFlAG 
54 OfLAG:::2 
DEL S :::CM IN-RS lOR 
RSTOR-::CMIN 
GO TO 55 
53 LO:::lO.l 
JfICHOIII.LT.OIH.1" GO TO ISS 
lL OS S-:: AL OSS .EV AP 
OELS:::CHO'I'-GI~.I' 
RSTOP-::C~IN-ALOSS 
IfIRSTOR.GT.O.1 GO TO 55 
RSTOR:::O. 
GO TO 55 
ISS OELS:::CMIN-RSTOR 
55 CALL TERPICAP.RL.NPRC.RSTOR.RLEV.NSIGI 
IfIHSIG.EQ.lI GO TO '101 
LEV-::2 
SSHTIJI:::SSHTIJ).OELS 
IfII.EQ.l?ANO.J.EO.NYPI GO TO 57 
IFI"I.EQ.1I GO TO 80 
60 TOI6S.801.I<AOO 
56 60 TO(5'1.S71.0FLAG 
57 JO:::IO.l 
JODI II 1=10 
1<0URIIOI=lO 
IfIJ.EG.12.ANO.J.EG.NYPI GO TO '.lD 
LO:::1 
OfLAG=l 
AlOSS=O.O 
08TAIN THE NEW RESERVOIR LEVEL 
5'1 CAll TEPPICAP.Rl.NPRC.RSTOR.RlEV.HSIGI 
IF(HSIG.EO.11 GO TO 901 
62 IFIN.EO.1I GO TO IHI 
IfIOfCOHIJjl.ll.ONCONljJII GO TO 70 
GO TOI64.681.I<100 
64 IFIRSTOR.GT.ONCONIJJII GO TO 83 
65 UOO=2 
KOHIIII:::I<ONIItI·t 
GO TO 80 
68 IFIR,)TOR.GT.OFCOHIJJII GO TO 1111 
GO TO 80 
70 IFIRSTOR.LT.ONCOHIJJII GO TO 72 
GO TO 42 
72 IFIRSTOR.GT.OFCONIJJIJ GO TO 73 
GO TO 75 
73 IFIOElS.LT.O.OI GO TO 75 
GO TOI80.II'II.I<lOO 
75 GO rOI65.801.I<AOO 
80 CONTINUE 
I F I I< S T R T • "IE .71 GOT 0 '10 
RCONIJI=RSIOR 
AT THIS POI"IT HAVE JUST COMPLETED O"lE YEAR or THE PERIOD 
90 CO"lTINUE 
AT THIS POIHT HAVE JU~T COMPLETED A PERIOD OF HYP YEARS 
IF IKSTRT .NE .71 GO TI) '16 
"IN::NPFT 
IF INPER.GT .NPFY) "IH=NPER 
DO q? L=t.NN 
XNUH=RANIIARGloSO.n.o.s 
NUM:::XNUH 
NU~::NUM·?S 
RSllI:QCO"lINU"1 
'I? CONTI"IU[ 
I<STRT=l 
.......:I 
N 
NYP=NYPSY 
GO TO 1'31 
'If, ')TOTIIII:O.O 
KFP[Il(III~O 
TLOAO=8. 
YRK:O. 
00 lOa J: I.NYP 
IFIN'40NIJI.fO.OI GO TO '37 
YPK:YRKol.1 
lA:N'40NIJI 
HOAO:lLOAO.AA/12. 
'l7 IfISSHTlJI.GI.O.OI GO TO 98 
GO TO 100 
98 KFPE()IIII:KFI?[QIIII'1 
<,TOTIIII:STOTIIII·SSHTIJI 
1'10 CONTINUr 
ALOAOI II I:ILOAOI YRKol ro. 
YO f H : 0 BAR 00 L f v I 1 1 I o. 3 65 
XNYP:NYP 
XF:KfPfOIIII 
T S I I I I : I I • :J - X F I X NY PI' 1:J O. 
I 04 P I I I I I : I I • 0 - " TOT I I I I II X NY P • Y DE H I I • 1 00 • 
KSUH:fl 
00 170 IX:l.IO 
KSU~:KSUH'KOUPIIXI 
I?:J CONTINUE 
SU":KSUH 
nO:lo 
AVOUP! II I::SUM/XIO 
If IPPCF .GT .9'3. 91 G(l TO 500 
IFIT<'IIII.GT.f,II.OI GO TO 121 
SSTAPT:SSTART-Z.D·SINC 
GO TO 21 
I ? 1 1 FIT <, I I 1 I • G T • P PC FIG 0 T 0 l2 5 
1 fiT S I I 1 I.l T • P PC F - I .:J I GOT 0 12 Z 
FYI N P • N I : 00 
lVLf INP.NI:ll (1AOIIII 
GO Tn 139 
l72IKNT:IKNT>l 
IfIIK.GT.O.ANO.IKNT.GT.II SINC:0.8'SINe 
GO TO 10 
175 IFIT"'III.lT.I00.0.INO.II.GT.1l GO TO 131 
IFIII.[O.II GO TO 133 
IfIIK.E().31 GO TO 131 
HI =IK'I 
TKNT:O 
SINC:<;INfl2.:J 
1~1 SSTAPT:S<,IAPT'SINC 
If =1 1-1 
G(1 TO n 
I ~ I NP T~. : I I - I 
00 III 1:1.'1PT'> 
1=1 
IFIT<'III.t r .PPCF.ANO.TS(I·II.Gf.PPCFI GO TO 13<; 
I ~7 CaNT INUE 
wPIT£If,.40rJ')l 
"000 FOP H A I I I HI •• P eFT EST NOT IN P A 'I Gf • 1 
GO TO 99'3 
I :; '> f Y ( N P • N 1 = I C' fl A Q • I DL f V II 1 - nt r v I I • 1 1 1 I. I IS ( L • 1 1 - PP cr ) I ITS ( l • 1 1·- T S I l ) ) 
l'OeAR'OLE VIl'll 
I V I f I NP • 'I I , I A lOA P ( L ) ·,l.L 0,,0 I L + 1 1 ) I ? 
GO T 0 I 39 
SOD 1F(<;lNC.lI.O.OOS.OP.>lCK.fO.21 GO 10512 
,Jo. 
WRITEI6.60ClD) T5(II1,SSTART.SINC.KrPEOIII),OO 
6000 rOR"ATIIH .3F"I5.2,ylCl.FlS.21 
IF I TSI I I I.GT .85.0. OP.MG.NE .01 GO TO 501 
ML = 1 
SSTART:5START-Z.Oo5I~C 
GO TO ZI 
501 IFITS(III.LT.'39.9) GO TO 535 
ENTER HERE IF TSIll) EQUAL 180 PERCENT 
'4G=1 
IFIMl.EO.OI GO TO 502 
MCK::>lCKol 
IISAY:I I 
OOSAv=DO 
SINC:SINC/2.0 
~rz SSTART=SSTART+SINC 
GO TO ZI 
ENTER HERE IF TSIIII IS LESS THAN 100 PERCENT 
505 ML =1 
IrIMG.GT.OI SINC=51NCl2.0 
GO TO Z 0 
51Z IFIT5IIII.GT.'l9.9) GO TO 515 
OO=DOSAY 
II=IISAY 
S15 FYINP,NI=OO 
AYLFI~P.N)=ALOAOIIII 
139 GO TO 11''!10189I,KIO 
1110 IFIN.GT.ll G(1 TO lliZ 
wRIT£16,30001 
3000 FORMATI1Hl,'OPERATION WITHOUT THE OES_LTaNG PLANT') 
GO TO 147 
lliZ KP=NSN o IN-21+1 
WRIT£16,31JO 11 ONCONI KP) ,OFCONIKP) 
3001 FORHATIIHO.·OPERATING RUlE"lH ,'SEASO~ 1. OH='r6.2,' 8.G.'10X'OfF" 
l='r~.Z.· B.G.'I 
IFINSN.EQ.lI GO TO 1117 
KP=KPol 
1"5 WRIT£160300Z1 ONCONIKDI,OfCONIKP) 
300Z FOR"lTIIH .'SfASON 2, ON='F6.2,' B.G.'IOX'OFF='r6.2.· B.G.·I 
Ir INSN.Er).21 GO TO 1117 
KP:KPoI 
WRITE 16. n 031 ONCONIKPI,OFCONIKPI 
3103 fOPMATIIH .'SfASON 3. ON:'F6.Z,' B.G.'10x·orF=·F6.Z,' B.G.·I 
147 wRIfEI6.30031 
3003 fOPMATIIHO,· PERCfNT DEMAND NO. OF SHORTAGES rREQ 
lUENCY PEprOR~ANCE SHORTAGE PLANT'I 
l~oq FORMATI1H,' OEMANO M.G.O. 5HOPTAGES B.6. OF T 
~ARGET INor. DURATION TURN ON ALOAO·') 
WR IT E I ~ 03 rn" I 
ISO 00 160 1:1.11 
PO =D'l AR. :JLr v II ) 
W R I T r If,. 3 00 '> ) OL E V I I 1 • PO. K I' REO I I I ,S TOT I I I • T S I I , • P I I I I , A YOU R I 1 I • 
1KOtHIJ.AlOAOltJ 
3005 FOR"AT(ZflZ.7ol1Z.FI7.2,Jrt2.2.112.F1Z.ZI 
160 ·CONTINUE 
189 IfIKSTRT.N[.1.OP.N.GT.l.0R.NP.GT.ll G(1 TO l'la 
KSTPY=2 
NYP:75 
H:I 
OO=F"I011 
GO TO 322 
1'l3 Jf(~.EO.ll OBAR:OBAR.OSCAP 
ZOO CO~TI>.iUf 
AT T~I~ POINY HAvE CO,..PlETfO ONE PERIOD FOR All lWlES 
.....:J 
W 
~no CONTTNUE 
AT THIS POINT HAVE COMPLETED NOP PERIODS OF NYP YEAR~ 
GO T01301035DI.KIO 
~ol DO ~10 J=l.NP 
wRITElr,.30101 J.IFYlL.JI.L=loNOPI 
3010 rOR"'ATllHO.'P.UlE NUMBER'll/lH oCIZf"lD.411 
11:1 CONTINUE 
350 Rf TURN 
'If'1 wRITfl£,.4rr.:l1l 
~rnl FORMITIIHl.·RLEV NOT IN RANGE OF TABLE'I 
GO TO qq'l 
':In;;> OIRITEIG.~()()Zl 
4nf';;> FORMATIIHl:'SSI NOT TN RANGE Of TABLE'I 
[;0 TO q':l'3 
903 OIRITfIG.'I (Y.) 31 
~'l'l3 FOPMITIIHI.";SURT LfS THAN ZICRO OR II GREATER THAN 10'1 
'lq':l STOP 
END 
suBROUTINE COSTINYP.NP.AVEl,ANCSTI 
COMMON I BLOCK 0 IN TO N( 5 01 • NT OF I 5J I • /tHON I '> 01 • F AC T I 101 • CAPC I 10 I ,0 PCS T I 
II n. 101 • OF AC T I 101 • NOL f • NOFF. E TON C. f T Of C. IN T ,RA T E 
REAL INT 
IFIAVEl.GT.OfACT(J1I GO TO 1;> 
Jot 
GO TO ZO 
12 IFIAYEl.LT.OFACTINOLFIl GO TO 1'1. 
JONOLF 
GO TO 20 
1'1 DO lB I=l.NOLF 
IFIOFa(TI[+ll.LT.AYEll GO TO 18 
fNTER HERE IF AYEL FILLS BETwE[N OFiCTIII AND OFACTll'11 
IF IAVEl-OfACle H.L T.OFACT! 1'1 I-AVELl GO TO 17 
JoI+' 
GO TO ;>0 
17 J: I 
GO TO;;> 0 
I R CONTINU[ 
70 POITH:O. 
l"lNUALrZE THE OPEPITI"IG EIPENSfS 
DO .. n Lol.HYP 
Tf"=rTONCo"lTONIL '·ETnFC.NTOFll' 
AAoNMnNILI 
XL F 0 A A I I;> • :I • I 00. n 
DO TABLE lOO~-UP .ITH INTERPOlATIONILINFAR TO OATIIN CO~T(S/YEARI 
IFCXIF.GT.O.1 GO TO Z? 
CST=OPCST II .JI 
GO TO 30 
;>;> IFIllF.LT.'l5.01 GO TO 25 
CSToooCSTCHOFF.JI 
GO TO 30 
?S 00 27 1=I.NOFr 
IFIXlF.GT.FA(Tlr·111 GO TO n 
f"lHR "EPr IF XLF FALL') A[TwEf"l FIOUI A'-ID FACTlt+l1 
F II A C : I XL r - r I ( T ( I II I ( r ACT ( r + I 1- F IC T ( r I I 
CS T 0 OPC S T I I • J I +F IH C, (OP C ') r ( I + I. J 1- ope S TIT. J I I 
GO TO' 0 
27 (ONT tNU[ 
DI,)COUNT THf COSTS fOP Trlf L TH y[AP T() THf PRr~rNT 
30 FA(-::I\.O+PHI"L 
POlTHoPOITH'IC~T'Tr"l/h\C 
40 -({)NTINUE 
APPLY CAPITAL RECOVERY FACTOR TO OBTAIN UNIFORM SE~IES 
USER=PWTH.INToFAC/IFAC-l.OI 
ANCST=USEq+CAPCIJI 
RETURN 
[NO 
SUBROUTINE TERP3INON.NOF,TROEM,ONlEvl 
COMMON IBlOCKEI AVFYI501,XlFI5GI.ONIIOI,ALIIOI 
OIMENSION ONLEVIIOI 
00 5 J=l.NOF 
ONIJI=O. 
CONTINUE 
00 £'0 l=l.NOF 
00 50 J=I,NON 
I=NOFoIJ-II'L'1 
IFIAVFYlII.LT.TRDEMI GO TO 48 
IfIJ.NE.NONI GO TO 50 
450IFF=AVFYIII-TROEM 
IF IDIFF .GT. 0.02. TRDEMI GO TO 53 
ONILI=ONLEVIJI 
AL IL I =XLF III 
GO TO 60 
'18 IF IJ.EO.l1 GO TO 52 
60 TO 57 
520IFF=TRDEM-AVFYIII 
IFCOIFF.6T.0.02oTRDEHI GO TO 55 , 
ONILI=ONLfVIJI 
ALILI=xLFClI 
GO TO 60 
57 ONILI=ONlEVIJI+ITROEH-AVFYIlllfllVFVII-NOFI-AVFYIII1.1ONLEVIJ-ll-
10NLEYIJIl 
At IL )= XlF I I I + ION IL 1- ONLEY I J I 1/ I ONL f V I J- l)-ONL EV I J 1 I. exL F« I -NO F 1-
lXLFCIII 
GO TO 60 
50 CONTINUE 
WRlTEI6,2()()01 L 
7.000 FORMATIIHO,'HINIMUM VALUE OF CURVE'I2.' GREATER THAN TROEH'I 
GO TO 60 
'is OIRIHI6.;;>OO 11 L 
;;>~Ol FORHATIIHO.'HAXIMUM YALUE OF CURVE'I2.' LESS THAN TROEH') 
60 CONTINUE 
WR I J[ I 6 ,;;> 01 21 
;;>012 FORHATIlHl,'INTERPOLATEO TURN-ON FRACTIONS'I 
WRITEI6.;>O:JZI 10NIII.t=t.NOFI 
wRITfl6,Z0131 
2nl3 fORMITIIHO,'INTERPOLATED AVERAGE LOAD FACTORS'I 
WRITEI6.20J31 UUIlol=I.NOFI 
Z002 fORHATIIH 010F12.31 
Z003 FORMATlIH • 13FIO.;;>I 
RETUR"I 
fND 
FUNCT~ON PAN IIARGI 
DATA Ix/OI 
IF IIARG.fO.III GO T~ 3 
IX =1 ARG 
I Y =1 x 
3 IY=Ivo2t;;;>1~7 
IFIIY.LT.nJ IY=IY'3~35':1731\367'1 
RANoJY 
RANoRAN •• ZS 10 38 3[-10 
....... 
~ 
RE TURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FINOI AA.NoIXI 
OIMEN,)ION HISOI 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE MINIMUM CO')T OF THE INCPEASE IN FIRM YIELD' 
1 AMIN::'!'!9'!'!. 
00 70 J::l.N 
IFIAIIJI.GT.A"INJ GO TO ZO 
U'IN::AA I J I 
IX =J 
10 CONTINUE 
PETUPN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OCONINV.ITfARI 
COMMON IALOCKA/OllZ01.51 
"':1 
00 Il J:t.NY 
00 P 1=1.12 
11:11'1 
SUP::(lIMoll 
CALI CONISUP.CS.I.IYfARI 
O,,·.II=CS 
8 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
[NO 
SUBROUTINE CONIVAL.CVAL.K.IYfAPI 
GO TOIIO.llldV[AR 
10 GO TOI).3ol.1.2ol.3ol.301d.31.K 
II GO TOIl.?ol.3,J.3.t.l.3.1.3oll.K 
1 CVAL:.03I o Vll 
GO TO C, 
2 C V Al =.0 2R • V A l 
GO TO !i 
(YAL=.::I3:J o YAl 
PfTLJRIIj 
END 
SUBP~UT[N[ PLOTt W;roq.Nv.NfUlL. Nf"'PT I 
OIMfN<;ION NAPR(1701.I'IAII?OI.OlJTII?01.MSTOPI3f;O) 
DATA ~II/IH I.J/1H.1 
NKNT:NY'I? 
DO 1 I=l.N~NT 
M<; TOP I I I : I .. S T r R ( I) ° 11 nIl NF UL I 
TE"'="'STOPIll 
1["'=T[H/2.:1 
NT(I'!:T(H 
A TO':NTE"1 
J r I T f M - AT E" • N f .0.0 I w" T 0 <I { 1 I :" <, T (1 D I I I + 1 
1 CONT I"WE 
fL T"I:N'f 
T[":fL TN/I:J." G.5 
NN:TE,. 
DO :m II=l.NN 
101 120 
II IIT-llolO 
IF (NY-lll.lT.IOI KK::LloI2 
JA IIJ-llol20 
DO 5 JJ::l.KK 
NAPPIJJI=MSTOPIJJ+JAI 
MAIJJI=JJ 
5 CONTINUE 
RANK VAlU~S IN OES~ENOING OROER 
N=KK 
M=N 
9 I1=M/Z 
IFIM110.20010 
10 K=N-M 
J::l 
II I:: J 
12 L=I+M 
IFINAPRIll-NARRIIII 16.16015 
15 NS=NARRILI 
NA=MAIlI 
NARP IL I=NAPQ I I J 
I1AILI::MAIIl 
NAPPIII=NB 
MAIII=NA 
I= 1- "1 
IF 11-1116012012 
16 J::J+l 
IFIJ-Klllol 1.'! 
70 WRITEI6ol0001 NFULL.NEMPT.II 
l~OO FORl1lTIIH1.'CAPAC1TY WHEN FULl='I6.· B.G.'.4X.'CAPACITY AT MIN. US 
lA'lLE LEVEL='Y".' B.G.'/IH ,'OROINATE(R[SERVOIR CONTENT) IS IN PERC 
2 E NT' • ?O X •• P AGE =' I 2/) 
KOPO=tClO 
II=} 
IX=I 
00 Z8 1=1.51 
IFII.NE.IXI GO TO 22 
NOPD=151-IXlo7 
JX=Ix+5 
WRITfl6ol03Z1 NOPO 
1002 rORI1ATllH .I~.IH-1 
GO TO 122 
?Z WRJT[16ol0031 
1003 FOPIHT IIH • 3X olH-1 
12Z' DO Z~ J::lol ZO 
73 OUTIJI=BK 
74 IFIK.GT.KKI GO TO 26 
IFINARRIKI.Nf.KOPOI GO TO Z5 
L ::IU I K I 
OUlILI=X 
K::K+\ 
,GO TO 2" 
"c, KORO::~OPD-2 
7 f, WR IT E I 6 • \ Clil 1 I IOU r I J I "J:: 1 ,) 2::1 I 
IDOl rORHATIIH+.6x.120AI1 
28 CONTINUE 
3D CONTINUE 
15 PfTURN 
[NO 
~ 
u. 
SU~ROUTINr TEI1PIA.R.NPTS.ARG.VAL.N~IG} 
THIS SU8ROUTINE AS~U~fS THAT THE 8 APRAY IS NONOECREASING AS THE 
l ARRAY INCpraSES. 
OIME~~ION AIIOOI.~11Jnl 
IFIARG.LT.AIII.OR.ARG.GT.lINPTSII GO TO 30 
IFIAPG.NE.AINPTS)) GO TO 13 
VU=ARG 
GO TO SO 
to DO 10 I=I.NPTS 
IFIUIi.G(.Atll I GO TO 10 
Y A l = '" « I - I I • « e I I I - q II - 11 I • I l R G- A I I - I I I I I A ( I 1- A ( I - I I I 
GO TO SO 
10 CONTINUE 
GO HI SO 
10 WRIT£H,,1I01 
itO FORMATI1HO.'THE ARGU~ENT IS OUT OF THE RANGE OF THE RESERVOIR DATA 
1'1 
NSIG=l 
SO RfTUPN 
(NO 
SU8_0UTINE RULE(NON.NOF,NOR.NSN.(IOI 
COMMON IBlOCKft/ONCONC1301.0FCONIJODI.UCAP 
CO"~ON I~LOCKF/ONI1.0FI1,ONI3,OFI3 
OI"ENSION RUlC15,21 
THIS _OUTINE FORMULAT£S THE RULfS THAT CONSTITUTE THE DECISION SPACE ••••• 
K~=O 
00 5 l=loNON 
00 5 J=I,NOF 
ICM=KM-I 
-UlCKM,II=ONCONllI 
RUlCKM.11=OFCONfJI 
S CONTINUE 
ICP=NC;N'ICM 
IF IN')N.EO.II GO TO 1S 
OON2=ONI2'UCA" 
DOF1=OrI2'UCAP 
IFINSN.EO.11 GO TO 1S 
DOlfl=ONIJ'UCAP 
DOrJ=OFIJ'UCAP 
IrINSN.NE.31 liO TO ~')n 
IS NOR=K~ 
l=O 
00 10 1:1 .KP,N~N 
l=l'l 
ONCOIfIII=PULll.11 
OFCONIII:I1UlIl.11 
IfINSN.EO.ll GO TO 21 
ONCONII'II:ONCONIIJ- 00N2 
OfCON«I'II=OFCONIII- nOf2 
IfINC;~.EO.11 GO to 1J 
ONCONII'"1:0~COHltl-JONJ 
OfCONII'71:OFrO~111 I-oor J 
:>0 CONTINUE 
GO TO 111.211,1<10 
~I WRITflr.dOOSJ 10NCONIJI,OFCO ... IJI.J=loKPI 
100S. FOil .. " 11M \0 'OPEIUTlH(, RUlf~'II' Itl oI0FI O. ~II 
II RE TllIUI 
,00 WRIH 1£,.211001 
tooo FOR""11HI,'NllMiHR Qf 5E"!)0"~ ~P£rIFIfD IS 11'1 f:RttOR'1 
STOP 
SUBROUTINE GNFLOINTRG,KIP.YfLow.ITEAql 
FIVE STATION VERSION DIMENSIONED fOR 130 TEARS 
COM"ON IBLOCICA/GI120I,51 
01"ENSION ALCFTll1,S),'V~12.SI,8ETAI12.S,SI.OQI12,S"IQIISI. 
lISTAISI,MOI121.Nc,eCl1.SI.NLOGI 12.SI, aMI121.0PREVIIOI. 
2RCIO.l11.RAI12.5,IDI.SOll2,SI,SK[W(l].SI.SOA(12.10l.~.'112,101. 
JSUMAI12.1~I,SUM8112.lnl'I(IOI.xPAe(12,IQI. NLGI12.Sl.AvGI12 
11.5 I. SOV I) Z. 51, AA 112,5.10" A8 112.5.10', a c ( 101. al lU I, OR( 1 ZO 1. 51 
C 23-C'-l267 MONTHLT STREAMFLOW SIMULATION HEC. C Of E. usa 8-18-61 
C INDEXES I=CALENDAR MONTH J=YEAR _=STA L=.EL~T£O ~T& "=SUCCESSIvE MONTH 
C 
C 
DOU8LE P_ECISION R.e 
OITa LTRA/lHA',8lANK/IH I.E,lHE/.KINT,., 
NTNIIi=NTltG 
IFCKENT.EI.21 GO TO 10!1 
KENT=2 
101 IUG=nas 31 
IeST'=1 
KTR:1oo 
KM=KTR.12·1 
IENOf=O 
1 
2 
] 
II 
, 
1 
10 
11 
12 
13 
10 
25 
lO 
IDGST=O 
fORNATCll,I1.~Ial 
fORNaT C 1I.a ]."IAII.I0 ... I 
fORMAT C IHOI 
FORMAT(I','I,II1.12FS.01 
FORMA TIll, I J,III.) 216' 
rORMAT (IX.I J. 1',12f6. J) 
WASTE CARDS UNTIL AN A IN COLUMN I, FIRST TITLE caRD 
REA015.121 1&.10(",I,.M=I,20) 
IF IIl.NE.lT", 60 TO 10 
IFtIENDf.6T.rll GO TO 1211 
IENOf=IENDf'l 
fORNAT(IH .111.1'.1218.1101 
fOR"AT IAI,A3.,AII.I0A.I 
WRITE iii. JI 
IfIKIII.EO.21 GO TO 11 
wRITEIG.21 Ca(M,I"M=I,ZOl 
IIEAOI5.1' I'Ra.I"NlH.IMSNG.ITfST'IRCO~.N')TA.IPCHI 
ITMP::IRCO~'"YPG 
If(ITMP.6T.OIGO TO 3J 
GO TO 10 
WRITE 16,lSl 
STOP 
fORM'TI/I~H DIMENSION EICEEO[OI 
IFIICIII.EO.21 GO TO 117 
WRITEC6.II'lJ 
_0 fORMAlIIHO,'JTRA IMNTH H"SNG IT[~T IRCO~ NyPG NSTA IPCHQ N'"IG' 
11 
wRIT£IG,1I1J JTRA,IMNTH,IHSNG.ITEST,IRCON.NTRG.N')TA,IPCHQ.NYMIG 
Itl FOIIMIoT 12016' 
S[ T C ON STAN T S 
112 T="'''''~~''I. 
TM:T-I.O 
ITRA=IYRA-) 
I~NlW:I"NTH-1 
00 50 I = I .1 2 
IT~P=ICc:.T"2 
00 It£' K:I.II';T& 
-l 
0\ 
00 '15 l-=I.ITIIP 
AAII.lloll=:J. 
"5 A8II.K.ll=O. 
_6 CONTINUE 
"IOI!l=III/<fTH-I 
IfIIlOIII.lT.IHGO TO 50 
"IOIIl="OIII-ll 
SO CONTPlUE 
SI\ NYRS=O 
00 10 K=I.KSTA 
1ST A 1 I< I = I 00 0- K 
INITIATE -I. NO RECORO fOR All flOWS 
00 60 H=I.I<H 
60 Q I H. I( I =-1 • 
00651=1.12 
NlOGIJ.KI::O 
OQII.I<I::O. 
65 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
•••••• REAO ANO PROCESS I STATION-YEAR OF DATA ............. .. 
NSTA=O 
75 REAOI5.41ISTANolYR.CQHIII,J::l.lZI 
BlANI( CARO INDICATES ENO Of flOW DATA 
78 IfIISTAN.LT.1160 TO lID 
If 1 N S TA • l r • 11 GOT 0 9') 
ASSIGN SUBSCRIPT TO STATION 
00 80 1<=I.NSlA 
IfIISTAN.EO.ISUIK1l60 TO 100 
SO CONTINUE 
90 NSTA::NSTA-I 
I<=NSTA 
ISTAIKI=ISTAN 
ASSIGN SUBSCRIPT TO YEAR 
100 J::IYR-lYRA 
IfINYRS.LT.JINYRS::J 
IfIJ.GT.OIGO TO 110 
WR I J( 16. 10 SlY YR 
105 FOR"IAT tlI8H UNACCEPTABLE YEAR 151' 
STOP 
STOPE FLOWS IN STATION AND MONTH ARRAY 
110M:J'17-11 
00 170 I: \0 12 
14:14-1 
11 :OH 1 J I 
IftI1.[Q.-II GO TO 110 
NLOG 1 T.I< I::NLOG I I.I< Iq 
GO TOI';06.507.501.5071,rrLOW 
';01 GO TOI';Il.51Z1olYEAR 
S II GO T () 1 501.503.502.502.504.502.503 .502.503.507.502.503) • I 
511 GO T () 1502. 5 O~ .502.503.502.503.5 Oi' .502. ') 03.507.503.502) • I 
5010MIII:QMIJI·0.3226 
GO TO 505 
503 QMIll=O"llll'0.3333 
GO TO 505 
SOli OMtIl:QMIII.0.3511 
505 Q"III::Q"III'0.50505 
CONVERT C.F.5. TO M.G.O. 
506 ~MIII::O"III'0.6_617 
50700II.KI:!lQII.I(I-OM(f1 
01 ".K) ::0"1 (T) 
170 CONTINUE 
GO TO 15 
130 NSUA:NSTA'! 
IfINYRS.GT.KYRI GO TO 20 
NST"X=NST •• NST. 
• • • • • • COHPUTE fREQUENCY STATISTICS •••••••••••••• < 
GO TOIl31.3161.KIP 
131 WRITEI6.31'" 
31" fORIIAT 1/1IH fREQUENCY STATISTICSI 
wRITE16.3151 IMOI II.I=I.l21 
315 fORMATI/I"H 5TA ITE" I1.11I~1 
"ISSING FLOW PRECEOING fIRST RECORO HONTH 
316 00 311 K=I.NSTA 
Q 11.1< I =T 
311 CONTINUE 
00 "21 I<=I.NSTA 
318 00 310 I=lo 12 
AVII,I<I=O. 
SOII.KI=O. 
SKEWII.KI=O. 
TE"P=NLOGII.I<I 
OQII.I<I=OQII.K) •• 012/TE"P 
IfCOQII.I<).lT •• OIIOQII.I<)=.Ol 
320 CONTINUE 
"=1 
00 350 J=loNTRS 
00 HO 1::1.12 
"=1'1+1 
IZ=Q C H. K I 
Iflll.EO.-I1 GO TO no 
REPLACE FLOW ARRAV WITH LOG ARRAY 
TEHP=AL06IQIH,KI .0tH I .KI 111.3026 
QI".KI=TEHP 
SUM. SOUARES. ANO CUBES 
AVII.KI=AVCI.K)-TEHP 
SOII.I<)=SOCI.KI-TEIIP.TEMP 
SKEWII.KI=SKEWCI.I<I.TEHPoTEMP'TE"P 
GO TO 3'10 
C HISSING fLOWS EQUATEO TO T 
330 OIM.KI=T 
3140 CONT INUE 
350 CONTINUE 
00 360 1=1.17 
TEHP=NL06tI.1< I 
T H P:: A V 1 I. KI 
A Y I I • I< ):: T HP I T E HP 
IF 150 1 I • I< I .l [ • O. I GOT 0 355 
TMPA=SDII.KI 
50 I I. K )= (SO I I. K I -A V I I. I< 10 T"P II C Tf "1'-1. ) 
SO I I .K I:: SOl I • K I' •• 5 
SI<EWII.KI::ITE~P.TEMPoSI<EWII.KI-1 •• TEMPoT"poTMPA.2.oT"P'TMP.THPI 
111 TE 111'. I T EM P - 1 • I • I TEMP - Z. I '50 I I • K I "1. I 
If ISK[WI1.KI.GT.5.1 SKEWII.I<I=S. 
IF 15I<EWII.I<I.LT.I-5.11 SI(EWCl.K)::1-5.) 
GO TO 36P. 
355 5011.1<1=0. 
5KEWtl.KI::CJ. 
~60 CONTINUE 
C •••••• OUTPUT fREQUENCY STATISTICS, •••••••••••••• 
THP::SI(EW( 12.KI 
5I<EWIB.I(I=SKEWll.KI 
GO TOI361.IIlll.I<IP 
361 WRITEI6.3(;2IISTAII<I ... VII.KI.I::10 121 
~(;l rOR"ATtlI6.8~ M[AN IUft.3) 
W R I TEl E. • ., 6_ lIS 0 I 1.1< I • 1= 1. 12 I 
~6_ FOR".TI1I.1HSTD DEli 12fS.1I 
11\ 
w 
.... 
c 
~ 
> 
... 
.. 
... 
VI 
.. 
.. 
:t 
N 
~ 
'" 
.... 
i 
w 
'" 
': 
'" 
; 
w 
e "ace 
lor. t..e .... ¢0"'. 
" :rlr:r:r 
77 
oc 
e-
"'''' 
;. 
'Z 
o 
:0: 
'" 'Z 
:r 
7' 
0 
z: 
; 
... 
V" 
'Z 
" 
-: 
-: 
Q. 
X 
~ 
00 
R~O FORM'TI20X3~H WITH PRfCEOING MONTH AT ABOVE ~TATIONI 
ITP::NSTA'1 
DO 810 K::loNSTA 
870 wRITEI6.8S0IISTAIKI.IRAII.II.L1.L::ITP.NSTAXI 
880 CONTINUE 
885 IF I IRCON.lE.O I GO TO 1015 
wRITfl6.31 
M:: 1 
NVAR::NSTA'1 
USE AVERAGE FOR MONTH PRECFDIN~ RECORD 
00 931 II:: 1. NS T A 
931 011.111::0. 
00990 J:,,"YRS 
00 980 1::1.12 
11::"1+1 
DO 'l70 K::loNSTA 
0I/II1.I<I::8lAHII 
IFIOIM.KI.lT.TI11 GO TO 910 
IIIINDP=D 
FORM CORRELATION HATRIX FOR EACH HISSING FLOW 
DO 950 l:: 10 "IS T A 
lX::l 'NS T A 
IFCl-KI9J11.932.933 
9J2 NINOP::NINOP+l 
XININOPI::OIM-I.L I 
ACININ!JPI=A8II.II.lXI-Altll.K.lXI 
1/ I l • N V A R I :: 1/ A· I I • K • L X I 
GO TO 935 
913 IFIOII1.ll.GT.TMI GO TO 950 
9J~ NINOP:N[NOP+I 
XININDPI::OIM.ll 
ACCNINDPI:ASII.K.ll-AAII.K.ll 
RIN[NOP.NVAIII:IUII.K.ll 
9~5 ITP::N[NOP 
RI ITPdTPI:: I. 
00 'lliO lA::l.NSTA 
[FILA.fO.ll GO TO 9113 
JX=LA+NSTA 
IF Il .EQ.II I GO TO 9J6 
I F I Q 1M .lA I • G T • 1" • A NO. LA. Nf • K 1 GOT 0 'I qJ 
ITP:: ITP'1 
I F I L A. ( 0 • I( I R I" IN DP • I T PI: R A I I .l • J X I 
IF Il A. N E • II II/ IN IN OP • I T PI: R A I I .l • l A 1 
GO TO 919 
916 TFIQCI1.lAI.GT.TMI GO TO 9~D 
ITP:ITP.! 
RININOP.ITPI ::I/AI I.LA.lXI 
ADD ~',",I1ETPICAl ElE~E"T~ 
9~9 IIIITP.NINOPI:1I1NINDP.YTPI 
940 CONT PIUE 
9<;0 CONTINUE 
ITMP:NINOP'1 
00 q 5 Z. L:: I. N J N OP 
9<;2 RIL.ITMPI:RIl.NVAIII 
CAll CROUTIR.DTR"C.NTNOP.SI 
Ano IIANOOM CO,",PONENT TO PIIE~fRV( VAIIIANCE 
TfMP:PANIIARSI 
TMP:RANlllI1G I 
TEMP::I -2"ALnGITfMPII·'.5'~INlo.?A32·T'1P.1 
CO"PUTE flOW 
If I:)TRI1[.LE.I •• AN[1.DTROIC.GE.n.) 'GO 10 955 
WRITE 16.11 I.K.OTRMC 
IF I"TRHC.GT.l.1 OTRHC=l. 
IF IOTRMC.lT.O.I OTR"IC=O. 
955 AL::IJ.-OTRMCI--.5 
TEHP::TEMP-AL 
00 960 l::I.NJNOP 
960 TEMP::TEMP+SIll'IXIll-ACIll I 
G 1M. K I :: TE ,",P 
QRIM.KI::E 
910 CONTINUE 
9RO CONTINUE 
990 CONTINUE 
IFIKIP.EQ.21 GO TO 199'1 
WRITE 16.9931 
993 FORHATI33H RECORDED AND RECONSTITUTED FlOWSI 
199q ANYRS::NYR~ 
00 1011 lI::l.NSTA 
IFIKIP.EQ.21 GO TO 1995 
WRlTE16.9951 1"01 11.1::1.121 
995 FORMATIII1H STA yEAR 12I8.6X.5HTOTAl I 
1995 H::l 
00 991\ J=I.NYPS 
ITP::O 
DO 991 1::10 12 
M::H+l 
TEMP::O 1110K I 
CONVERT STANDARD DEVIATE~ TO FLOWS 
TMP=SKEWII.ln 
IF I HIP I 20 DO .? (10 1 • 20 O!J 
20no TEMP::IITHP'ITEHP-THP/6.1/6.+1.1"3 -1.I'Z./lMP 
2101 IFIORIH.KI.NE.EI GO TO 992 
I F IT EM P • 6 T • Z •• AND. SOl I • K 1 • 6 T •• 3 I· TE M P =Z • + I T E H P - Z • I '. 31 SOl I • K I 
TMP::I-Z.I/SKEWII.I(I 
IF ISKE W I I .1(1 I 991. 99?9 9'1 
991 IFITEMP.GT.TMPI TEHP::THP 
GO TO 992 
99q IFITEMP.lT.TMPI TEMP=THP 
99Z THP::TEHP.SOII.KI +AVI I.KI 
01 M • II I :: 10 •• - T M P- DO I I • II I 
IFIOIM.III.LT.O.I OlM.I<I::O. 
OM II I::OR 1M. K 1 
996 10111::01"1.1<1+.5 
991 ITP::ITP+IOIII 
IYR:: IYRA+J 
IFIKIP.EQ.ZI GO TO I1no 
IFIIPCHO.LE.1IGO TO 998 
WRITE 17.61 ISTAIKI,yYlhllOlIloI::lol21 
998 WRITEI£,.999IISTl II( ItTYPoIIOI YI .0"IYI.!=I,}ZI dTP 
999 FORMUIU.I'I.I(;.ISl.AI.IlII7"II.J111 
C ••• - -RECOMPUTE MEAN AND STANDARD DfVl.TION _ ••••••••••• 
1000 DO 1001 1::1.1? 
A" I I.K 1 ::!l. 
10'11 ~D I I.K 1::0. 
1'1::1 
00 1003 J::I.NYRS 
DO 110Z 1::1012 
"1::"1+1 
TE"P::AlOGIQI,",.IO -DOl I.KI I 
A V I I • K I:: A V I I • K 1+ T E"P 
11'1" SDII.KI::SOII.~I'TEMP.T[I1P 
1003 CONTINUE 
00 100'1 I::l.l? 
TEMP::AVII.KI 
~ 
'-l 
\0 
TMP=I~OII.KI-TEMP.T[MP/ANYRSI/IANYRS-I.1 
SO I I.K .=T'4P ••• 5 •• ~3"2"~ 5 
100" AVII.KI=T(MP/ANYRS'."~~29"5 
1:111 CONTINUE 
C PRINT ADJUSTED FREQUENCY STATISTICS 
IFIKIP.ECI.21 GO TO 1:115 
wRITEI6.31 
WR I TE 16.1 01 Z I 
1012 FORMATI/3OH A~JUSTED FREQUENCY STATISTICSI 
DO Ion K=l.NSTl 
WR ITE 16. n 51 IMOlIlo1= 1 oIZ I 
wRITE 16.36ZI ISUIK.oCAVII.MIoI=10121 
WRITE 16.36 .. , ISDlI.KIoI=10121 
WRITf 16.3661 ISKfwIJ.MIoI=lo1ZI 
WRITE 16.3681 loOII.KloI=10121 
1013 CONT INUE 
C •••••• FLOW GENERATION EOUATIONS •••••••••••••••••• 
1015 NINoP=NSTA 
NYIoR=NSTIo·1 
DO 1!l90 1=1.12 
IP =1-1 
IF IIP.lT.II TP=12 
00 10~0 K=I.NSTA 
00 10~0 l=l.NSTA 
CORRELATIONS IN CURRENT MONTH 
IF Il.GE.KI GO TO 1055 
RIl.NYARI=RAII.M.ll 
00 10~2 lA=l.NSTA 
l X =l AoNS TA 
IF IlA.lT.KI Rll.LAI=RAII.L.lA. 
IF IlA.GE.MI RIL.LAI=RAII.l.lXI 
1052 RllA.ll=RIl.LAI 
GO TO 1060 
CORRElATION~ WITH PRECEDING MONTH 
lOSS ll=L+NSTA 
RIl.NYARI=RAII.K.lII 
00 1!)~7 lA=l.NSTA 
RIl.LAI=RlIIP.L.LAI 
1057 RIlA.ll=RIl.lAI 
1060 CONTINUE 
C =;:======== 
10~5 CALL CROUTIR.OTRHC.N1N~P.BI 
C ========== 
00 1010 l=I.NSTA 
1010 8ETAII.K.ll:PIll 
IFIOTPMC.LE.I.' GO TO 1078 
WRITEI6.1072II.K.OTRMC 
1!l72 FORMAT IJ .. H INCONSISTENT CORREL MATRIx FOR I: 13.liH M=12. 
1 8H OTRHC: F6.3' 
OTRMC=l. 
1078 IFIOTRHC.GE.O.' GO TO 107'l 
WRITEI6.7,I.K.OTRMC 
OTRMC=O. 
1 '11 'l AL CF TI I. M , : I I • -0 T P HC •••• 5 
1080 CONTllfUE 
10'l0 CONTlloIUE 
C • • GEN[PA'[ rlOW~ •••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••• 
10'11 JA:I 
N:O 
M":O 
10'l5 DO 1100 K:I.N<;T& 
110::! QPRE'IIM':O. 
C GrNFRATE Z YfARS FOR DISCARDI .. G 
NJ=2 
JX =-2 
GO TO SlOG 
1105 WRITEI6.3' 
N=N+I 
SEQUENCE NO •• M 
IFIKIP.EO.21 GO TO SlOG 
WRITE 16.1106' N 
MONTH NO •• JX 
1106 FORHAT 127H GENERATED FLOWS FOR PERIOD 131 
5106 JXTHP=JX 
00 3107 K=I.NSTA 
DO 3106 1=1.12 
NLGI I.K I =0 
AVGCI.KI=O. 
SOVCI.KI=O. 
3106 CONTINUE 
31 07 CONT INUE 
1108 00 11Z5 J=JA.NJ 
H= 1 z. I J-lI 0 1 
JX=JXol 
DO 1125 1=1.1Z 
H=H+l 
00 1120 K=I.NSTA 
C RANDOM COHPONENT 
1111 TEHP=RANIIARGI 
THP=RlNIIARGI 
TEHP=I-2 •• ALOG ITEHPII ••• 5.SINI6.2 83ZoT'4PII 
TEHP=TEHP.ALCFTII.KI 
GENERATE CORRELATED STANDARD DEYIATE 
DO 1110 l=I.NSTA 
TMP=OPREYlll 
IFCl.lT.KITHP=OCH.ll 
1110 TE"P=TE"P+8ETAII.K.ll.THP 
NlGII.KI=NlGCI.Klol 
AYGlt.KI=AYGII.KloTEHP 
SDYII.KI=SDVII.KI+TEHPoTEHP 
01 H. K I =TE HP 
OPRE YI K I =TE HP 
1120 CONTINUE 
1125 CO NT INUE 
3125 CONTINUE 
DO 1130 K=l.NSTl 
YE AR NO. 
1122 IFCNJoJXTHP.6T.O.ANO.KIP.EO.ll wRITEI6.99SI IHOIII.I=1.121 
DO 3126 1=1.12 
TEHP =NlG I I. Kl 
AYSII.KI=AYGIJ.KI/TEHP 
SOVII.KI=IISDVII.KI-AYGII.KI.·Z.TEHPI/TE"PI.·.5 
IFINlr.CI.MI.GT.19.AND.KIP.EQ.11 wRITEI6.512Gl ISTlIKI.HOIII.AY6II. 
1KI.SI)YII.KI 
3126 CONTINUE 
5126 FORHIT I .. H STII ... 8H MONTHI3.7H HEANF6.3.10H STD DEVF5.31 
JX=JITMP 
DO 312'3 J=JA.NJ 
JX =JXol 
M=IZ·J-ll 
IF IJX.LE.OI GO TO 3129 
ITP=O 
DO 1 1 29 1=1.1 2 
M=H+l 
TRANSFORM TO lOG PEAqSON TYPE III VARIATE IFlOWI 
TMP=C;KEW 11. M 1 
J 1 = A!.\ SIS K E W I J • K I 1.0.999 '3 
IFIIl.(O.fll GO TO 1126 
00 
0 
IF 1 NL GIl. II I • r, T. 1" I 01". K I = 1 0 I " • K I - A V GIl. K JI IS 0 V 1 I • K I 
HIP:CCHIP'CQCM.KI-TMP/G.I/G.'I.I"l -I.I'Z./TMP 
TEMP:I-2.I/Sl(fwII.KI 
IFISKEWIl.1(1) 1123.1121).IIZ11 
1123 IFITI1P.GT.TEMPITMP:TfMP 
GO TO 1l?7 
II?q IFITI1P.LT.TEMPI TMP:TfI1P 
GO TO 11Z7 
lJZ6 TMP=OII1,KI 
1127 IFITI1P.GT.2 •• ANO.SOI I,KI.GT •• 31 TMP=Z.'ITI1P-2.1 •• 3/S011.KI 
TMP=TMP'SOlI.I(I·AVII.KI 
Q I 11 • K 1 = 10 ••• T 11 P- OQ 1 I • K I 
1128 IFIOII1.KI.LT.O.I OIM.KI=O. 
1128 IQIII=Ol ... KI'.5 
ITP::ITP'IOIII 
1179 CONTIOfUE 
10 It]l :ITP 
3JZ9 
1110 
1250 
1270 
1171 
IFIKIP.EO.2I GO TO 1129 
wRITE 16.111 ISTAIKIoJlI.IlQIII.I=I.111 
IFIIPCHO.LE.OIGO TO 112'3 
WRIT[ 17.61 ISUIKI.JXoIIOIII.1=1,121 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
NJ :: N'"XG 
GO TO N[W J08 
IF INYR6.LE.OI GO TO 1271 
IFINJ.6T.NYRGINJ::NYRG 
NYRG::'fYR6-NJ 
GO TO 1105 
R[ TURN 
[NO 
SUSROUTINE CROUTIRlI.OTRI1C.NINOP.~1 
DIMENSION 8IZ01.RI10.11 IoRlIItO. 11 I 
DOUBLE PRECISION R.8.RX 
NVIR=NINOP'l 
00 5 J::l.NINOP 
00 II K:: I. NY AR 
II RIJ.'O=RlIIJ.KI 
5 CONTINUE 
IFININOP.GT.IIGO TO 10 
9 1 1 I ::R I 1. 2 I I R I 1 • 11 
OTRI1C::8111'8111 
RETURN 
••••• • OERIV[O MATRIX ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 00 20 K::Z.NVAR 
20 RII.KI=RII.KIIRlloIl 
00 6n K:2.NINOP 
ITP::K-l 
00 110 J=K,NINOP 
00 ]0 I=I.JTP 
L :K- I 
"SO RIJ,'<I:RIJ.I(I-RIJ.lI.RIL.KI 
IFtJ.EO.KI GO TO liD 
R II( • J I :R I J. I( II R I K • I( I 
liD CONTINUE 
00 50 1=lolTP 
L=K-J 
~O RIK.OfYARI=R(K.NVlRI-R'l.NVAR)'R,~.ll 
6J RIK.NYARI=RIK.NVARI/RIK.KI 
••••• • BACK ~OluTION ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8ININOPI=RIMTNOP.NVARI 
00 80 I::2.NINDP 
J=NVAR-I 
IX=I-l 
BIJI::RIJ.NVARI 
00 70 L=I,!X 
K=J'L 
70 8IJI=8IJI-8CKI'RIJ.KI 
80 CONTINUE 
OTRI1C=O. 
00 '10 J=l.NINOP 
900TRMC=OTRI1C.BIJ1'RXIJ.NVARI 
RETURN 
END 
Suggestions for More Efficient l!se of the Operating Rule Program 
The user may be somewhat bewildered as to the 
proper formulation of certain input parameters to achieve 
the desired objectives. Therefore a few suggestions are 
made for getting started on a computation. 
The projected water demand is satisfied by two 
components: (1) the natural yield of the system, and (2) 
the supplement from the desalting plant. The natural yield 
of the system is determined by the program and is not 
known beforehand. This makes selection of the trial plant 
size somewhat difficult. If the plant size selected is too 
small, then even the high yield producing rules fall short 
of the required demand. On the other hand, if the plant 
selected is too large, the lower yield producing rules 
exceed the target demand. In either case, the set of 
feasible rules cannot be determined and the computer 
time involved is wasted. Experience with the program has 
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shown that a plant size 1.30 times the required increase in 
frrm yield is usually near optimal. 
To decrease the wasted computer time, a pilot run 
should be made utilizing the best information available 
about the physical system under study and with the trial 
plant size suggested above. Select one or two operating 
rules and make a run using two or three periods. If one 
high and one low yield producing rule are used, the results 
will indicate an upper and lower limit on the firm yield 
for the given plant size. Actually, the information gained 
is twofold. First, the ability of the selected plant to 
produce the required yield can be judged, and second, if 
the plant is adequate, information is gained' for formu- . 
lating the operating rules. If the required demand is in the . 
range of the high yield producing rules, then the lower 
yield producing rules need not be considered, and vice 
versa. By judicious selection of the operating rules, the 
computational effort can be greatly reduced. 
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EVALUATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF STREAMFLOW OPERATIONAL 
HYDROLOGY IN DUPLICATING EXTENDED PERIODS OF 
HIGH AND LOW FLOWS 
Introduction 
In recent years the generation of synthetic hydro-
logic records, particularly streamflow data, has been 
common in hydrologic studies which use a simulation 
approach. Operational hydrology is the term used to 
denote the generation of synthetic data. One of the most 
active groups promoting simulation techniques and opera-
tional hydrology was founded by Professor Harold A. 
Thomas, Jr. at Harvard, and from this group a number of 
publications originated (see Hufschmidt and Fiering, 
1966; and Fiering, 1967). The operational hydrology 
computer program by the U.S. Corps of Engineers (Beard, 
1965, and Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1967) has been 
used in research at USU supported by the Office of Saline 
Water, U.S. Dept. of the Interior. 
'Much thought and many analyses have contributed 
to present techniques of operational hydrology. It has 
long been recognized that monthly and seasonal flows 
demonstrate a high order of persistence, reflected by large 
correlation coefficients between flows in successive time 
periods. AlthQugh this is true to a lesser extent for annual 
values, examination of many flow records using spectral 
density methods, correlograms and other techniques 
discloses cycles that range over periods of several years. 
The fact that a long period of low or high flow can 
sometimes be extremely long has been called by Mandel-
brot and Wallis (1968) the "Joseph Effect." Some have 
questioned the significance of these results, but analysis of 
precipitation records has demonstrated that it is possible 
to create such cyclic effects by a purely random variable 
as shown by Crippen (1965). Just the same persistently 
high flow and drought sequences are present in some 
historic streamflow data. Furthermore, the watershed can 
accentuate precipitation cycles so that the streamflow 
cycles become even more extreme. There might well be 
some as yet unknown meteorologic cause for such 
extended cycles. Several hypotheses have been suggested 
including the influence of solar spots, cosmic dust, and 
radiation belts. Whatever the cause, natural streamflow in 
certain regions exhibits a persistence even on an annual 
event basis that is difficult to attribute to a random 
variable, and evidently is also difficult to duplicate with 
operational hydrology. 
While considerable disappointment with specific 
hydrologic models has been expressed by hydrologists (see 
Yevdjevich, 1968), verbal communication with Warren 
Hall at the University of California at Riverside, and Leo 
R. Beard and Harold Kubic of the Hydrologic Engineering 
Center at Sacramento, indicated that operational hydrol-
ogy programs adequately retain critically low and high 
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sequences for streams in more humid regions, but fail to 
adequately duplicate the "Joseph Effect" for streams in 
arid regions. These comments lead to careful examination 
of the generated streamflow ob.tained from the operation-
al hydrology computer program. It is clear that such an 
evaluation is needed because the approach used in the 
OSW sponsored study for evaluating the incremental 
increases in safe yield obtainable from standby desalted 
water sources depends directly upon the simulated stream-
flow data for its results. The study of the adequacy of the 
generated streamflow data has not been exhaustive. 
Rather, a computer program applicable to any stream has 
been developed to aid in evaluating the adequacy of the 
generated streamflow. (The input data called for by this 
program is described in a latter section along with a listing 
of the FORTRAN source statements.) Other methods 
than those used in the program might well have been 
selected for this evaluation. The urgency of examining the 
generated streamflow before proceeding further into the 
major work of the OSW contract necessitated that the 
evaluation be made without delay. Because the computer 
program thusly developed might be of aid to others in 
evaluating operational hydrologies, it seemed desirable ~o 
document the approach used and to list and explain the 
computer program in a separate report specifically direc-
ted to the evaluation of generated streamflow data. 
lUCUIU'U of Approach 
A preliminary analysis comparing the monthly 
means, monthly standard deviations, annual means and 
annual standard deviations of generated data and historic 
data from several streams indicated that these statistical 
parameters of the generated data were close to the same 
historic parameters. In essence this comparison simply 
verified the proper operation of the operational hydrology 
program, since these parameters are maintained in the 
generation process. 
The deficiency in generated streamflow data, as 
others have pointed out, is that in consecutive annual 
events the historic data tend to be either consistently 
higher or lower than the generated data for some streams. 
To examine this characteristic of the generated stream-
flow data all possible running averages (averages of 
consecutive monthly flows) within the streamflow record 
are computed for several different lengths of periods. The 
computer program, developed to accomplish this compu-
tation, has been designed to permit the analyses of the 
running average data for several specified periods of 
consecutive months during the same execution of the 
program. For the analyses already performed at USU, 
periods starting with 24 consecutive months and going 
through 192 consecutive months in increments of 24 
months have been used. The computed running averages 
represent an additional data set covering flows of extend-
ed periods of time. The number of individual running 
averages computed in this manner are given by, 
N = 12 N ~ K + 1 
'r y ... (1) 
in which Ny is the number of years of streamflow data, 
and K is the length of the period of consecutive months. 
While these individual averages are not independent, a 
frequency distribution of the resulting data indicates 
persistency trends of the data. To obtain this frequency 
distribution running averages are ranked in order of 
magnitude by the program from high to low. In addition, 
the mean, variance, standard deviation and skewness 
coefficient of the running averages of each period are 
computed, so that one might obtain the frequency 
distribution under the assumption that the data fit a 
normal distribution. The ranked running averages are then 
plotted as the ordinate against the probability computed 
by 
n 
P = N + ....... (2) 
r 
as the abscissa. In Eq. 2 n refers to the rank number. 
By comparing the distribution of running averages 
obtained from the historic data with those resulting from 
the data obtained from the operational hydrology pro-
gram it is possible to determine whether extended periods 
of droughts and high flows are duplicated. If the running 
averages associated with small probabilities (i.e. the high 
flows) obtained from the generated streamflow data are 
smaller than the corresponding averages from the historic 
data, then the generated data does not maintain the 
needed dependence between annual events. Likewise if 
the running averages associated with large probabilities 
(i.e. the low flows) from the generated data are not as 
small as those from the-historic data, persistence of 
droughts are not duplicated. Ip fact sinCe the generated 
data cover a much longer time period than the historic 
data, its record should actually contain both larger and 
smaller running averages than the historic data. 
An index to how well the generated data maintains 
critical periods is the difference between generated and 
historic standard deviations of the nmning averages. Since 
the standard deviation is a measure of the spread about 
the mean, the standard deviations of the running averages 
from the generated data should not be consistently 
smaller than those resulting from the historic data. The 
computer program contains instructions which compare 
the two standard deviations for each specified period of 
consecutive months by printing the difference between 
the two values. In addition the mean and standard 
deviation of these differences among the specified periods 
of consecutive months is computed and a value of t 
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computed by 
u = 0" ......... (3) 
P 
in which Xd is the average difference between the two 
standard deviations, N is ~he number of ~eparat~ periqcb 
used in the analyses arid rr p is the stan-dar4 d,eviatioll of 
this same difference. While the value of t compute4 by 
Eq. 3 does not represent a true 4~stributiop of diff~rrnce 
in mean values, an idea of the likelihood that the 
generated data is from the same population as th~ historic 
data ~~n be acqlJired py COPlPflring its vah-le with t~~ 
tabulated t-distribution. 
Results from Analyses of Three Streams 
The streamflow at each gaging station is influenced 
by upiq4e and complex interrelated phenomella. These 
phen(')mena are the result of the meteorology ~ geology al1d 
hydrology of that particular area, Compl,etely meaningful 
generalizations cannot 1;>e rpacte about watershed types, 
areal location, or climate and their effects on streamflow. 
Often adjacent watersheds with similar topographical 
characteristics may have streamflows d~ffering cons~der"l 
ably both in total magnitude and seasonal distributiqn, It 
is necessary, therefore, to analyze streamflow data for 
each watershed separately to ascertain the adequacy of a 
particular operational hydrology for that stream gaging 
site. Three separate stream g~ging sites have been selecte~ 
for analysis of their streamflow, in this report. 
These three sites are all in different parts of the 
United States and their geologic histories are qlliie 
different. The first site, Cottonwood Creek near QraIlge-
ville, Utah, is in the Colorado River Basin in Central Utah, 
a relatively arid part of the United States. A significant 
portion of the streamflow results from groundwater 
stora~e, because flow continues through periods of neither 
snowmelt nor rainfall. The second selection is at the 
Cachuma project site in California. The streamflow at this 
site varies drastically wh~n contrasted with Cottonwood 
Creek, and within a period of a month a differenGe of 
several thousand cubic feet per second of flow are 
commonly observed. Even though this area is not as arid 
a~ the Cottonwood Creek regiQn, zero flow ~as (')ccurred 
for many separate periods several months in length. The 
third selection is on the East COilst of the United State~, 
Schoharie Creek at Prattsville, New York, a stream in a 
region of higher annual precipitatioR and ex.hibiting less 
erratic flow fluctuations than the Cachuma data. _' 
The selection of these three stream gagipg sites was 
not based on an attempt to qnd streams with peculi(l.r 
behavior. Rather the~r ~electiQl1 resulted b~caus~ they 
represent differing conditions and the latter two are to be 
used as bench marks on whfch the operating uule program 
resulting from the OSW contract is to be t~sted. The 
selection of Cottonwood Creek resulted because of the 
availability of good streamflow records and because it lies 
in a region similar to those in which other investigators 
have noted that operational hydrology programs do not 
adequately reproduce the "Joseph Effect" in historic 
data. 
Partial results from the analyses provided by the 
computer program are given below for each of the three 
selected sites. These results are presented not only to 
document the findings regarding the adequacy or inade-
quacy of the operational hydrology program for each 
stream but also to illustrate how judgment might be used 
in interpreting the results from similar analyses of other 
streams. For each of these streams 500 years of data were 
obtained from the operational hydrology program using 
the available historic data as input. For each stream the 
generated data were obtained as 10 groups of 50 years 
each. 
Cottonwood Creek near Orangeville, Utah 
Historic streamflow data are available for Cotton-
wood Creek near Orangeville, Utah, from 1910 through 
1965. The watershed area contributing to the flow at the 
gaging station is 205 square miles. For the entire 56 year 
period of record the streamflow data represents the 
natural flow of the stream with the exception of small 
diversions for irrigation above the gaging station, which 
are not measured. Diversions from the headwaters of 
Cottonwood Creek through Ephraim and Spring City 
tunnels, constructed by the Bureau of Reclamation in 
1936 and 1938 respectively to the San-Pitch River Basin 
within the Great Basin, have been added to the measured 
flow at the station site near Orangeville, in order for the 
historic data to represent natural conditions. 
For both the historic and the generated streamflow 
data, the cumulative frequency distributions of periods 
starting with all possible averages from 24 consecutive 
months through 192 consecutive months in increments of 
24 months were obtained. On Fig. 1 are graphs on which 
the results of the frequency analyses are displayed. In 
comparing the curves on the graphs resulting from the 
generated data with those from the historic data a 
smoothing effect can be detected. A certain amount of 
this effect would be expected because the sample of data 
from the generated streamflow is larger. One might also 
note that the flows which are exceeded for small 
probabilities of occurrence (high flows), particularly for 
the longer periods of consecutive months as given by the 
analysis of the historic data, are larger than the corre-
sponding flows as given by the analysis of the generated 
data. Furthermore, for larger probabilities of occurrence 
the average flow rates resulting from the analyses of the 
generated data are larger. Table 1 has been prepared to 
illustrate these differences. 
If the generated data maintained the "Joseph 
Effect" which the historic data exhibits, this difference 
should not have occurred. In fact because of the larger 
number of generated data, one might expect the opposite 
tendency. 
A further indication of the inadequacy of the 
generated data in duplicating extended critical periods is 
given in Table 2 in which the standard deviations of the 
running averages from both the historic and generated 
data are given. The fact that, for all periods of consecutive 
months, the standard deviations from the historic data are 
larger than those from the generated data indicates that 
the generated data do not contain as many persistently 
high-flow or drought sequences as do the historic data. 
The conclusion, therefore, is that the operational 
hydrology program does not adequately reproduce the 
"Joseph Effect" for Cottonwood Creek near Orangeville. 
Table 1. Average flowrate (ac-ft/month) over the given period of consecutive, months that will be exceeded for 
several probabilities of occurrence. The flowrates are for both the historic and generated streamflow 
of Cottonwood Creek near Orangeville, Utah. 
Period Probability of occurrence 
(Consecutive 2% 10% 130% 98% 
Months) Historic Generated Historic Generated Historic Generated Historic Generated 
24 9786 10,010 9210 8400 4068 4170 2797 3480 
48 8769 8,960 8119 7610 4533 4660 3663 4110 
12 8220 8;550 7930 7450 4838 4900 3557 4370 
96 8095 7;930 7680 7320 5058 5180 4760 4510 
120 8115 7,810 7564 7200 5060 5280 4719 4710 
144 8164 7,550 7467 7080 5226 5370 4768 4890 
168 7878 7 ;370 71~2 6960 5365 5430 5165 5090 
192. 7437 7,200 7097 6900 5416 5490 5182 5170 
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Table 2. Comparison of standard deviations of running average data of streamflow at Cottonwood 
Creek near Orangeville, Utah. (Units are in ac-ft/month.) 
No. of Standard deviations 
Consecutive Percent 
Months Historic Generated Difference Difference 
24 1810 1680 + 130 7.25 
48 1350 1180 + 170 12.71 
72 1090 (nO + 120 11.15 
96 934 83~ + 99 11.47 
120 895 728 + 167 18.70 
144 822 641 + 181 23.30 
168 695 570 + 125 17.96 
192 590 $17 + 73 12.25 
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Figure 1. Relationships between average quantities of runoff over extended periods of time and 
probability of occurrence for Cottonwood Creek near Orangeville, Utah. 
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Figure 1. Concluded. 
Streamflow at the Cachwna Project, California 
Historic streamflow data for the period 1905 
through 1962 were obtained from the California Division 
of Water Resources. After inputing these historic data to 
the operational hydrology program and generating 500 
years of streamflow data in 10 groups of 50 years, both 
the historic and generated data were used as input to the 
program described in this report. Each of the curves on 
Fig. 2 displays the results of the frequency analyses of the 
running averages over the specified period of consecutive 
months. Table 3 summarizes the runoff quantities associa-
ted with four probabilities of occurrence. The results from 
the frequency analyses show that the generated stream-
flow for extended period~ of droughts are slightly hi~her 
than the corresponding historic averages. This effect is less 
pronounced than for Cottonwood Creek near Orangeville. 
Just the same the results seem to indicate that the 
generated data are not adequately reproducing droughts. 
On the other hand the averages from the generated data 
are greater than the historic data for high flows or low 
probabilities. Extended periods of high flow are therefore 
retained in the operational hydrology program for the 
flows at Cachuma. 
Table 3. Average flowrate (ac-ft/month) over the given period of consecutive months that will be exceeded for 
four probabilities of occurrence. The flowrates are for both the historic and generated streamflow at 
the Cachuma Project, California. 
Period Probability of occurrence 
(Consecutive 2% 10% 90% 98% 
Months) IHistoric Generated Historic Generated Historic Generated Historic Generated 
24 2600 3500 1935 1810 16 81 6.7 26 
48 2290 2750 1550 1600 130 182 14.5 84 
72 2100 2290 1320 1330 195 258 110 140 
96 1880 1900 1245 1297 188 300 149 184 
120 1710 1770 1080 1243 213 337 196 240 
144 1585 1590 1060 1175 222 369 197 270 
168 1465 1450 1055 1117 241 413 198 285 
192 1300 1365 960 1130 295 445 220 290 
90 
Table 4 shows a comparison of the standard 
deviations. The differences in the standard deviations have 
both negative and positive values. Because the magnitudes 
of these differences are relatively large, it cannot be 
concluded that the operational hydrology program ade-
quately reproduces extended trends of the historic record. 
Conversely, it cannot be concluded that the operational 
hydrology program is not reproducing the "Joseph Ef-
fect." 
Table 4. Comparison of standard deviations of running average data of streamflow at Cachuma, 
California. (Units are in ac-ft/month ) 
~o. of 
Consecutive 
Months 
24 
48 
72 
96 
144 
168 
l 
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81 
• 1 
iii \ , 
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.00 
\ 
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I 
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\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Standard deviations 
Percent 
Historic Generated Difference Difference 
7220 9280 "2040 -28.3 
5920 6250 .. 320 .. 5.4 
5180 4850 + 330 + 6.37 
4600 4080 + 520 +12.70 
3650 3190 ;- 460 +12.60 
3140 2900 + 240 + 7.64 
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Figure 2. Relationships between average quantities of runoff over extended periods of time and 
probability of occurrence for streamflow at the Cachuma Project, California. 
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Figure 2. Concluded. 
Scho~e Creek at Prattsville, New York 
Monthly streamflow data for Schoharie Creek at 
Prattsville, New York were obtained for the period 1904 
through 1967. These data are in terms of discharge in 
cubic feet per second, while the data for the other two 
streams are in terms of ac-ft per month. Fig. 3 contains 
the plotted results from the frequency analyses of the 
running averages over extended periods. Table 5 contains 
values of average discharge for the specified periods which 
might be expected to be exceeded for the four specified 
probabilities of occurrence. In contrast to the results of 
Cottonwood Creek, for the two low probabilities (i.e. the 
high flows), the averages obtained from the historic data 
are smaller than those obtained from the generated data, 
whereas, for the two larger percentages (i.e. the low 
flows), the historic averages are larger than the generated 
averages for the longer sequences. 
Table 5. Average flowrate (cfs) for the given period of consecutive months that will be exceeded for four 
probabilities of occurrence. The flowrates are for both the historic and generated streamflow at 
Schoharie Creek at Prattsville, New York. 
Period Probability ot occurrence 
(Consecutive 270 1070 ,;/U70 ,;/~70 
Months) Historic Generated H1.s tor1c Generated Historic Generated Historic Generated 
24 611 662 543 566 347 340 276 301 
48 532 598 516 529 382 367 297 332 
72 527 574 496 515 400 383 317 351 
96 504 554 489 509 407 392 352 365 
120 498 550 485 501 412 399 366 379 
144 489 545 480 495 422 407 398 385 
168 481 532 474 490 431 411 406 390 
192 478 521 470 487 436 413 420 397 
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Plant Size ~.Mgd 
TABLE 8 
Unit Cost of Water as a Function of the Operating Plant 
Load Factor and Optimum Load Factor 
Operating Total unit water cost and cost of fuel ¢/lOOO gal. for the plant that is optimized 
Load at the given plant load factor 
F~t~ i I 
l~ I 2~ 3~ 5~ 7~ 9~ 
\ 
Total Fuel I Total t Fuel Total Fuel Total Fuel Total Fuel Totril' Fuel I 
i [ I 10% 218.3 41.3 ~ 222.5 ,I 35.6 228.3 32.3 240.7 28.3 250.8 26.2 259.7 .124.8 
1 \ 
2($ 133.9 41.2 ' 133.31 35.8 134.5 32.3 138.9 1 28 . 3 143.0 t 26.2 146.8 \ 24.8 
! t 
• I f ~ , ~ ' '30% • 105.8 41.2 1 103 •5 1 35.6 103.3 32.3 105 128.3 107.1 i 26.2 109.1 \24.8 
. . '
It· \ 50% 83 . 3 4 1 . 2 ; 79 . 7 ~ 35 .6 78 • 4 32 . 3 77 . 8 28 . 4 78 • 2 ( 26 . 2 79 . 1 1 24. 8 
I ~ f I 
i I I I; ~ 7($ 73.7 t 41 . 2 69.6 ~ 35.6 67.6 32.3 66.9. 28.3 66.0 I 26.3 66.1 124 . 8 . 
ft I 1 
i · 1 i l ~ I 9C1I> 68.1 t 41.2 1 63.71 35.6 61.5 32.3 59.5 128 . 3 . 58.9 ( 26.2 i 58.8 24.8 . 
-
-N N 
Plant Size 100 Mad o 
TABLE 9 
Unit Cost of Water as'a Function of the Operating Plant 
Load Factor and Optimum Load Factor 
Operating Total unit water cost and cost of fuel ¢/lOOO gal. for the plant that is optimized I 
Load at the given plant load factor 
Factor I I 
~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
j 
Total Fuel t Total ! Fuel Total Fuel Total Fuel Total Fuel Total '\ Fuel 
f i I 10% 211.2 41.3 ~ 215.3 f 35.5 221.0 32.2 233.2 28.2 242.9 26.1 251.6 I 24.7 
1 , : 
i I I , 
20% 130.2 41 .2 129.41 35.7 130.6 32.2 134.9 28.2 138.8 f 26. 1 142.5 t 24.7 
! ' , t 
~ ~ I I '
30% 103. 1 I 41.2 I 100.8! 35.5 100.5 32.3 102. 1 \28.2 103.91 26. 1 106. 2 \24.7 
l • ' ( I \ ~ ~ \ 50% 81 .5 41 .2 ; 77 . 9 ~ 35.5 76.4 32.2 75.9 28.3 76.3 I 26. 1 76.9 I 24. 7 
I j ~ ! t 
i I ) ! ~r t : 
70% 72.3 f 41.2 i 68.1! 35.5 66.1 32.2 64.6 i 28.2 64.41 26.0 I 64.6 i 24.7 I 
l ! ~ I ..! 
l ~ 5 t I I I j I 90% 69.9141.'2 ) 62.4i 35.5 !16o.1 32.2 58.1 28.2 , 57.6 i 26.11" 57.4 24.7 I 
t I ~ f ~ , 
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Mr. Wesley H. Blood 
Utah State University 
College of Engineering 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Dear Mr. Blood: 
OPERATED BY 
NUCLEAR DIVISION 
POST OFFICE BOX Y 
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSE E 37830 
29, 1969 
SUBJECT: Reply to Your Letter of April 22, 1969 
Time does not permit us to cost tables for 150,200, 250 
and 300 Mgd plants as requested. I would suggest that the 100 Mgd 
costs be used as a base with the following arithmetic multipliers 
for unit capital, annual or water costs: 
100 Mgd 
150 Mgd 
200 Mgd 
250 Mgd 
300 Mgd 
1.0 
0.97 
o. 
0.92 
0.90 
The total annual cost ) at 0% plant factor would be the sum of 
the annual fixed tabulated in my letter to VIT. Clyde, 
March 14, 1969, plus the cost: 
Plant Size 
25 Mgd 20,740 
50 Mgd 30,480 
75 Mgd 31,420 
100 Mgd 42,260 
It is likely that a is of the questions would give 
more refined answers in both cases. I have reviewed our approach 
briefly with Shiozawa and I believe he is in agreement with the 
approach taken, 
IS:jb 
cc: Dr. C. G. Clyde 
Mr. Sam Shiozawa 

